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ABSTRACT
PAINLEVE TEST AND THE PAINLEVE EQUATIONS
HIERARCHIES
Fahd Jrad
Ph. D. in Mathematics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ugurhan Mugan 
January, 2001
Recently there has been a considerable interest in obtaining higher order ordi­
nary differential equations having the Painleve property. In this thesis, start­
ing from the first, the second and the third Painleve transcendents polynomial 
and non-polynomial type higher order ordinary differential equations having 
the Painleve property have been obtained by using the singular point analysis.
Keywords : Painleve property, movable singularity, resonances, compatibil­
ity conditions.
IV
ÖZET
PAINLEVE TESTİ VE PAINLEVE DENKLEMLERİNİN
HİYERARŞİLERİ
Fahd Jrad
Matematik Bölümü Doktora 
Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Uğurhan Muğan
Ocak, 2001
Son zamanlarda Painleve özelliğine sahip, yüksek dereceli adi diferansiyel den­
klemleri bulmaya ilgi oluşmuştur. Bu tezde, birinci, ikinci ve üçüncü Painleve 
denklemlerinden başlayarak, Painleve özelliğine sahip yüksek dereceli polinom 
ve polinom olmayan adi diferansiyel denklemler tekil nokta analizi kullanılarak 
bulunmuştur.
Anahter Kelimeler: Painleve özelliği, Hareketli tekil nokta, Rezonans, 
Uyumluluk şartlan.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An ordinary differential equation (ODE) is said to be of Painleve type, or 
have the Painleve property, if the only movable singularities of its solutions are 
poles. Movable singularity means that its location depends on the constant of 
integration of the differential equation.
The Ricatti equation
%J = a{z)xf +  b{z)y +  c(z). (1.1)
where o, b and c are locally analytic functions in 2 is the only example of the 
first-order first-degree differential equation which has the Painleve property. 
Fuchs [3, 4] considered the equation of the form
P(^,y,y ') = 0. ( 1.2)
where F  is polynomial in y and y' and locally analytic in 2, such that the 
movable branch points are absent, that is, the generalization of Riccati equa­
tion. The irreducible form of the first order algebraic differential equation of 
the second-degree is
a o i z W f  + ^ b i { z ) y h j '  + ^ C j { z ) y ^  =  0,
i=o
(1.3)
2 =  0
where 6,, Cj are analytic functions of 2 and 00(2) /  0. Briot and Bouquet 
[3] considered the subcase of (1.2). That is, first order binomial equations of 
degree m:
{ v T  + F U . y ) = 0 ,  (1.4)
where F{z, y) is a polynomial of degree at most 2m in y and m is a positive 
integer. It was found that there are six types of equation of the form (1.4).
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But, all these equations are either reducible to a linear equation or solvable by 
means of elliptic functions [3].
The most well known second-order first-degree Painleve type equations are 
P h Pii, ■··; Pvi discovered by Painleve and his school [1, 2, 3] around the turn 
of the last century. They classified all equations of the form
y" = F{z,y,y'), (1.5)
where F  is rational in y', algebraic in y and locally analytic in 2:. They found 
fifty such equations, but six of them
P/
Pii
: y" = -H 2,
: y" = 2y^ + zy + a,
u _  (2/':P /// : /  = 
P/v 
Pv
- ^ + 7 2 / '  +  72/^  +  7 +  !>Z
• y" =  + \y^ + +  r
u ^  {y'f 
2y
. y// _  3 y - l  Y / \2  _  1 /
■y 2y(:y-\)yy > zy
(1.6)
ß{y-iY
z'^ y
, 7 . ,  ,
^  z ^  ^  y - l '
Pv7 : y// _
+ ^y{y -  1)^  +
y{y-Y(y-^) („. < I 7(^-1) , (?z(2- l ) ', zHz-iy^) 1^ 3;-V y -2 -r -r (y_^)2-b
are the only irreducible ones and define new transcendents. Any of the other 
forty four equations either can be integrated in terms of the known functions or 
can be reduced to one of the six equations by using the Möbius transformation. 
Although the Painleve equations were discovered from strictly mathematical 
considerations, they have appeared in many physical problems, and possess 
rich internal structure.
Second-order second-degree Painleve type equations of the following form
{y'T = 1/. y')y" + y·. y'). (17)
where E  and F  are assumed to be rational in y, y' and locally analytic in
2 were subject of the articles [8, 13, 18]. In [8, 13], the special form, E = Q,
and hence F  is polynomial in y and y' of (1.7) was considered. Also, in
this case no new Painleve type equation was discovered, since all of them can 
be solved either in terms of the known functions or one of the six Painleve 
transcendents. In [18], it was shown that all the second-degree equations ob­
tained in [8, 13], E = 0 case, and second-degree equations such that E ^  0 
can be obtained from P/, ...^Pvi by using the following transformations which 
preserve the Painleve property
(1.8)
and
uiz, a) = --------5---------------- — 7—  ------------- =  0,
Efeo c M y 'y '  +  £ , , 1 ,  dj(z)yj
(1.9)
where ai, bj, C{, dj are analytic functions of z. That is, if y solves one of the 
Painleve equation with parameter set a then u solves a second-order second- 
degree Painleve type equation of the form (1.7) with the parameter set a.
The special form, polynomial-type, of the third order Painleve type equa­
tions
y"' = F(z,y,y ' ,y") ,  (1.10)
where F  is polynomial in y, y' and y" and locally analytic in z was considered 
in [5, 7]. The most well known third order equation is Chazy’s ’’natural-barrier” 
equation
(1.11)y'" =  2yy" -  3y'^ + 2\2:(6y'-y^)36 -n 2
The case n = oo appears in several physical problems. The equation (1.11) is 
integrable for all real and complex n and n =  oo. Its solutions are rational for 
2 < n < 5, and have a circular natural barrier for n > 7 and n =  oo. Bureau 
[7] considered the third order equation of Painlevé type of the following form
y'" = Pi(y)y" + P2{y)y'" + PMy' + Ptiv), ( 1.12)
where Pn{y) is a polynomial in y of degree n with analytic coefficients in z. In 
[12] Martynov investigated Painleve type equations of the form
l A y " - 2y y r
\-ayy" + b{y')‘^ + cy‘^y' + dx/ + a i ' ^ ^  + b i ^ ^ ^  (1.13)ly y l  _  y 2 y y
where a,b,c,d,cii,bi are constants and d 0. In [10], Exton attempted to 
classify equations of the form
y"' = + (c2y^  + eiy + eoY  ^+ {fi'i/ -k /22/ + /0)
+ (y4y'‘ + g^ y^  + 92y^  + 9iy + 9o)^
+ (^62/*^ +  ^59^ +  4^2/^  +  h-¿y^  + ^22/^  +  ^ i2/ +  ho)^
2/“
(1.14)
where 6, c are constant and the other coefficients are locally analytic in z.
In [7, 14] fourth order polynomial-type equations of the form
= ayy" + by'if -l· cxfxf -h d y t f  -h eify'  4- f x f  + F{z, y), (1.15)
where
F{z, y) = a o f '  + {ci'ij +  Co)y' + d^xf + {e2xf +  e^y +  60)2/' 
+ ,/i2y' + + ./22/^  + fi'IJ + /o)
(1.16)
and all the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f  with or without subscripts are assumed to 
be analytic functions of z were investigated.
Besides their mathematically rich internal structure and appearance in 
many physical problems, Painleve equations play an important role for the 
completely integrable partial differential equations (PDE). Ablowitz, Ramani 
and Segur [20] demonstrated a close connection between completely integrable 
PDE solvable by inverse scattering transform and the Painleve equations. They 
conjectured that every non-linear ODE obtained by an exact reduction of a non­
linear PDE solvable by inverse scattering transform has the Painleve property. 
They gave an algorithmic method to test the given equation. The test provides 
the necessary conditions a given PDE is completely integrable . Weiss, Tabor 
and Carnavale [23] introduced the Painleve property for PDE’s or Painleve 
PDE test as a method of applying the Painleve ODE test directly to a given 
PDE without having to reduce it to an ODE.
Recently, Kudryashov [16], Clarkson, Joshi and Pickering [17] obtained the 
higher order Painleve type equations, the first and second Painleve hierarchy, 
by similarity reduction from the Korteweg-de-Vries (KdV) and the modified 
Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) hierarchies respectively.
In this work hierarchies of the first, second and third Painleve equations 
are investigated by using the Painleve ODE test, singular point analysis. It is 
possible to obtain the Painleve type equation of any order, as well as the known 
ones, starting from a Painleve equation. Singular point analysis, an algorithm 
introduced by Ablowitz, Ramani, Segur [20] to test whether a given ODE 
satisfies the necessary conditions to be of Painleve type. It consists of seeking 
a Laurent series expansion solution of the given ODE in the neighborhood of 
a movable singularity and requires this series solution to be single-valued and 
self-consistent.
The singular point analysis can be summarized as follows : Let
!,<”) =  (1.17)
be an nth order ODE where F  is analytic in z and rational in the other argu­
ments. Then y{z) is expanded as
j=0
(1.18)
where zq is an arbitrary singularity and 7i{a) < 0. The singular point analysis 
consists of three basic steps:
1- T he leading o rder analysis: substitute y =  yQ{z — zo)°‘ in equation (1-17). 
For certain values of integer a, two or more terms balance. These balancing 
terms are called leading or dominant terms. After finding a, one can determine
yo-
2- T he resonances: For each choice {a,yo) from step 1, substitute
y = yo{z -  ^o)“ + Hz -  zo)r-\-a (1,19)
where 5 is an arbitrary constant, in the part of (1.17) that contains the domi­
nant or the leading terms only. This equation reduces to Q{r)S{z — zoY' '^ '^^°‘ = 
0. The roots of the polynomial Q{r) are called the resonances. It should noted 
that —1 must be a resonance that corresponds to the arbitrariness of zq and 
the other n — 1 resonances must be distinct integers Y —1.
3- T he com patib ility  conditions: For each choice (a,yo) substitute the 
series (1.18) in (1.17) to get the relation relation for the coefficients yj :
U + l)(i - (1.20)
where fj, i =  l , 2,...,n  — 1, are the roots of Q{r). If at each nonnegative ri, 
the compatibility condition =  0 is satisfied, then equation (1.17) meets the 
necessary conditions to have the Painleve property.
Painleve test was improved in such a way that negative resonances can be 
treated [24]. In this work , we will consider only the ’’principal branch” that 
is, all the resonances rj (except ro = — 1 ) are positive real distinct integers 
and the number of resonances is equal to order of the differential equation for 
a possible choice of (a, j/o)· Then, the compatibility conditions give full set of 
arbitrary integration constants. The other possible choices of {a, yo) may give 
’’secondary branch” which possess several distinct negative integer resonances. 
Negative but distinct integer resonances give no conditions which contradict 
integrability [21].
The procedure to obtain higher order Painleve type equations starting any 
Painleve equation may be summarized as follows:
I. Take an nth order Painleve type differential equation of the form (1-17).
y ^  yo{z — Zq)°‘ sls z  ^  Zo , then a  is a negative integer for certain 
values of yo· Moreover, the highest derivative term is one of the dominant 
terms. Then the dominant terms are of order a — n. There are n resonances 
To =  —l,r i ,T2, ...r„_i, with all r'i, i =  1, 2,..., (n — 1) being nonnegative distinct 
integers such that Q{rj) =  0, j  =  0, 1, 2,..., (n — 1). The compatibility con­
ditions, for the simplified equation that retains only dominant terms of (1.17) 
are identically satisfied. Differentiating the simplified equation with respect to
-Z yields
ÿ<"+« =  G(2,ÿ ,ÿ ',....yW ). (1.21)
where G contains the terms of order a — n — 1, and the resonances of (1.21) 
are the roots of Q{rj){a +  r  — n) = 0. Hence, equation (1.21) has a resonance 
T'n = n — a additional to the resonances of (1.17). Equation (1.21) passes 
the Painlevé test provided that r„ fj, i = l , 2,...,(n  -  1) and positive 
integer. Moreover the compatibility conditions are identically satisfied, that is 
^0, Un, ■■■, yvn are arbitrary.
II. Add the dominant terms which are not contained in G. Then the resonances 
of the new equation are the zeros of a polynomial Q{r) of order n + 1. Find the 
coefficients of Q{r) such that there is at least one principal Painlevé branch. 
That is, all n + 1 resonances (except ro =  —1) are positive distinct integers 
for at least one possible choice of (o;, i/o)· The other possible choices of (a,yo) 
may give the secondary Painlevé branch, that is all the resonances are distinct 
integers.
I II . Add the non-dominant terms which are the terms of weight less than 
a — n — 1, with (locally) analytic coefficients of z. Find the coefficients of the 
non-dominant terms by using the compatibility conditions.
In this work we apply the procedure to the first, the second and the third 
Painleve equations. In Chapter 2, we start with the first Painleve equation P/ 
and obtain the third, fourth, fifth and sixth order equations of Painleve type. 
In Chapter 3, we start with the second Painleve equation P// and obtain the 
third, fourth and some of the fifth and sixth order equations with the Painleve 
property . In Chapter 4, we start with the third Painleve equation P /// and 
obtain third order equations of Painleve type.
Chapter 2
The first Painleve hierarchy
In this chapter, we apply the procedure to the first Painleve equations and give 
Painleve type equations , of order three, four, five and six.
2.1 Third order equations; Pj(3)
The first Painleve equation, P/ is
y" = + z
Painleve test gives that there is only one branch and
{a, xjq) = ( - 2, 1) Q{r) =  -  5r -  6,
(2.1)
(2 .2)
The dominant terms are y" and y- which are of order —4 as z —)■ zq. Taking 
the derivative of the simplified equation gives
v'" = aw' (2.3)
where a is a constant which can be introduced by replacing y with \y ,  such that 
12A =  a. For the equation (2.3), (a,yo) =  (“ 2, 12/a). No more polynomial 
type term of weight —5 with constant coefficients can be added to (2.3). The 
resonances of (2.3) are the zeros of
Q{r) = Q{r){r -  4). (2.4)
Hence, the resonances are (ro, ri, r 2) =  (—1,4 ,6). Next step is to add the terms 
of weight greater than —5 of z. That is,
y'" = mjy + M ^)y'' + + Az{z)y' + A^{z)y +  d 5(z). (2.5)
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where A{ i = 1 , 5  are (locally) analytic functions in z. The linear transfor­
mation
y{z) =  ij{z)u{t) + u{z), t = p{z), (2.6)
where p, u and p are analytic functions of 2: preserves the Painleve property. 
By using the transformation (2.6), one can set
6.4i -f- A2 — 0, A·}, — 0, cb — 12. (2,7)
Then, substituting
o
y = yo{z -  Zo)~^  + '^ V j{z  -  zoY''^, (2.8)
into equation (2.5) gives that
yo = 1, yi = 0 , t/2 =  0, yz -  A^{zo)/l2. (2.9)
The recursion relation for j — A implies that, if 4^ = arbitrary, then
=  (2.10)
and for j  = b
y-o =  + 20Afy4 + 12A f +  24' U f  ] (2.11)
where A f \  k = 0, 1, 2,... denote the coefficient of the order term of Tay­
lor series expansion of the function Ai{z) about z = zq. The compatibility 
condition at the resonance r2 =  6 implies that
A'l + -'I? = 0, j
-e,(AiAs + A ' ^ ) - A i ( A i - A i A [ ) + Z A i A ' l - i A i A ! i - A ' ;  = 0,
if'i/6 is arbitrary. According to (2.12.a), there are two cases should be considered 
separately:
I. Ai{z) =  0: Equations (2.7),(2.10) and (2.12.b) imply that A 2 =  0, A4 = 
C\ = constant,
^ 5{z) = -[c\ /b)z  -I- C2, C2 = constant. Then the canonical form of the third 
order Painleve type equation is
y”' =  + Ciy -  ^c\z + C2-
If c, = C2 = 0, then (2.13) has the first integral
y" =  61/ +  k, k = constant,
(2.13)
(2.14)
which has the solution in terms of the elliptic functions. If Ci 7^  0, then 
replacing 2; +  02/ ·^  ^ by 2: where k =  —C\l^, and then replacing y by and z 
by 7z such that 7 /^? =  1 and ¿7  ^ =  — 1 in (2.13). Then it takes the form of
y'" =  I 2yy' +  6y -  6z. (2.15)
If one lets y = u', integrates with respect to z once and replaces u hy u — c/6  
to eliminate the integration constant c, then (2.15) gives
u'" = 6гí'^  + Qu — Зz^.
Equation (2.16) was also given by Chazy and Bureau [5, 7].
II. Ai(z) =  l /(z  —Cl): Equations (2.7),(2.10) and (2.12.b) give
6 . . . .  1
(2.16)
Ao = ------- , A^ = C2(z - ci), As = - ^ c l ( z  -  Ci)  ^+
z -  Cl 24 z -  Cl
. (2.17)
where c,·, i = 1,2,3, are constants. Then the canonical form after replacing 
z — Cl by z is
y'” = I2yy' +  -(y" -  6t/)  +  C2zy +  — -  | | z l  
Z Z  24:
(2.18)
Equation (2.18) was also considered in [7]. Replacing z by yz  and y by Py, 
such that 7 y^d =  1 and 027  ^ =  12 reduces the equation (2.18) to
y'" = 12yy' +  - ( ? /  -  6y  ^ -  k) + 12zy -  6z^ 
z
where k is an arbitrary constant. Integrating (2.19) once yields
{u" — 6'u^  — ^ )^  =  — 4ii'^  — ^ u ) ,
(2.19)
(2 .20)
where ki — —(A: + 72)/3 and u — y — z-/ 12. There exists one-to-one correspon­
dence between u{z) and solution of the fourth Painleve equation [18].
2.2 Fourth order equations: Pj(4)
Differentiating (2.3) with respect to z gives the terms y^^\y''^, yy”, all of which 
are of order —6 for a  = —2 and as z zq.Adding the term y^ which is also of
order —6, gives the following simplified equation
yA) = aiy'^ + a2yy" + αзy^
where Oj, ? =  1,2,3 are constants. Substituting
y — ~ ^0)  ^ ~ ^0)^
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( 2.21)
(2 .22)
into above equation gives the following equations for resonance r and for yo 
respectively,
Q{r) =  (r + l ) p  -  15r  ^+ (86 -  a2yo)r +  2{2aiyo +  3a2?/o -  120)] =  0,
z^Uo +  2(2ax + 802)2/0 ~ 120 =  0.
(2.23)
Equation (2.23.b) implies that in general, there are two branches of Painlevé 
expansion, if 03 ^  0. Now, one should determine yoj, j  =  1,2 and a, such 
that at least one of the branches is the principal branch. That is, all the 
resonances (except ro =  — 1 which is common for both branches) are distinct 
positive integers for one of (—2, yoj), j  = 1,2. Negative but distinct resonances 
for the secondary branch may be allowed, since they give no conditions which 
contradict the Painlevé property. If t/01, 2/02 are thé roots of (2.23.b), by setting
^iVoj) — —2[(2ai +  Sa‘2)yoj — 120], j  — 1,2 (2.24)
and if (rii,r‘i2,ria), (r2i, T22, r 2s) are the resonances corresponding to the 
branches (—2,yoi) and (—2,yo2) respectively, then one can have
f |  rii = P(yoi) =  Pi. I I ’'“ “ P(y<a) =  P2, (2.25)
2=1 2=1
where p\, p2 are integers and such that, at least one of them is positive. Equa­
tion (2.23.b) gives
2/01 + 2/02 —----(2qi + 802),
Then equation (2.24) can be written as
P(p„i) = 120(1 -  ^ ) .
2/02
2/012/02 —
120 
Û3 '
P{y«2) =  120(1 -
2/01
Then, for P1P2 7^  0, p, P2 satisfy the following Diophantine equation
1. 1 _ 1
Pi p2 120'
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
Now, one should determine all integer solutions of Diophantine equation un­
der certain conditions. Equation (2.23.cx) implies that ru — 2^1 =
15. Let ( r u ,r i2,r i3) be the distinct positive integers, then rn  -|-ri2-l-ri3 =  15 
implies that there are 12 possible choices of {ri,r2,rz). Then (2.28) has nega­
tive integer solutions P2 for each of the possible values of py except pi =  120. 
Pi =  120 case which corresponds to ( r i ,r2, r 3) = (4,5,6) will be considered 
later. The equations (2.26), (2.27.a) and =  86 — 022/01 deter­
mine yoi,yo2,( i^,o.-i hi terms of 02- Hence, all the coefficients of (2.23.a) are
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determined such that its roots ( rn ,r i2,ris) corresponding to yoi are positive 
distinct integers, and IliLi =  P2 < 0 and integer for yo2· Then, it should 
be checked that whether the resonances (r2i , r 22, ^23) are distinct integers (i.e 
the existence of the secondary branch). There are 4 cases out of 11 cases 
such that (rii, r i2,Tis) corresponding to ?/oi being positive distinct integers 
and (r2i, f22, r23) corresponding to yo2 being distinct integers. These cases are 
as follows:
Case 1:
Case 2:
Case 3:
30
0-2
60
(rii,ri2,ri3) =  (2 , 3 , 10)yoi
yo2 =  f ; : (r2i,>22,r23) =  ( - 2 , 5 , 12)
Oi = 0, U3 =  ~ ^ a l
y(4) = 02(yy" -  ^aoy^) (2.29)
yoi =  : (ni,^i2,r i3) =  (2 , 5 , 8)
y02 — ^  ■ ('^ 21, ^22,’’23) = ( — 3, 8, 10)
ai =  | g2, Q3 = -^< 4
= a2{yy" + -  ^a2x/) (2.30)
yoi =  ^  : (ni,r-i2,r i3) =  (3 , 4 , 8)02
yo2 = ^  ■ (i'21, ?'22) ^23) = (—5 ,8, 12)
Cli 2^^’ 27^ 2
y<“> =  M y y "  + i ) /  - (2.31)
Case 4:
yoi = (ni,ri2 ,ri3) =  (3,5,7)
’2 “ ^ ·  (^21, ^22, ’^23) =  ( — 7, 10,12)
CL\ — 4 <2.2) <23 — 15^2
y(^ ) = 02(yy" + \y''  ^ -  ^<^2‘y^) (2.32)
For each case the compatibility conditions are identically satisfied. To find 
the canonical form of the fourth order equations of Painleve type, one should
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add non-dominant terms with the coefficients which are analytic functions of 
That is, one should consider the following equation
-h + Ai{z)y"' +  A2{z)yy' -t- 
Az{z)y” + A^{z)%f' -1- A^{z)y' -}- A^{z)y -t- Aj{z). (2.33)
The coefficients Ai, i — 1, ...,7 are (locally) analytic functions in z and can be 
determined by using the compatibility conditions.
Case 1. By using the transformation (2.6), one can set
Substituting
j=l
into equation(2.33) gives the recursion relation for yj. The recursion relation 
yields yi =  0 for j  — 1 and for j  = ru  =  2, A4 =  0 if y^ is arbitrary. If 
yz is arbitrary, then A2 = A^  — 0 and then (2.34.a) implies that Ai =  0. 
Recursion relation for j  = riz = 10 implies that Aq = ci =constant and 
A-j — C2 ^constant if yio is arbitrary. Therefore, the canonical form is.
12Ai +  A2 — 0, A3 — 0, (22 — 30. (2.34)
T3
y = yoiiz -  Zo)~  ^+ Y ^ y j { z -  zoy-^ (2.35)
y(4) =  30yy" -  60y  ^+  Ciy C2. (2.36)
Equation (2.36) was also obtained by Cosgrove [15]. For ci =  0, replacing y by 
—y yields
y(4) =  -30yy"-60y3-Fc2, (2.37)
y{z) is the stationary solution of Caudrey-Dodd-Gibbon equation [25]. 
Case 2: Linear transformation (2.6) allows one to set
12j4i + A2 =  0, -d.3 =  0, 02 =  20. (2.38)
Then, the compatibility conditions imply that A^ = Q for j  =  2, A2 = A^ = 
0, A(z{z) = Cl = constant for j  = 5 and Aj  =  C2Z + C3, C2 and C3 are constant, 
for j  =  8. Then the canonical form for this case is,
y(^ ) =  10(2yy" -l· y'  ^ -  4y·’ ) +  ciy +  C22 +  C3. (2.39)
One can always choose C3 = 0 by replacing z czfc2 by z. Replacing y by 
—y/4 in (2.39) gives
y^ ^^  +  5yy" +  ^y'^ +  -I- kiy  +  k2Z =  0 . (2.40)
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where k{ =constant. Equation (2.40) was also introduced by Kudryashov and 
Cosgrove [16], [15].
Case 3: By using the linear transformation (2.6), one can set
12Ai +  A2 =  0, 6A3 + A4 — 0, 0,2 — 18. (2.41)
Then, the compatibility conditions imply that A 2 = A 5 = A^ = 0 and .43 = 
Cl, A4 = —6ci, Aj = C2Z + C3, where Cj, 5! =  1,2,3 are constants. Therefore, 
the canonical form of the fourth order Painleve type equation for this case is
7/(4) igyy" +  g '^2 _  24^3 ^  ^^ y>i _  Q^^y2 (2.42)
Equation (2.42) was also obtained in [15]. For C2 ^  0, replacing 2: + C3/C2 by 
2; and then replacing z by j z  and y by Py such that
— 1, C27  ^=  1 reduces the (2.42) into the following form
y(4) _  lg,yy" ^  Qy>2 _  24y3 j^^ yif _  Qi^^y2
where A:i =  Cı7 .^
Case 4: Linear transformation (2.6) allows one to set
12A{ + 242 ~  0, ^4 ~  0, O2 — 15.
(2.43)
(2.44)
Then the compatibility conditions at the resonances j  = 3 , 5 ,7  imply that, if 
y3> 1/5, V7 are arbitrary then A2 =  A3 = A5 = 0 and A^ = ci = constant, Aj = 
C2 = constant. Therefore the canonical form is
4 57/(4) ^  157^ 7/  + _T /'2 _  15-//3 4. ^^y 4.
If one sets y = - 2u then (2.45) takes the form of
45
+ 30uu'^ H— QOu^  "f" kiU -I- k2 =  0,
L·
(2.45)
(2.46)
where k]_ = —ci, ·^2 =  C2/ 2. u{z) is the stationary solution of Kuperschmidt 
equation [25] for A:i =  0 and it was also given in [15].
If 03 =  0, equation (2.23) reduces to
Q{r) =  (t' + l)[r^ — 15r^ + (86 — O2yo)r -  120] = 0, 
{2oi + 3o2)yo — 60 =  0,
(2.47)
and hence, there is only one Painleve branch which has to be the principal 
branch. (2.47.a) implies that Tq = —1 and = 15 which gives 12
possible positive distinct integers ( r i ,r2, r 3). But, =  120 implies that
(c i,r2, r 3) = (4,5,6) is the only possible choice of the resonances. Equation
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(2.47.b) and J2i^· = 86 — 02yo imply that — a^· Then, the simplified
equation is
vW =  ai(ro" +  y“ ). (2.48)
Adding the non-dominant terms with the analytic coefficients of 2: gives
ÿ<‘> = a ,(w " +  y· )^ + A,(z)y"' + A-,(z)yy' +  A ,(2) /  +  
Ai{z)y‘  +  A5(z)ÿ' +  As(z)y +  A7(z)
One can always set
12Ai -|- A2 — 0, A3 — 0, Û2 — 12,
(2.49)
(2.50)
by using the linear transformation (2.6). The compatibility conditions at the 
resonances r =  4 ,5 ,6 imply that ¡/4, ¡/5, ye are arbitrary and A2 = A4 =  0 and
A5 — -I-C2, Ae — Cl, A 7 — + 02)“^, I b Z
where Ci, C2 are constants. Hence , the canonical form is
(2.51)
= 12(yy" + y''^ ) +  (y 2  -1- C2)y' +  Ciy -  -I- C2)^ . (2 .52)
If Cl =  0, then integrating (2.52) once gives the equation(2.15). If Ci 7^  0, 
letting Cl =  —I 2ki, C2 = —6k2 first, and replacing 2: + k2/ki  by z, and then 
replacing 2: by 72:, y by /5y, such that /57  ^ =  1, A:i7‘‘ =  1 then the equation 
(2.52) takes the form of
= 12(y?y')' -  6zy' -  12y -  62;^ . (2.53)
If one lets y =  —u' and integrates the resulting equation once then (2.53) yields
-I- 12u'u'' =  ^zu' -f 6u -I- 2z^ — k, (2.54)
after replacing u by ¡3u, z by 72; such that /?7 =  —1, 7“^ =  —1. Equation (2.54) 
was also obtained by Bureau [7] and which belongs to hierarchy of the second 
Painleve equation.
2.3 Fifth order equations: Py(5)
Differentiating (2.21) with respect to 2: gives the terms y^^\ yy'", y'y", y^y' 
which are all the dominant terms for a = —2 and z ^  zq- Therefore, the 
simplified equation is
y('’) =  aiyy'" + a2y'y" +  αзy^y', 
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(2.55)
(r +  l){ r‘‘ -  21r^ + (176 -  αıyo)’"^  +  [2(5ai +  02)2/0 ~ 378]r 
+[1800 — 18(2ai +  02)2/0 ~ <^ 32/o]} ~
O32/0 + 3(2oi + 02)2/0 -  360 =  0. (2.56)
Equation (2.56.a) implies that one of the resonance ro =  — 1 which corresponds 
to arbitrariness of zq. (2.56.b) implies the existence of two Painleve branches 
corresponding to (-2,2/oi), i =  1, 2. Let ( r u ,r i2,r i3,r^ )  and (r2i, f22, ^23,^24) 
be the resonances corresponding t02/oi and 2/02 respectively. Setting,
P{yoj) =  1800 -  18(2oi + 02)'2/oj ~ a^y^j, j  = 1,2 (2.57)
then, (2.56.a) implies that
4 4
] J r i i  = P (2/oi) = P i, Y [ r 2i = P{yo2) = P2, (2.58)
1=1 2=1
where pi,p2 are integers such that at least one of them is positive, to have the 
principal branch. From equation (2.56.b), one can have
360 _ 60
where ai, i — 1,2,3 are constants. Substituting (2.22) into (2.55) gives the
following equations for the resonance r and yo,
U3 — —- 2 q, i  +  (22 — ■(2/01 + 2/02)· (2.59)
2/012/02 2/012/02
By using the above equation, (2.57) yields the following Diophantine equation, 
ifpiP2 ^  0
1 1 1
(2.60)L  1  -  _L
Pi~^ P2 720’
Now, one should determine all possible integer solutions (701,212) of (2.60). 
(2.56.a) implies that J2i-yVji — 21 j  = 1,2. Then, there are 27 possible 
cases for (fu, r’i2, r i3, r^ )  (i.e. 27 possible values of pi) such that r ^ s  are posi­
tive distinct integers. Diophantine equation implies that there are 12 cases out 
of 27 cases such that both pi > 0,p2 < 0 are integers. By using the equations
Y^riiVyj = 176 -  aipoi, =  -2[(5ai + 02)^01 -  378] (2.61)
and (2.59), '2/01)2/02, 02)03 can be obtained in terms of ay for each 12 possible 
integer values of (pi,U2). But, there are only 4 cases out of 12 cases such 
that the resonances (t’2i , r'22, ^23, r24) corresponding to 2/02 are distinct integers. 
These cases and the corresponding simplified equations are as follows:
Case 1:
yoi = 5  :
yo2 = 5  :
(n i,D 2,D 3,D 4) = (2 ,3 ,6 ,10) 
(’’21,7-22, T23, r24) = (“ 2, 5, 6, 12)
02 = Oi, 03 =  - \ a \
= 01(2/2/"' +  y'y" -  foi'2/^y') 
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(2.62)
Case 2:
Case 3;
Case 4;
2/01 = S : (rii,ri2,ri3,ri4) --= (3,5,6, 7)
yo2 = ^  : (r2i,r22,r'23,r24) =  (-7 ,6 ,10,12)
02 =  |a i ,  03 =  - J o f
= aiiyy'" +  ly'y” -  \ a i y y )
2/01 = ¿7 :
90
( l ' l l , ' l ‘l 2 , l ' l 3 , n 4 )  = (3,4, 6 ,  8 )
Ï/02 = 7^ : (^21, T22, r23, T24) = (“ 5, 6, 8, 12)
2 2O3 = - f a f02 = 20i,
y(5) =  O i(y /' +  2y'y" -  foiy^y')
(2.63)
(2.64)
2/01 = !: :
60
(ni,ri2 ,ri3 ,ri4) =  (2, 5 ,6, 8)
1/02 =  ^  : (l'21 ,1’22, T23, ’'24) =  (“ 3, 6, 8, 10)
02 =  2oi, O3 -- - ¿ o f
y^ ^^  = ai{yy'" +  2y'y" -  Aaiy^y')
(2.65)
(2 .66)
The compatibility conditions for all 4 cases are identically satisfied. To obtain 
the canonical form of the fifth order equation of Painlevé type, one should add 
the non-dominant terms of weight < 7 for a  =  —2 with analytic coefficients of 
z. Therefore, the general form is
y^ °'> = aiyy"' 4- aoy' j^" + a^y'^y' + Ai{z)y^‘^'^  + 
M{z)y"' + M{z)yy'' 4- Ai{z)y'' +  A^{z)%f 4- A^{z)y\J + 
^i{z)y'  4- A^{z)y^ 4- A^{z)y'^ 4- AiQ{z)y 4- An[z). (2.67)
The coefficients .4i(z),..., A\i[z) can be determined by using the compatibility 
conditions. Substituting
TA
y = yo i(z -zo)   ^+ Y ^ y j ( z  -  ZoY
j=l
(2 .68)
into (2.67) gives the recursion relation for yj. The recursion relations for 
j  =  i 'iiT i2,r i3,r i4 give the compatibility conditions if y m .2/ri2, 2/n3, 1/ru are 
arbitrary.
Case 1: By using the linear transformation (2.6), one can set
120.4i 4- 6.43 4" 4415 4" Aq — Ü, 4^6 — 0,
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Oi = 30, (2.69)
then, 'i/oi =  1 a.nd =  0. The compatibility conditions at j  =  2,3,6,10 imply 
that all the coefficients are zero except
Aj = ciz + C2, Aio = 2ci, (2.70)
where ci, C2 are constants. Then the canonical form for this case is
y(5) =  30(ytj"' + yV ' -  6y^y') +  (ciz + C2)y' +  2cxy. (2.71)
Equation (2.71) was also obtained in [15]. If C\ ^  0, replacing z +  C2/C1 by z 
and then replacing z by 7Z and y by Py such that 7 /^? =  1, Ci7° = 1 in (2.71) 
gives
= 30(yy"' +  y'y" -  6y^y') +  zy' +  2y. (2.72)
Case 2: One can always choose
120j4i +  OA·^  +  4A 5 +  T.8 — 0, 12y4.2 +  A q — 0, Oi — 15, (2.73)
by using the linear transformation (2.6). Then ygi =  1, yi =  2/2 =  0. The 
compatibility conditions at j  — 3 ,5 ,6,7 imply that all the coefficients are zero 
except
A-j — CiZ + C2, A\q - 2ci, (2.74)
where ci,C2 are constants. Then the canonical form for this case is
yW = 15{yy'" + ^y'y" -  Zt/y') + {ciZ +  C2)y' + 2cip. (2.75)
Equation (2.75) was also given in [15]. If Ci ^  0, replacing z + C2/C1 by z and 
then replacing z by j z  and y by Py such that 7^ )6 =  1, Ci7® = 1 in (2.75) gives
i/(·’ ) =  15(yy'" +  ^y'y" -  3y^y') +  zy' +  2y. (2.76)
Case 3: By using the transformation (2.6) one can set yoi =  1, yi — V2 =  0. 
That is.
120^1 + 6.43 +  4T5 + A$ — 0, 12.42 +  9.4e — 0, di — 18.
The compatibility conditions at j  = 3 ,4 ,6,8 give
6^4 + Aj — 0,
—6/I3 +  4^ 45 — 3 j4 8  =  0, A- = 0,
24.4' -  48/I9 -  /i67l8 = 0, -  24A'io + A8/I10 = 0,
and
8A5 + 3.48 = 0, 24A( + Al = 0, 24.4[, +  ^8.49 =  0,
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(2.77)
(2.78)
(2.79)
(2.80)
(2.81)
respectively. The equation (2.81.b) implies that there are two cases that should 
be considered separately.
a. A^{z) =  0: The equations (2.77)-(2.81) and the compatibility condition at 
j  =  8 implies that all the coefficients are zero except
A q — Cl, A2 — — 7 C1, v4u — C2,
6
(2.82)
where Ci, C2 are constants. Then, the canonical form of the equation for this 
case is
= lS{yy"' + 2y'y" -  iy^y') -  ^ c i i f  + ciyy' + C2· (2.83)
Equation (2.83) was given in [15].
b. As{z) = 24/{z — c): For simplicity, let the constant c =  0. Then the 
equations (2.77)-(2.81) and the compatibility condition at  ^ =  8 implies that 
there are two following distinct cases: 
i.
At — - A') — — T·? — —— Aa — —— A^  —
Z D  Z 6z Z
A q — —2c2, A j — —, Alo — 0, All —
where Ci, C2 are constants. Then, the canonical form is
yi^ 'i = 18{yy"' + 2y'y" -  4y^y') + +  f y ' "  -  ^ y y "
-  tv" -  ^ f
Equaton (2.85) was also given in [15]. When C2 = 0; if one lets
u = -  3(6yy" + Зy'^ -  8y^),
Then equation (2.85) can be written as
/ f . Cl u = - u  ---- .
Hence, (2.85) has the first integral
yl'i) = 3(6?/y" + 3y'  ^ -  8i / )  + k z - c i ,
(2.84)
(2.85)
(2 .86)
(2.87)
(2 .88)
where k is an arbitrary constant. Equation (2.88) is nothing but the equation
(2.43) with ■^ı =  0.
ii. ^4 =  yl7 =  H9 = 0 and.
1
2’
C3
^ 3
1 8
)
(
^ 5 - - -
2 Z
2^10 =
4
r ·
i ^ 1 1  =
4 . 2 . C4 
z ' (2.89)
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where 03,04 are constants. Then, the canonical form is
y(5) =  18(yy"' +  2y Y  -  4y '^í/') + -  f z y ' "  -  f y y "
-  + 603Zyy' + ^ y ^  + f z y  -  f z ^  +
(2.90)
When 03 = 0, (2.90) has the first integral same as (2.85).
Case 4: By using the transformation one can set
120^1 + 6.4.3 + 44.5 +  4g =  0, 4.6 =  0, =  20. (2.91)
The compatibility conditions at j  =  2 and j  = 5 implies that 42 =  0 and 
44 =  0 respectively. The compatibility conditions at j  =  6,8 implies
44s + 48 — 0, (2.92)
and
4 r =  0, — 743 + 64s — 24g — 0, 4043 +  4 |  — 0, 404^0 + 4 8 4 iq — 0,
(2.93)
respectively. Therefore there are two cases should be considered separately: a) 
As{z) =  0 and b) 4 s (2) = 40 /2  (for simplicity the integration constant is set 
to zero).
a) 4 g(2) =  0; The equations (2.91)-(2.93) implies that all the coefficients are 
zero except Aj  =  Ci2 + C2, 4 10 = 2ci and 4 u  =  C3 where Oi are constants. 
Then, the canonical form is
y(5) = 20{yy'" + 2]j'y'' -  6y ‘^y') + (Ci2 + C2)y' + 20iy +  C3. (2.94)
b) 43(2) = 40/ 2: The equations (2.91)-(2.93) and the compatibility conditions 
at j  =  5,8 imply that
4 i _  1 42 — 0, 43 — — 44 — 0, 4s — —
4e = 0, Aj = —ki, 4g = 0, 4io = f · ,  An  =  y ,  
where A,q,/c2 are constants. Then, the canonical form is
(5) _ n r \ f __ m ,
(2.95)
1 207/(4 =  20{yi/" + 2y\j" -  6t/y')  +  ------yy”
z z
10 ,9 f 40 o A^2
-----y  ^ -  kiy' + — xf +  - y  +  - .2 z z z
When k\ = 0: if one lets
u = x/^'^-lt){2yy" + x f - A x f ) .
Then ecpiation (2.96) can be written as
/ 1 , '^2u = -u -l---- .
2 2
(2.96)
(2.97)
(2.98)
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Hence, the first integral of (2.96) is
=  10{2yy” + 2/'  ^ -  4y^) +  kzz -  k2, (2.99)
where kz is an arbitrary constant. Replacing y by - y / 4  in (2.99) gives (2.40) 
with ki =  0.
2.4 Sixth order equations: Pj(6)
Differentiating (2.55) with respect to z gives the terms y^ \^ yy^‘^ \ y'y"', y"^ , 
y^y"and yy''  ^ all of which are of order —8 for a  = —2 as z —>■ zq. Adding the 
term y ‘^ which is also of order —8 gives the following simplified equation
y^ ^^  = o,iyy^‘^  ^ + CL2y'y"' +  o^ zy"^  +  cuy^y" +  Q'syy'"^  + ^62/^ ) (2.100)
where ai, i = 1,2,..., 6 are constants. Substituting (2.22) into (2.100) gives the 
following equations for the resonance r and yo,
(r + l){r^ -  28r‘‘ + (323 -  ayyoy  +  [(15ai + 2a2)yo ~ 1988]r2 
—[q42/o “f 2(43gi +  10(22 4" 6ci3)yo ~ 7092]7·
+2[(2a5 +  3(24)yQ + 12(10cii +  4(22 4· 3az)yo — 7560]} =  0,
(262/o 4” 2( 3(24 4" 2az)yQ +  12( 10(24 +  4(22 4· 3az)yo ~  5040 =  0 ( 2. 101)
Equation (2.101.a) implies that one of the resonance tq = —1 which corresponds 
to arbitrariness of zq. Two cases should be considered separately a) Oe = 0 and 
b) 06 0.
a) 06 =  0: There are two Painleve branches corresponding to (—2,yoy), j  = 
1,2, where yoj’s are the roots of
(304 d" 205)^0 d" 6(10oi d" 4o2 d" 303)^0 — 2520 — 0. (2.102)
Then, one has
 ^ _  6(10oi d-4o2 d-303) _  2520 /0 mo\
2/01 4- 2/02 —---------—7117----------> yoiyo2 — ———7T7~· (2.103)3O4 d" 2O5 304 + 2os
Let Til, r i2, ..., r i5 and ^21, r22, ···, 2^5 be the roots (additional to tq =  —1) of 
(2.101.a) corresponding to yoi and 2/02 respectively. Setting
P{yoj) = -2[{2ao+3ai)y‘^j + 12{10ai+4a2+3az)yoj-~o60], j  = 1,2. (2.104)
20
5JJru  = P(yoi) =Pu
and
then, (2.101.a) implies that
l i r a  =  P(!/c2) = P 2 (2 .105)
¿=1 i=l
^  rii = ^  T2i =  28, (2.106)
i=l 2=1
where pi, p2 are integers, and at least one of them is positive. Now, one should 
determine yoj, j  = 1,2, and Oj, i = 1,2,..., 5 such that there is at least one 
principal branch. Let the branch corresponding to yoi be the principal branch, 
then Pi > 0. Equation (2.104) gives
P(poi) =  5040(1 - ^ ) = p x ,  
y02 P(yo2)= 5040(1 - ^ ) = P 2 ,  (2.107)yoi
by using the (2.103). Therefore, pi, p2 satisfy the following Diophantine equa­
tion, if PiP2 7^  0 1 1 1
(2.108)
1 1 
Pi p2 5040
Equation(2.106) implies that there are 57 possible cases of (ru, r i2, ..., ris) such 
that r i i’s are positive distinct integers. Diophantine equation has 27 integer 
solutions (pi,P2) such that p2 < 0. For each 27 cases of (pi,P2), yoj, j  =  1>2, 
and ai, i =  2,..., 5 can be obtained from (2.103), (2.107) and
J2i^j = 323 -  aipoi, =  -[(15ai +  2a2)poi + 1988],
= ~<^ 4y‘oi ~ 2(43ai -f 10o2 + 603)^01 +  7092.
(2.109)
in terms of ai. But, there are only 3 cases out of 27 cases such that the 
resonances (r2i, r22, ···, ^25) corresponding to po2 are distinct integers. These 
cases and the corresponding simplified equations are as follows:
Case 1:
yoi = 5  : {ru,ri2,ri3,ru,ri5) =  (2, 5,6,7,8) 
y02 =  5  : (’’21, 2^2, 2^3, T24, T2o) =  (~3, 6, 7, 8, 10)
4^ — 10*^1) 3as =Qo — Sa ,^ a3 — 2ai, 
p{6) = ai(p'i/(^) -h 3y'y"' + 2y"2 -  ^αıy^y" -  faiyy'^) (2.110)
Case 2:
Vox = S  
Vo2 = ^  
ao = 3ai,
= aiiyi
(Di , 1^ 2 , ri3 , ri4 , rys) =  (3,4,6,7,8), 
(^ 21, r22, T23, f24, r2s) = (“ 5, 6, 7, 8, 12) 
03 =  20i, 04 =  - § 0?, 05 =  - |o ? ,
+ ЗyV" + 2y"^-|oıy2t/-|oıyy'^)
21
(2 . 111)
Case 3:
yoi =  fr : ( ru ,r i2, ri3,r ^ ,n s )  =  (2,3 ,6,7 ,10),a\
Î/02 =  “7 : (’'21) ’’22) ’’23) ’’24) ’’2s) =  (~2, 5, 6, 7, 12)ai
2^ 2(2]^, Û3 — Û4 — 5^15 5^ 5^1^
= ûi(yy(^^ +  22/V" + -  laiyy''^) (2.112)
The compatibility conditions are identically satisfied for the first two cases but 
not for the third case. Therefore, the third case will not be considered.
To obtain the canonical form of the sixth order Painlevé type equation when 
ag =  0, one should add the non-dominant terms with analytic coefficients of z. 
That is,
+ a2y'y"' + azy”"^ + a^ y'^ y" + a^ yy'"^
-f ^ 2(2:)y(‘  ^ -1- Az{z)yy"' + Ai{z)y"' +  Az{z)y'y"
+ Aj{z)y'' -|- Az{z)y'^y' -f- Ag{z)yy' -f- Aio{z)y'‘^
+ ^ ll( '2^)y^  +  ■^ 12(-2^ )y^  + ^\z{^)y'^ +  ^14(’2^ )y +  Aiz(z) (2.113)
The coefficients Ai{z) , ..., Aizlz) can be determined by using the compatibility
conditions at the resonances. Substituting
rs
y = yoi{z-zo)   ^+ Y ^ y j { z - z o y
J = 1
(2.114)
into (2.113) gives the recursion relation for yj. Then, one can find A i , ..., ,4 i5 
such that the recursion relations for j  = ’’u , ’’i2)’’iS)’’i4)’’1.5 are identically 
satisfied, and hence yTuAjTi2>yri3,yru,yri5 are arbitrary.
Case 1: By using the linear transformation (2.6), one can set
3604.1 -l-124.3 "b 045 -l- 4g — 0, 4g — 0, Û1 — 20, (2.115)
then, yoi =  1 and yi = 0. The compatibility conditions at j  = 2,5 ,6,7 ,8 imply 
that all the coefficients are zero except
Aj  =  Ciz -l- C2, 4 ii  = 3ci, (2.116)
where ci,C2 are constants. Then the canonical form for this case is
=  20(yy '^‘^  -l· 3y'y"' + 2y"  ^-  6y^y" -  I2yy''^) + {ciz + C2)y" +  3ciy' (2.117)
If Cl ^  0, replacing z-\-C2lc\ by 2; and then replacing z by 72; and y by Py such 
that 7 ,^0 = 1, Ci7° =  1 in (2.117) gives
y(®) =  +  3yV" -P 2y"^ -  6y Y  -  I2y i f )  -f zy” +  3y' (2.118)
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Case 2: One can always choose yoi = 1, and yi =  2/2 =  0 by choosing
360^1+12^43+6-45+^8 = 0, 120-4.2+6^64“4j4io+-d.i2 =  0, Gi — 18, (2.119)
Then, the recursion relation imply that if, ys, y4, ye» 1/7) and ys are arbitrary 
then A.I = j4:3 = .45 = A.j =  .+3 ~  •'4i2 — -'4i3 =  0 and
A2 = — — (ci^ + C2), 4^4 =  --C l, Aq =  A\o = C\z +  C2, Aq = 2ci, 
iz D
-■^11 = (2-120) 
where Ci, C2 are arbitrary constants. Then the canonical form for this case is 
y(6) = 18(yy(^) + 3yV" + 2y"  ^ -  4y2y" -  8yy'^) -  ^ { c i z  +  C2)y^ )^
- f y ' "  +  {ciz +  C2)yy" +  2cyyy' +  (ciZ +  C2)y
2 2
+f^(ciZ + C2)y' T ^ 2/ -  ¿ 92(^1^  +  *^2)
/2
(2.121)
If Cl 7^  0, replacing z + C2/C1 by z and then replacing 2: by 72: and y by /3y such 
that 7^^ = 1, Ci7  ^ =  36 in (2.121) gives
y^ ®) = 18(yy '^‘^  + Sy'y"' +  2y"  ^ -  4y^y" -  8yy'^) -  3zy^ *'>
- 6y'" +' 36z(xjy" +  y'^) +  6(12yy' +  3zy' + 6y -  3z). (2.122)
b) Ge ^  0: Equation (2.101.b) implies that there are three Painleve branches 
corresponding to (—2,yoj), j  — 1,2,3 where y^j are the roots of (2.101.b). 
(2.101.b) implies that
=
i=l
5040
06 = -3=1
12
2(3o4 + 205)
CLq
E l ¿JyoiVoj = — (lOoi +  4o2 +  303).
T-^3
(2.123)
If the resonances (except tq =  —1) are Cii,r2i , r 3i i =  1,2,...,5 corresponding 
to 1/01)1/02)1/03 respectively. If one sets.
^(yoj) — ~ 2[(2o5 + 3ai)ylj +  12(10oi +  4o2 + 3az)yoj — 7560], 
then, (2.101.a) implies that
(2.124)
t=l i=l
and
= Y ^ T 2i = J ] r 3 i  =  28
n  3^1 = -P(yoa) 
2=1
(2.125)
r3i (2.126)
i=i 1=1 2=1 
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The condition of r i i,r2i, r i^ being integers and (2.124), (2.125) give
P{yQi)=Pi, P{yoi)=V2, P{yoz)=P3 (2.127)
where Pi,p2,Pz are integers, and at least one is positive. Then the equations 
(2.123) and (2.124) give
Px = 5040(1 -  — )(1 -  ^ )
yo2 yo3
P2 = 5040(1 -  — )(1 -  — )
yoi yo3
P3 = 5040(1 -  ^ ) ( 1 -  ^ ) .
yoi 2/02
(2.128)
By setting, K = yo2 -  yo3, 2^ =  2/03 -  2/oi, and u = yoi -  yo2, then (2.128) yields
Px = —5040-
2/022/03 ’
P2 = —5040-
2/012/03
Pz =  -5040-
K,p
2/012/02
Thus,
But,
Therefore,
Y^PiPj = (5040)^ /CyUZ/(—  + + y - ) .
yoi
A
2/02
y
2/03'
K,pyK p ^  y
2/01 2/02 2/03 2/012/022/03
Y^PiPj = -(5040)
2 iP'p' y^'^
yhyhy'L· 5040
P1P2PZ·
(2.129)
(2.130)
(2.131)
(2.132)
So that. Pi, z = 1,2,3, satisfy the following Diophatine equation
E -
¿=1 5040'
(2.133)
If the principal branch corresponds to (—2,1/01), then the resonances txi, i = 
1,2,..., 5 are positive distinct integers and thus px is a positive integer. Equation 
(2.129) yields
P1P2P3 =  -(5040)
3 K^p'^y-
Уoı2/o^ 22/oз'
(2.134)
Therefore, either p2 or pz is a negative integer. = 28 and ru being
distinct positive integers imply that there are 57 possible values of px. Then, 
one should find all integer solutions (p2,P3) of (2.133) for each possible values 
of px- There are 3740 possible integer values of {px,P2,Pz) such that p i,p2 > 0 
and Pz < 0. Equations (2.123), (2.128) and
= 323 -  axyox
= -[(15ai +  2o2);(/oi -  1988],
= —^ 42/oi ~ 2(43ai + 10o2 + 603)2/01 + 7092(2.135)
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determine all the coefficients of (2.101.a) in terms of ai for all possible values 
of (pi,P2)P3)· Now one should find the roots r^uT^i of (2.101.a). There are 
only 3 cases such that r2i,v^i are being distinct integers. The cases and the 
corresponding simplified equations are as follows:
Case 1:
n, -  360^1 Û1
„ _  2522/02 -  ^
722/03 =  ^
(n i, n 2, ri3, r i4, ris) =  (2,3,4,9,10) 
(’'21,r22,^23,î’24,î'25) =  (~5, “ 7, 10, 12, 18) 
(^31, ^32, r-i-i, T34, r 3s )  = (-2 ,3 , 5,10,12)
5 5do — 4^ _  5 25^ n — 5 rr3Û6 — 648^ 1
7,(6) == ai(ro<'> +  I v V  +  ly“  -  + i - A v ' )  (2-136)
Case 2:
2/01 =  Ï  : (n i, ^12, ri3, r i4, ris) =  (2,4, 5,7,10)
2/02 =  ^  : (^2lT22) 2^3, 2^4) ^2s) =  (“ 3, —5,10, 12, 14)
2/03 = : (^ 31, r’32, 3^3, (^ 34, ^35) = (-3 ,2,7,10,12)
> = 2ai, as 2^ 1> ^“1 6^ 14^1’ *^6 392*^ 1’
y (6 ) + 2y'y“' + |y «  ^  -  Ao,yy« +  (2.137)
Case 3;
yoi = 
VQ2 
2/03
21 
Û1 
_  3^ 
Û1
_  105
ai
(n iT i2, ri3, ri4, ris) =  (3,4, 5, 7,9)
(i’2i, 7-22,7-23,1~24, ^25) =  (“ 5, -11,12,14,18) 
(^■3i,r32,r33,r34,r35) = (-5 ,3 ,7,11,12)
Ü2 = foi, O3 = Jai, 04 = - j a j ,
y(0) =  ai(yyN) + |p y "  + 7 /2
— 14
5 ^ 0,0/2
5^ — ^1’ n — JL^3 6^ — 147^ 15
f a n / r  -  +  Ïi7«?2/") (2.138)
For all three cases, the compatibility conditions are identically satisfied. To 
obtain the canonical form of the sixth order Painlevé type equation, one should 
add the non-dominant terms with analytic coefficients of z. That is,
= aiyy^‘^  ^+ a-zy'y"' + asy"^ + a^y'^y" +  a^yy''^ +
+Ai{z)y^^'> + A2{z)y^ '^ '^  +  A:i{z)yy"' + A4{z)y"' + A-^{z)y'y"
+A^{z)xjy” 4- A'j{z)xf -b A8(z)i/y' -b A<^{z)yy' -b AiQ{z)y'‘^
+-^n{^)y + A\2{z)y^ +  ^i3(^)y^ + ^u {z )y  +  (2.139)
The coefficients Ai{z), ...,Ai^{z) can be determined by using the compatibil­
ity conditions at the resonances. Substituting (2.114) into (2.139) gives the
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recursion relation for tjj. Then, one can find Ai,..  •j -^ 15 such that the recur­
sion relations for j  = r u , r i 2, r i3, r i s  are identically satisfied, and hence 
Vrii, i/ri2, 2/ri3> yrn> Vru are arbitrary.
Case 1. By using the linear transformation (2.6), one can set
360j4 i -\-12.43 T 64.5 -|- ^8 ~  0) A i2 — 0, Oi — 36, (2.140)
then, yoi =  1 and ¡/i = 0. The compatibility conditions at j  — 2,3,4,9,10 
imply that all the coefficients are zero except
Al — --Zi A\z — Cl, 1^4 — C2, A i5 — C3, 6
(2.141)
where Cj’s are arbitrary constants. Therefore, the canonical form for this case
IS
+ \y'xj" -t- \ y ”‘^ -  lOy^y" -  IQyy''  ^4- lOy^)
6
~Ty"  +  + C36
Case 2. One can always choose yoi =  1; and |/i =  0 by setting 
360.4i + 124.3 T 64.5 -|- 4$ = 0, 4 i2 =  0, 0,1 =  28,
(2.142)
(2.143)
Then, the recursion relation imply that if, y2, 2/4, l/S) y?) and 2/10 are arbitrary 
then all the coefficients are zero except
(2.144)
(2.145)
4y — — 4i 3 — Cl, 4 i4 — C2, 4 i5 — c^z +  C4,
6
where c^ ’s are arbitrary constants. Then the canonical form is
= 28{yy^‘^'^ + 2 'yV" + ^2/"^  -  lOy'^ y" -  lOiyt/'^  +  lO?/“*)
~~zy" +  Ci2/^  +  C22/ +  C32 + C4 6
(2.145) can also be obtained by the similarity reduction of the hierarchy of the 
(KdV) equation [16].
Case 3: One can always set 2/01 =  1, and 2/1 =  2/2 =  0 by choosing
3604i -|-1243-|-645-|-.48 =  0, 12042 +646 +44io-l-.4i2 — 0, 01 = 21, (2.146)
Then, the recursion relation imply that if, 2/3, 2/4, 2/5, 2/7, and 2/9 are arbitrary 
then all the coefficients are zero except
c 3
42 = — , 4e — —Cl, 4io = ~ tCi , 4 ^  =  C2, 4is = C3,
lo 4
where c^ ’s are arbitrary constants. Then the canonical form is
S,(«> =  2 i(w (‘> + i y V  +  jy «  -  e-fy" -  y » , /  +  3y‘)
Cl f A\ ,, 3 #0
- — y  ^ I -  a y y  -  -Ciy + C2y +  C3. 
15 4
(2.147)
(2.148)
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Chapter 3
The second Painleve hierarchy
In this chapter we apply the procedure to the second Painleve equation and 
present Painleve type equations of order three, four, five and six.
3.1 Third order equations:
The second Painleve equation, P // is
y" = 2i /  + zy + u. (3.1)
Painleve test gives that there are two branches with common resonances are 
(—1,4). The dominant terms of (3.1) are y" and which are of order —3 as 
z zq. Taking the derivative of the simplified equation gives
y'” = (3^2)
where o is a constant which can be introduced by replacing y with \y ,  such that 
6A^  =  a. Adding the polynomial type terms of order —4 gives the following 
simplified equation
y”' = aiyy" + α2y'^  + a^y^y' +  04?/.
where ai, i = 1, ...,4 are constants. Substituting
V = Vo{  ^ -  2o)“ ‘ + i ( z  -  Zo)’·"',
(3.3)
(3.4)
into the simplified equation, to leading order in 6, gives the equation Q{r) = 0 
for the resonance r, and for yo respectively
Q(r) = (r + l){r-2 -  (aiyo + 7)r -  [03^  ^ -  2(2gi +  02)^0 -  18]} =  0,
<'*4?7o ~ ^‘iVo + (2<^ i + <^2)2/0 +  6 =  0.
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(3.5)
Equation (3.5.b) implies that, in general, there are three branches of Painleve 
expansion if 04 7^  0. Now, one should determine yoj, 3 — N2,3 and Oj such 
that at least one of the branch is the principal branch. There are three cases 
which should be considered separately.
Case I: 03 = 04 =  0; In this case there is only one branch. The resonance 
equation (3.5.a) implies that riT2 = 6. Therefore, there are following four 
cases:
a :  yoi = :  (^ -i, r2) =  (1, 6), Oi =  0,
2b : yoi =  - dl [ruTi) =  (2,3) ,  Oi =  0 2
c :  yoi =  - ^ 7 : ( n , ^ 2 ) =  ( - 2 , - 3 ) ,  Oi = - | o 2 , 
d :y o i  = - ^ :  (n , f2) = ( -1 ,-6 ) .
(3.6)
The case d will not be considered since r  =  — 1 is a double resonance. The 
compatibility conditions are identically satisfied for the first two cases. To find 
the canonical form of the third-order equations of Painlevé type, one should 
add non-dominant terms with the coefficients which are analytic functions of 
z. That is, one should consider the following equation for each case
y'" = chyy" + α2y'  ^+ A l t /  +  A'zyy' + A^x/ + A^y' -p A^y'^ + A^y 4- Aj. (3.7) 
where Ak{z), ^ = 1,..., 7 are analytic functions of z. Substituting
y = yo{z-zo )  ^+ Y ^ y j { z - z o Y  \ (3.8)
into equation (3.7) gives the recursion relation for yj. Then one can find Ak 
such that the recursion relation, i.e. the compatibility conditions for j  =  r i , r 2 
are identically satisfied, and hence y,· ,^ '(/^ 2 3-re arbitrary.
I.a: By using the transformation(2.6), one can set ^4 —As = 0, A  ^ =  0, and 
02 =  —6. The compatibility condition at the resonance ri =  1 gives A2 = A3. 
The arbitrariness of y  ^ in the recursion relation for j  = 6 and the recursion 
relation yield that
Ag — Ag = 0, Ag — AsAe = 0, A" — -^ s^Ay =  ^3 =  0. (3.9)
According the equation (3.9.a), there are three cases should be considered 
separately.
I.a.i: A,s == 0: From the equation (3.9), all the coefficients Ak can be
determined uniquely. The canonical form of the third order equation for this 
case is
y ' "  = - 6 ? / + { c i z  + C2) y  +  ^ c l z " ^  +
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where q , z =  1, ...,4 are constants. If c\ — C2 = 0, then (3.10) can be written 
as
u” =  6«  ^— Cj,z — C4 (3-11)
where u =  —y'. If C3 = 0 then the solution of (3.11) can be written in terms of 
the elliptic function. If C3 7^  0, (3.11) can be transformed into the first Painleve 
equation. If Ci = 0 , C2 7^  0, (3.10) takes the following form by replacing y by 
yy and 2: by 5z such that 'yS = 1, 026  ^ = 6
y"' — —Qy'  ^+  6y + 32:^  +  C3Z +  C4, (3.12)
where C3 = C4 = 04^ .^ Equation (3.12) was also given in [5] and [7]. If 
Cl 7^  0, C2 = 0, replacing y by 'yy and 2: by 5z in (3.10) such that q j =  1, Ci^  ^ = 
12 yields
y'" — —Qy' "b 122^ y "b ‘2z‘^ -b c^z -b ¿4, (3.13)
where ¿3 = 0^ 6 ,^ ¿4 =  Equation (3.13) was also given by Chazy [5]
and Bureau [7]. It should be noted that (3.10) can be reduced to (3.13) by 
replacing 2: by 2: — {02/ C\) and then replacing y by qy and z by 5z such that 
7(5 =  1, ck5^  = 12.
I.a.ii: Without loss of generality the integration constant c
can be set to zero. From (3.9), the coefficients can be determined and the 
canonical form of the equation is
. - 1y'" = - 6y'  ^ +  6z-^(y' +  y^) +  (Ci2  ^+  C2Z-^)y +  C3Z^  + C4Z
+ + ■^c\z~‘^), (3.14)
where Ci, i = \, ...,4 are constants. If ci = C2 = 0, (3.14) is a special case of 
the equation given by Chazy [5]. If Ci = 0, C2 7^  0, (3.14) takes the following 
form by replacing y by qy and 2: by 5z such that q(5 =  1, Co5 = 24
y'" = -6 y '“ + 6z ^(y' + y" +  4y) +  Czz  ^+ 64Z  ^ + 2Az, - 2 (3.15)
where ¿3 = C3(5® and C4 = C4<5^ . The equation (3.15) is given in [7]. If Ci 7^  
0, C2 = 0, then equation (3.14) takes the form of
y'" = - Q j f  + 2 1 (y' + ,/)  + ISz^y + z  ^+  c,z^ +  ¿4-
2: 2:
where C3, c'4 are constants and equation (3.16) was also given in [7].
(3.16)
I.a.iii: If one replaces Л5 with 6^ 5, Aq with бЛе and Aj with 6Л7, then 
the equations (3.9) yields
i " - 6ig  =  o, Л ''- б Л 5^б = 0, A ';-2 A ,A j = A l  (3.17)
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Integrating (3.17.a) once gives
i'2  = 4i^  -  ax,
where o;i is an integration constant. Then
i s  =  V{z,Q,ai)
(3.18)
(3.19)
where V  is VVeierstrass elliptic function. If ig  =  0, (3.17.c) implies that Ay 
satisfies the Lame’s ecjuation. Hence,
Ày — C]_e -zC(g)^ (^ + Q) ^
a{z) a{z)
(3.20)
where C is C-Weierstrass function such that Ç =  —V{z), a is (j-VVeierstrass 
function such that = C,{z) and a is a parameter such that V{a^ 0, a i) =  0. 
Then the equation
y'" =  -6.y^ + 6P (z ,0,aO (V + /)+ C ie-" «“> ^ h i i + C 2e'«'‘' ^ h ^  (3.21)
a[z) a{z)
where Ci = 6ci and ¿2 = 6C2. Equation (3.21) was also considered in [5].
I.b: The coefficients Ak{z), k = 1, ...,7 of the non-dominant terms can be 
found by using the linear transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions. 
The linear transformation (2.6) allows one to set 02 = —2, Ai{z) =  0, ^ 2(2;) — 
^s(^) = 0 and the compatibility conditions give that Ao{z) = Aq{z) = 0 and 
A^{z) — As{z). So, the canonical form of the equation is
y"' = -2{yy" + y'^) + A,{y' + i - )+ A y , (3.22)
where A4 and Ay are arbitrary analytic functions of 2;. If one lets u = y' + y^, 
then (3.22) can be reduced to a linear equation for u. Equation (3.22) was also 
given in [7].
I.c: Without loss of generality one can choose oi =  2, then the simplified 
equation is
y"' = 2yy" -  Zy'\ (3.23)
which was also considered in [5, 7]. Since all the resonances are negative distinct 
integers then there are no compatibility conditions and hence no non-dominant 
terms can be introduced.
Case II. = 0: In this case yo satisfies the following quadratic equation
~ + <^2)2/0 — 6 = 0, (3.24)
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Therefore, there are two branches corresponding to (—l,t/oj)) j  = 1>2· The 
resonances satisfy the equation (3.5.a). Now, one should determine yoj and 
Ui,  ^ =  1,2,3 such that one of the branches is the principal branch. If yoj are 
the roots of (3.24), by setting
P(y«j) = - ( “3!/?, -  2(2oi +  a2)yoj -  18), ;  = 1,2 (3.25)
and if (rji,rj2) are the resonances corresponding to yoj, then one has
rjiTj2 = P{yoj) = Pj, J =  1, 2 (3.26)
where pj are integers and such that at least one is positive. Equation (3.24) 
gives that
6
03 =  - -
yoiy02
Then (3.25) can be written as
2ai + 02 — 03(^01 +  2/02)·
P{V0i) = 6(1 -  — ), P{v k ) =  6(1 
2/02
2/02
2/01)·
(3.27)
(3.28)
For P1P2 /  0, Pj satisfy the following Diophantine equation
1 1 _  1
P i  P 2  6 '
(3.29)
Now, one should determine all finite integer solutions of Diophantine equation. 
One solution of (3.29) is (pi,P2) = (12,12). The following cases should be 
considered: i) If pi > 0, p2 > 0 and pi < p2, then pi > 6 and p2 > 12. ii) If 
Pi > 0, P2 < 0, then Pi < 6. Based on these observations there are following 
nine integer solutions of Diophantine equation.
(PI,P2) = (12,12), (7,42), (8, 24), (9,18), (10,15), 
(2 ,-3), (3 ,-6 ), (4,-12), (5,-30). (3.30)
For each (pi,p2), one should write (rji,rj2) such that rji are distinct integers 
and rjiTj2 = Pj, j  = 1, 2. Then yoj and ai can be obtained from (3.27), (3.28) 
and
O'l + 0'2 — i^2/oj■ +7) J = l)2 (3.31)
in terms one of the There are following five cases such that all the resonances 
are distinct integers for both branches. The resonances and the simplified 
equations for these cases are
Il-a: 2/01 = J  : (^ii, 7-12) = (3, 4), 2/02 = “ 2/01 : (r2i, 722) = (3, 4),
t f  = a,yhy
(3.32)
3 1
Il.b: yoi = -^ · :  ( n i ,n 2) = (2,4), 2/02 = J  : (^ 2 1 , r22) = (4, 6 ),
y'" =  aiivi/" + 2 t/ 2  +  2 αıy^y')
(3.33)
II.c: 7/01 = :  ( n i , n 2 ) =  (1,3) ,  2/02 =  : (^2 1 , 2^ 2 ) =  (“ 2, 3),
y'" = ai{yy" +  -  |o i? /y ')
(3.34)
Il.d: yoi = :  (i’ll, 1^2) = (1, 4), 2/02 = :  (i’2i, r22) = (-3 , 4),
y'" = ax(yi/" +  2 t / '2 - ia iy V )
(3.35)
Il.e: yoi = :  (i’ll, i'12) = (1, 5)', yo2 =  ~ ^  ■ (i’2i, i’22) = (-5 , 6 ),
1/ '  =  a i ( y i /  +  5i/'  ^ -  aiy^y').
(3.36)
For each case the compatibility conditions for the simplified equations are iden­
tically satisfied. To find the canonical form of the third order equations of 
Painleve type, one should add non-dominant terms with the coeflficients which 
are analytic functions of z.
II.a: Using the linear transformation (2 .6 ), one can set 2 A 1 + A 3 =  0, A2 = 
0 and 03 = 6 . The compatibility conditions at j  — 3,4 for the both branches 
allows one to determine the coefficients A .^ The canonical form of the equation 
for this case is
y"' =  6y V -  (^ C^ 2:^  -  C2Z -  Cz)y' +  Cl?/ -  {clz -  C2)y ~ c^'^ Z^  -|- ^CiC2Z -b ^CiCs.
(3.37)
where Ci,C2 ,C3 are constants. If one replaces z — % by 2:, then y by j y  and 2: 
hy 6 z such that j 6 =  1, CiS^  = -2 , then (3.37) yields
u'" =  3vru' + 12zuu' -b 4{z  ^ -b k)u' -b 4zu -b 4vr, (3.38)
where u = y — z and /c is a constant. Equation (3.38) was also considered in 
[5, 7], and its first integral is the forth Painleve equation. If Ci = C2 =  0 , (3.37) 
can be solved in terms of the elliptic functions. If Ci = 0, C2 ^  0, (3.37) gives
/ '  = 6y y^' -b C2 {z -b —) /  + C2y.
C2
(3.39)
If one introduces i = 2: -b ^ then the first integral of (3.39) is the second 
Painleve equation.
Il.b: On using the linear transformation (2.6) one can always choose 2A\-b 
/I3 =  0, A2 =  0, and oi = —1 . Then the compatibility conditions for the both 
branches, that is the arbitrariness of'i/21 and ^41 for the first branch and '¿/42 and
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2/62 for the second branch imply that all the coefficients Ak of non-dominant 
terms, are zero. So the canonical form for this case is
y"' = -  2ÿ“ + 2y ^ ' .
Equation (3.40) was also given in [5, 7].
(3.40)
II.c: By using the linear transformation (2.6), one can always set Az = 
Az — 0, and oi =  —3. Then, the compatibility conditions at j  =  1,3 give that 
=  c i /2, Az = Cl,Cl =  constant, and A4 = A q. Then the canonical form of 
the equation is
y"' =  -32/2/" -  32/'  ^ -  3^/y' +  ^Ci2/" +  Ciyy' + A^y' +  A'^ y + Aj. (3.41)
The first integral of (3.41) gives that
u” = —3uu' — + Biu + B 2 (3.42)
where u = 2/—(ci/6), and Bi, B2 are arbitrary analytic functions of z. Equation 
(3.41) was also considered in [5].
II.d : One can always choose Az — A=, = 0, and ci =  —2 by using linear 
transformation (2.6). The arbitrariness of 2/11 and 2/41 for the first branch and 
2/42 for the second branch imply that Ai — A2 = Aj — 0,and A4 = 2A^. Then 
the canonical form is
1
(3.43)
(3.44)
y'" = -2yy" -  iy '‘ -  2 y \ '  + Aty' + -A'ty. 
The first integral of (3.43) is
'2/ =  ----- 2yy -  — + A.iy 4- - ,  c = constant
22/ 2 y
The equation (3.43) was also considered in [5, 7].
II.e: By the linear transformation (2.6), one can choose Ai = Az = 0, and 
Oi =  —1. Then the compatibility conditions give that A2 = A5 = 0, A% = 
A'4/ 3, Aj =  —.4"/3. After replacing y by —y and A4 by 3A4 the canonical 
form of the equation for this case is
y”' =  yy” +  5'f/'^  -  i/y '  +  3 A 42/' +  A!^ y +  A". (3.45)
Equation (3.45) has the first integral
( ' /  -  yy' -  y^  +  A 42/ +  A'4)^ =  ^ ( 2/' -  y^){y' +  y  +  ^ ^ 4 )
+4{y' -  y^){2A i j /  + AUy +  A"4) + 4 A \ , f  + 4 A ,A \y  +  4A'J + c, (3.46)
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where is an arbitrary function of 2: and c is an arbitrary integration constant. 
Equation (3.45) was also considered in [5, 7].
Case III: U4 7^  0; In this case there are three branches corresponding to 
(—1,'i/oj), j  =  1,2,3 where yoj are the roots of (3.5.b). (3.5.b) implies that
Y ]  yoj = — , Y  yoiVoj = —(2oi + 02), TT yoj = -----. (3.47)--  CI4 ' H a J- -L H aj = i CLi^ CI4
If the resonances (except Tq =  —1, which is common for all branches) are 
Tji  ^ i = 1,2 corresponding to yoj, and if one sets
P(yoi) = -[(‘lyh  -  2(2ai + -  18), ;  =  1, 2,3 (3.48)
then (3.5.a) implies that
II’’^· = p(voj)=Pi· (3.49)
2=1
where pj are integers and in order to have a principal branch, at least one of 
them is positive. The equations (3.47) and (3.48) give
Pi =6(1 -  — )(1 -  — ),
y02 1/03
«/V 1/02 W, 2/02 s.P2 =  6 ( 1 - — ) ( ! - — ),
2/01 2/03
a i l  2/03 W , 2/03 VP3 =6(1 -  — )(1 -  — )
2/01 2/02
and hence, pj satisfy the following Diophantine equation
¿ 1  = 1,
Moreover the equation (3.50) gives that
3 g.3
Y [p j  = “ 7 ^ Y 7 7 ^ (2 /oi -  2/02)^(2/0l -  yozf{yi)2 ~ 2/03)'
(3.50)
(3.51)
j=i
(3.52)
if oi /  0. That is, if Pi > 0  then either p^ or pa is a negative integer. One 
should consider the case ai =  0 separately.
III.a : a\ = 0: In this case the sum of the resonances for all three branches 
are fixed and
Y ^ ' j i  = 7, i  =  1,2,3. 
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(3.53)
2=1
Under this condition, the solutions of the Diophantine equation (3.51) are 
{PuP2,Pz) = (10,10, -30), (10,12, -60).
Ill.a .i: {pi,P2,Pz) =  (10,10, —30): The equation (3.50) can be written as
Pi{yo2 -  yoz) =  k'ljoi, p^iyoz -  yoi) = kijo2, pziyoi -  yo2) = kyoz, (3.54)
where 0
k = -----------{yoi -  yo2){yo2 -  yoz){yoi -  yoz)· (3.55)
2/012/022/03
For k — ±10\/5, the system (3.54) has nontrivial solutions yoj, j  = 1,2,3. 
For these values of yoj the resonances and the coefficients Uj, z =  2,3,4 are as 
follows
yoi = iy{l -  V^) : (rii,ri2) =  (2,5), 2/02 =  i^(l +  \/5) : (^21, r22) =  (2,5),
2/03 =  6 i/: (rsi,rs2) =  (-3,10),
2^ _  2 — 04 = 4^ 3, = constant.
(3.56)
for both values of k. For these values of yoj and Uj the simplified equation 
passes the Painleve test for all branches. The linear transformation (2.6) and 
the compatibility conditions at the resonances of the first and second branches 
are enough to determine all the coefficients Ak{z) of the non-dominant terms. 
The canonical form of the equation for this case is.
2/"' =  12'2/'2 +  72yY +  54i/-hCi. (3.57)
where Ci is an arbitrary constant. (3.57) can be obtained with the choice of 
1^ =  1/(1 — 3/ 5) and replacing y with Qy/{1 — Vd). (3.57) was also given in 
[5, 14].
Ill.a .ii: {pi,P2 ,Pz) — (10,12,-60): For this case the equation (3.54) has 
non-trivial solution 2/0/ for k = ±20v^. Then yoj, ai and the corresponding 
resonances are as follows:
2/01 = - | ( - 1  ±  ^3) : (n i ,U 2) = (2,5), 2/02 =  ± ^ :  (r2i , r 22) =  (3,4),
yoz = - J ( - 6 ± \ / 3 )  : (r3i,rs2) = (-5 ,12),
02 =  a·.} = 04 = S = constant.
(3.58)
By using the linear transformation (2.6), one can choose J =  ± \/3  and 
Ai =  .42 =  0. All the other coefficients Ak of the non-dominant terms can 
be determined from the compatibility conditions at the resonances of the first 
and second branches. The canonical form for this case is as follows:
y" = + y * )  +  ' ^ 3 ^ y h J  + c ( ± ' - ^ y '  + i f )
231± H 3\/3  „2 
132 ^ ·
(3.59)
3 5
or
y'" = 6y^y' +  ¿ (9  ±  7VS){y' +  y2)2 -  ¿ (4  q= 3y/3)ciy' +  ¿ (3  5V3)ciy^ 
- ¿ ( 9 ± 7 v ^ ) c f .
(3.60)
where ci = 44c/(3 =F 5\/3). Equation (3.60) was also considered in [14].
I l l .b :  O] ^  0: Since p i,p 2 > 0, P3 < 0, equation (3.52) can be written as
ViViVz =  6n“ (3.61)
where n is a constant and pa = —ps. Then the Diophantine equation (3.51) 
yields
V\V2 = h[V \^V"i) n
and since (pi — p2)^  > 0 then
(Pi +  P2Y -  Цг{Р1 +  P2) +  4n^ > 0
(3.62)
(3.63)
Therefore —n < Р з  < n so 0 < р з  < n. Hence, one may assume that n 
is a positive integer. When рз — n the equations (3.61) and (3.62) give that 
(РьР2,Р.з) == (6,n, —n) as the solution of the Diophantine equation. For the 
case of Рз < n, if one assumes that pi < p2 (if pi =  p2, (3.62) implies that 
Pi and P2 are complex numbers) then the Diophantine equation (3.51) implies 
that Pi < 12. The equations (3.51) and (3.62) give that
(PiPzf = n^[Qpi -  (6 -  р ОДз], (PiP2)  ^ =  n^[Qpi +  (6 -  pi)p2] (3.64)
for Pi < 6 and for 6 < pi < 12 respectively. Equation (3.64) imply that 
[6pi — (6—pi)p3] and [6pi + (6—pi)p2] must be square of integers. By using these 
results, pj, the multiplication of the resonances for the branches corresponding 
the yoj, j  =  1,2,3, are
(РьР2,Рз) = (4,6, -10), (5, 870, -26), (5,195, -21), (7,41, -1722)
(7,38, -399), (7,33, -154), (8, 22, -264), (8,16, -48),
(9,15, -90), (10,14, -210), (11,13, -858) (3.65)
For each values of ( р ь Р 2 , Р з )  given in (3.65) one should follow the given steps 
below for (4 ,6 ,—10). When ( р ь Р 2 , Р з )  = (4 ,6 ,—10): pi =  4 implies that 
integer possible values of гц,г = 1,2 are (гц,Г12) =  (1,4), (—1, —4). Then
D'l +  D'2 ~  + 7, j  =  1,2,3 (3.66)
implies that 7/01 = -2 /a i  and 7/01 =  -1 2 /a i for (гц,Г12) =  (1,4), ( - 1 , - 4 )  
respectively. On the other hand yoj satisfies the equation (3.54) for к =  ±20. 
For к =  20, уо2 = ~9;i/oi/14. But the resonance equation for the second branch
'4  -  (7 ±  а1У02)Г2г ±  P2 =  0, 3 =  1,2 (3.67)
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implies that 7 +  aiT/o2 has to be an integer. So, in order to have integer res­
onances (r2i , r 22) for the second branch, a i?/02 has to be integer. Similar ar­
gument holds for the third branch. But for A: = 20 both yoi and ?/o2 are not 
integers. Also, for A: =  — 20 the resonances for the second and third branches 
are not integers. Following the same steps one can not find the integer reso­
nances for the second and third branches for all the other cases of {pi,P2,P3) 
given in (.3.65). When {pi,P2,Pz) — (6)’^ ,“ '?^ ), the equation (3.54) has non­
trivial solution pQj for k = ±n. ?/oi = 0, yo2 = Voz for A: =  n and yoi =  12z2, 
1/02 =  i (^6 — n), yo3 = i (^6 -I- n) for k = —n where u is an arbitrary constant. 
Since yoi =  0 for k = n, this case will not be considered. For k =  —n, 2oi +U2, 
a-¿ and Ü4 can be determined from the equation (3.47) as follows:
180-n 2  12 1
2o,i -\-ci2 — —:
2 i / ( 3 6 - n 2 ) ’ / / 2 ( 3 6 - n 2 ) ’ 2 / / 3 ( 3 6 - n 2 )
Since, Pi — 6, then all possible distinct integer resonances for the first branch 
are (rii, r i2) =  (—1, —6), (—2, —3), (1, 6), (2,3). The case (—1, —6), because of 
the double resonance at ro =  ru  =  — 1, will not be considered. For (ru, r i2) = 
(1,6), (3.66) implies that ai = 0. This case was considered in case III.a. 
For the other possible resonances, one can obtain the Uj, i =  1,2,3,4, and 
j  — 1,2,3. Once the coefficients of the resonance equation (3.5) are known 
one should look at the distinct integer resonances for the second and third 
branches. We have only two cases, such that all the resonances are distinct 
integers for all branches. The resonances and the corresponding simplified 
equations are as follows:
(24 — -. (3.68)
Ill.b.i: yoi = :  (ruTi2) =  ( -2 ,-3 ) ,
1/02 =  - ¿ ( 6  -  n) : (r2 i,r-2 2 ) =  (1, n),
1/03 =  -  ¿  (6  +  n )  : { r z i , r32) =  ( 1 ,  - n ) ,
(3.69)
y'” =  ai [yy" + -  ^ a p y ^ y '  +  / ( ¿ T q n  ^  1,6.
It should be noted that as n —t co the simplified equation reduces to (3.23).
IILb.i: !/„i = :  ( r „ , r ,2) =  (2.3).
1/02 =  - ¿ ( 1  -  t )  : (^21,^22) = (6,n/6),
1/03 =  “ ^(1  + f) · (’"31) ^32) =  (6, -n /6 ) . (3.70)
/2 432 108 ^2.,41
=  M bv" + f f i » “ -  + e S íO Í! /,2o/ n ^  6, 36.
The canonical form of the equations corresponding to the above cases can 
be obtained by adding the non-dominant terms with the analytic coefficients 
Ak, k = 1,...7.
Ill.b .i: By using the transformation (2.6), one can set A 3 = A4 = 0 and 
ai = 2. The compatibility conditions at the resonances imply that all the
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coefficients are zero except Ae and Aj which remain arbitrary for n = 2. For 
n = 3, A y is arbitrary and all the other coefficients are zero. For n =  4 ,5 ,6, 
all the coefficients .4  ^ are zero. However it was proved in [22], for n > 4 the 
equation does not admit the non-dominant terms. The canonical form of the 
equations for n =  2 and n =  3 are
= 2yy" + ^y'^ -  ^ i /y '  +  +  A^y +  Ay
y'” =  2yy" +  -b +  A y
(3.71)
(3.72)
respectively. (3.71) and (3.72) were also given in [5], [14], and both can be 
linearized by letting y =  —2u'/w and y =  —3w'/2'u respectively.
I ll.b .ii:  The linear transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions 
at the resonances of the first and second branches give the following canonical 
form of the equation
y'" = ~ ‘^ yy" +  + y V  +  M y '  +  y"^ ) .3 ^3^
“  ~ + C2,
where rn = 6/ri,, m ^  1,6 and Ci, C2 are arbitrary constants and A^ is an 
arbitrary function of z. (3.73) was also given in [5], [14] and equivalent
, 9 — 1 , — 1
y' + i  = ^ A , ------ u, u" — 6гi^  4-
4(m^ — 1)
(C1Z-I-C2). (3.74)
3.2 Fourth order equations: p f j
Differentiating (3.3) with respect to z gives the terms y^‘^ \yy" ',y 'y" ,y ‘^ y”,yy'^ 
and y^y', all of which are of order —5 for a  =  — 1, as z —)■ zq. Adding the term 
y® which is also of order —5, gives the following simplified equation
— o,\yy'" + <-i'2y'y" +  o.^y'^y" +  (^ A'yy'“^ + o,My' +   ^ (3.75)
where ai, i =  1,...,6 are constants. Substituting (3.4) into (3.75) gives the 
following equations for resonance r and for yo respectively,
Q{r) = (r + l){r^ -  (11 + a i y M  -  M j I ~  (7ai + a2)yo -  46]r
— n.5'i/o 2(2c3 -f ~ 6(3ai -b O2)yo — 96} = 0, (3.76)
Qel/o — ‘^5'l/o + (2^3 +  o,A)yl — 2(3oi -b a2)yo — 24 = 0.
Equation (3.76.b) implies that in general there are four branches of Painleve 
expansion, if oe 7^  0, corresponding to the roots yoj, j  — 1,2,3,4. Now,
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one should determine y^j and such that at least one of the branches is the 
principal branch. Depending on the number of branches there are four cases. 
Each case should be considered separately.
Case I: 0,5 = Oe = 0, 2a  ^ +  04 == 0: In this case there is only one branch 
which should be the principal branch. There are following two sub cases which 
will be considered separately.
I.a: Oi = 0: In this case the equation (3.76.a) gives that the resonances 
( r i , r 2, r 3) (additional to ro =  —1) satisfy that = 11, ~  ^4 .
Under these conditions only possible distinct positive integer resonances are 
(^ ’i D’2)’'3) =  (1)4,6). Then (3.76) implies that 03 = 0 and =  —12/a 2. 
Therefore, the simplified equation is
=  O22/V'· (3.77)
To obtain the canonical form of the equation, one should add the non-dominant
terms, y'", yy", y", y /2 2/^ 2/', yy', y', 2/^ y^, y, 1, that is the terms of
order greater than —5 as 2: —> zq with the coefficients Ak(z), k — 1, ..., 12 which 
are analytic functions of 2:. The coefficients Ak can be determined by using the 
linear transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions at the resonances. 
One can choose 02 =  —12, A^ = 0 and 2^3 — ylg +  -^ 9 =  0 by using the linear 
transformation (2.6). The compatibility conditions, that is, the arbitrariness 
of 2/ 1 , 2/4,2/6 give that
A!]^ 4- T( = .^3/ 3, -^ 4 — 6/I1, A^ = A^ = A q = 0
Te = 2U3. A” -  AsAr =  2AiA^A[ + 2^2/1' (3.78)
^10 = -43 — -^li^3, ^11 =  (Aj — ^ 10)^  — A\{Aj — t4io),
A\o + .4i--1i2 = ¡5(^7 “  ^ıo)^·
According to the solution of (3.78.a), there are following three cases:
I.a.i: .43 = 0. -4i =  0: Then the canonical form of the equation is
'i/^ '*i = —I2y'xj'' -f (ci2; 4- C2)y' + Ciy 4- —— (ciZ + 02)  ^ 4- C3 (3.79)
loCi
where Cj, z = 1,2.3 are arbitrary constants. Integrating (3.79) once gives
y'" = - 6?y^  +  (ci2: 4- C2)y + +  02)'^  +  C3^  4- C4 (3.80)
where C4 is an integration constant. If Ci y  0, C2 = 0, then the equation (3.80) 
takes the form of (3.13). For ci = 0, C2 7^  0, (3.80) yields (3.12).
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I.a.ii: As = 0. Ai = l / ( z  — c): Without loss of generality one can choose 
the integration constant c as zero. Then the canonical form of the equation is
y(4) =  - I 2y'y" +  \y"' +  f ? /  +  {ciz -  C2)y' +  f  y +  ^c\z'^
-\c,C■2Z^  + ^^clz + ^^ .
If Cl =  c’2 =  0 then (3.81) is equivalent to
u' = -{u  ■+ C3), y'" -  - 6y'^ + u (3.82)
If Cl = 0 , C2 0, after replacing 2: by yz, y by Py, such that ^7  =  1, 027  ^ =  6 
the equation (3.81) takes the form of.
yi» = - 1 2 y Y  + i j " '  +  +  y) -  6y' +  3z + ^ ,
z z z (3.83)
where C3 = 037"^. If Ci ^ 0 ,  C2 = 0, then the equation (3.81) takes the form of
1
y ( 4 )  =  _ i 2 y ' y "  +  i ( y »  +  s , f )  +  i 2 z y '  +  +  i i , (3.84)
where C3 is an arbitrary constant.
I.a.iii: As = 6/{z — c) :^ For simplicity let c =  0. Then the canonical form 
of the equation is
=  — 12y^y"+.Ai(y'''+6y' ) +  ^ (y"+2yy')+A7y'+/lioy^+Aiiy+Ai2, (3.85) 
where
A _ 2c\Z^ -C-2
1 z{c\Z'^ -rC2) ^
^7 =  + CiC4^  -  24ci + C2C4Z~^  -  6C2Z~^ )
^io = - g - ^ ( 2 c i - C 2 . - ^ ) ,
/1, ,  -  1 /'gigj -.io I 4 . C1C2C4 5 , cpCjCij 2 , .  ~ _  £ i f i  _  £2£ir-3 ')
^ 1 1  ~  Ci^3+C2 WSoO"" ^  9 0 0 ^  60 ^ ^  15 ^  -r  C5 Z  ^ g 24 ^ /
A i2 =  (^ ^^ .i~^ .;:yT[c^ C3^^ ° -  48cjz  ^+  +  ocfc^ z'  ^ -  ^ Z *  +  4CiC2C4^ 2
— 42CiC2Z — C2C3^ “  ^ + 6clz~'^
-  (CiZ^  + C2Z){^^^Z  ^+  2£|£l2;3 _  48ci +  C1C4 -  2C2C4Z”  ^+  602^" )^].
(3.86)
where Cj/i =  1,...,5 are constants. The equations (3.79), (3.81), (3.83), (3.84) 
and (3.85) were also considered in [7, 11, 15].
I.b: Oi ^  0: The equation (3.76.a) implies that Tir2Ts =  24. Under this 
condition there are four possible cases of (ri, r 2, rs) such that fj > 0 and distinct 
integers. But, there is only the following case out of the four cases such that
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the compatibility conditions at the resonances for the simplified equations are 
identically satisfied and 7^  0.
(’’1, ^2,73) = (2,3,4), yo = -2 /a i, 02 = 3ai, 03 = 04 =  0, (3.87)
By adding the non-dominant terms to the simplified equation, using the linear 
transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions one finds the canonical 
form of the equation as follows:
= -2yy"' -  Qy'y" + A i ( / '  -F 2yy" +  2y'^) +  A,{y" + 2yxj)
+ ^ 7(1/^  +  2/^ ) +  ^12) (3.88)
where Ai,A-i,Aj, .4i2 are arbitrary functions of z. If one lets u = xj'^  + y' then 
the equation (3.88) can be linearized. (3.88) was also considered in [7, 15].
Case II: — 0: In this case there are two branches corresponding
to (—l,yoi)) i  =  1)2 where yoj are the roots of (3.76.b) and
2(3ai +  02) 24
yoi + yo2 = xjQiyo2 = (3.89)2ci3 -|- G4 2U3 -|- C4
Let {rji,rj2, Tjz) be the roots (additional to ro =  — 1) of the resonance equation 
(3.76.a) corresponding to y^j. By setting
^{Voj) =  —2(2c3 4- a4)yoj + 6(3ai + 02)1/0; +96, y = 1,2 (3.90)
then (3.76.a) implies that
3
n  = ^iVoj) = Pj  ^ i  = 1,2 (3.91)
i=l
where pj are integers and at least one of them is positive integer in order to 
have the principal branch. Let the branch corresponding to yoi be the principal 
branch, that is pi > 0. The equations (3.89) and (3.90) give
P(yoi) = 24(1 ~ ^ ) =  py, P{xjo2) =  24(1 -  ^ )  =  P2 (3.92)
1/02 l/oi
Hence Pj satisfy the following Diophantine equation if pip2 ^  0,
-  + -  =  L  (3.93)
Pi P2 24
There are 21 integer solutions (pi,P2) of (3.93) such that one of the pj is 
positive. Once pi is known, for each pi one can write possible distinct positive 
integer (/'ll,ri2, r i3) such that =Pi- Then for each set of (7"ii,ri2, r i3),
ajc, k = 2,3,4 and xjoj can be determined in terms of ai by using
3
^  =  11 + (hxjoj, TjiTjk =  -azxjlj +  (7ai + 02)^0; + 46, (3.94)
■¿■=1 i^k
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for j  = 1, and the equation (3.89). Then for these values of and yoj one 
should check that whether the resonance equation (3.76.a) has the distinct 
integer roots r2i corresponding to yo2· Only for the following cases a) (pi,P2) = 
(12, —24) and b) (pi,P2) — (20, —120) all the resonances are distinct integers 
for both branches and one of which is the principal branch. The resonances 
and the simplified equations for these cases are as follows:
Il.a: {PuP2) =  (12,-24) :
yoi = :  (rii,ri2,r i3) =  (1,3,4),
2/02 =  : (^ 2iT 22, 2^,3) = (-2 , 3, 4)
(3.95)
y = ai{yy"' + 3y'y" -  \aiy^y" -  fα^yy'^)
(3.96)
Il.b: (pi,p2) = (20, - 120):
2/01 =  - ^ :  (^u,?'i2,^13) =  (1,4,5),
2/02 = : (^21, 7-22, ^23) = (-5 ,4 , 6)
=  « 1 (2/ 2/"' +  l l 2/'y"  -  « ı 2/^У" -  2 ai'i/'(/'^)
For the case Il.a the compatibility conditions at the resonances of the sim­
plified equation are identically satisfied. For the case Il.b the compatibility 
condition at the resonance ri3 = 5 implies that 2/4 =  0 which contradicts with 
the arbitrariness of y^. Moreover, in the case Il.b, if one lets y = \u  such that 
Aai =  1 and integration of the simplified equation once yields
u = uu” + 5'i/  ^— v?u' -f c (3.97)
where c is an arbitrary integration constant. Equation (3.97) is not a Painlevé 
type equation unless c = 0 and was also studied in [7, 11]. Hence, we will con­
sider the case Il.a. Adding the non-dominant terms to the simplified equation 
and by using the linear transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions 
of the first branch, the coefficients Ak{z) of the non-dominant terms can be 
determined. The canonical form of the equation for the case Il.a is as follows:
yW -  -3yy"' -  9y'xf -  3i/tj" -  62/'2/'  ^+ Ry" 4- 2R!%j' +  R!'y 
+  A<j{y^  4- 3xjy' 4- y" — Ry) 4- A12,
(3.98)
where R{z) =  A^i{z) — A q { z )  and A3, Ag are arbitrary analytic functions of z. 
If one lets
u = rj" 4- 3yy' + -  Ry (3.99)
then the equation (3.98) can be reduced to a linear equation for u. (3.98) was 
also considered in [7, 15].
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Case III: 06 = 0: There are three branches corresponding to yoj, j  = 1,2,3 
which are the roots of the equation (3.76.b). If one lets
3
' j^i =  Pj — P{yoj) =  osyoj “  2(2o3 + + 6(3ai + a2)yoj + 96, j  =  1,2,3
2=1
(3.100)
where pj are integers and at least one of them is positive. By using the same 
procedure which was carried in the previous case, pj satisfy the following Dio- 
phantine equation:
T -  = - .
U 'P ^  24
(3.101)
if Ρ1Ρ2ΡΆ Φ 0, and if oi 7^  0
24^
j=l
(3.102)
Hence, let Pi,p2 > 0 and p  ^ < 0. If (r^i,γ 2^, ^^3) are the resonances correspond­
ing to yoj respectively, then they satisfy the equation (3.94) for j  — 1,2,3. 
There are following two cases which should be considered separately.
III . a: Oi = 0: Equation (3.94.a) for j  = 1 implies that there are five 
possible values of ( rn ,r i2,ria) and hence five possible values of p\. For each 
value of pi one can solve (3.101) such that p2 > 0, P3 < 0 and integers. Then 
for each (ρι,ρο,Ρζ), the equations
y02 1/03
P2 = 2 4 ( 1 - — ) ( ! - — ), 
1/01 1/03
p, = 24(1 -  H e)(l -  Ϊ 2 ) ,
1/01 1/02
give the equations (3.54) for yoj for
24
k = (1/01 ~ 1/02)(1/02 “  1/03)(1/01 ~ 1/03)·
(3.103)
(3.104)
1/011/021/03
The system (3.54) has non-trivial solution if =  — (P1P2+P1P3+P2P3)· For each 
value of k, one can find yoj and ai, i = 3,4,5 in terms of 02. Once the coeffi­
cients of the resonance equation (3.76.a) are known for all branches, one should 
look at the cases such that the roots of (3.76.a) are distinct integers for the 
second and third branches. There is only one case, (pi,P2,P3) =  (40,40, —120), 
and k — 40\/5. yoj, the resonances and the simplified equation for this case 
are as follows:
1701 = ¿ ( 1  -  \/5) ; (rii,ri2,r i3) = (2,4,5),
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y02 — ^(1 + V^) : (r2i, T22, T23) — (2,4, 5), 
2/03 = : (^3ii 3^2, 3^3) = (—3,4,10),
2/^ ^^  = 02(2/V' +  |a 2 y ^ /  + \a 2yy'^ + (3.105)
The compatibility conditions are identically satisfied for the simplified equa­
tion. To obtain the canonical form of the equation one should add the non­
dominant terms with analytic coefficients Aic{z), k — 1,...,12. The linear 
transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions at the resonances of the 
first and second branches give the following equation
= 24y V ' + 12x/y" +  1 4 4 î// +  216y·^У  ^
Integrating (3.106) once gives (3.57).
(3.106)
I l l .b  : Oi /  0: In this case the resonances (r^i, ry2, Vj^) and y^j satisfy (3.94) 
for j  =  1, 2,3 and
= —(203+04), ' ^ y o j y o k  = ---- (301+O2), Y [ y Q j  = ----- , ( 3.107)*  ^ n.r *  ^ n.c n.c
i = i i = l
respectively, pj — 17^=1’"+ satisfy the Diophantine equation (3.101). If one 
lets 242
= 7----------- ry(2/oi -  2/o2)^(2/oı -  2/o3)^ (yo2 -  yozf (3.108)
(2/oi'2/o2;2/o3)
then (3.102) gives
P 1P 2 P 3 =  2 4 n ^ (3.109)
where pi = —pz. pi < 48. If one follows the procedure given in the previous 
section, (3.101) and (3.109) give that
[ V i h f  =  o^[24pi-(24-pi)p3], (pıP2)^ = n^[24pi + (24-pi)p2] (3.110)
for Pi < 24 and for 24 < pi < 48 respectively. So, the right hand side of both 
equations in (3.110) must be complete square. Based on these conditions on 
Pi, i =  1, 2,3, there are 71 integer solutions {pi,P2,Pz) of the Diophantine equa­
tion (3.101). For each solution {p\,P2iPz), one can find yoj by solving the system 
of equations (3.54). Then one can write possible resonances ( ru ,r i2,r i3) for 
each Pi provided that
Û12/01 (3.111)
¿=1
are all integers. There are following three cases such that all the resonances of 
all three branches are distinct integers.
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Ill.b.i: {pi,P2,p3) =  (15, 60, -24)
2/01 -  -¿7 
12V02 =  - ^  
2/03 =
Ü2 =  Till,
(ni,ri2,ri3) =  (1,3,5), 
(^21,r22,r23) =  ( -2 ,-5 ,6 ) ,  
(r31,r32,r33) = (-4 ,1 ,6 ),
Û3 2^1’ 0-4 — 4^1) O^ 8*^ 1·
(3.112)
Ill.b.ii; (pi,p2,P3) = (2 4 ,n ,-n )
?/oi =  - ai (n i,n 2 ,n 3 ) =  (2,3,4),
V02 — “ ¿ (1  ~ · (^21,^22, '^23) =  (4, 6, ^ ) ,
yo3 = ~;^(1 + Û) ■ (^31,’^ 32,^33) =  (4,6, - ^ ) ,
_  15552-3ra 6912 _  13824 „2 „ _  6912^2 — o76-n·^  *^3 -  576- n2 0i, ^4 — 05 — 5_.g_^2
(3.113)
Ill.b.iii: (pi,p2,P3) — (24 ,n ,-n), n > 0, n 4, 24
Poi = - ^ · ·  (n i,n2 ,ri3 ) =  ( -2 ,-3 ,4 ) , 
yo2 =  - ¿ 7(6 -  f  ) : (r2i, T22, T23) = (1, 4, f) ,
2/03 =  - ¿ ( 6  + f) : (r-3i,r32,r33) = (1 ,4 ,- f ) ,
~ “  576-7i2‘^ 1’ ~
Û1
^ _  1152+2n‘-  ^ ^ _  192 ^2
*^ 2 576-n^ ^3 5 7 6 -n '^ ^ l’ 5 7 6 -n ^ “ l·
(3.114)
For all three cases, the simplified equations pass the Painlevé test. To obtain 
the canonical form of the equation one should add the non-dominant terms 
with the coefficients A/;(z), k = 1,...,12. The linear transformation (2.6) and 
the compatibility conditions at the resonances give the following equations;
I ll.b .i:
y(A -  - 2yy"' -  l ly V ' -  2y\j"  -  7'i/?y^  -  -l· ^6(2/" +  2/2/')
+ з-"^ '6(2/^  + 4i/') +  l^e" “  |^64iy
where A q is an arbitrary function of z. (3.115) was also given in [15].
I ll.b .ii:  Since the compatibility condition at the resonance r 
third branch gives that
+ A l = 0.
The following two cases should be considered separately.
I l l .b .i i . l :  Ai = 0: The canonical form of the equation is
y('b =  -2yy"' -  ^¿x[(w2 -  9)y'y" -  8yhj" -  I 6{yy'^ + г/y')]
+ A:i{y" + 2yy') -I- (^3 + ci){y' -I- '(/^ ) + .4i2,
(3.115)
6 for the 
(3.116)
(3.117)
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where m  =  ri/24, m 7^  1,4, 6, /i.3 is an arbitrary function of 2: and 
—  1
A i2 — 48
-(.43' — — Ci^3 + 2c\z +  C2, Cl, C2 =  constant. (3.118)
(3.117) was also given in [15].
III .b .ii .2 : .4i =  1/ ( 2: — c): Without loss of generality, one can set c =  0. 
The canonical form of the equation is
y(4) =  - 2yy"' ; ^ [ ( 5 4  -  6rrA)y'y" + 48y‘^y" +  96(t/y'^ +  7/y ')]  
+ i[y'" +  2yy" -  ; ;^ [ (2 6  -  2m2)i/'2 + 48y2y' +  24i/j 
+  A:i{y" +  2yy') + (4.3 — 4.3I +  Ciz){y' +  y' )^ +  4 i2]
43 is an arbitrary function of z and
(3.119)
A i2 — -^^^^(43" -  ¿43 -  4343 + ¿ 4 2  _  Ci2:43 +  ^clz^) + 
Cl, C2 =  constant.
(3.119) was also given in [15].
(3.120)
Ill.b .iii:  If we let rn — n/4, m  7^  1,4,6 then the canonical form of the 
equation for m = 2 is
(3.121)
(3.122)
!,<“> = 2yy"' + Sy'y" -  ¡ y h f  -  3yy'^ + i y ^ y '
+Ai{y '"  -  2yy" -  |j/“ +  i y ^ y '  -  i y ‘‘ -  Ary] + Ary '  +  A'ry +  A n ,
If one lets
u = i f  -  2yy" -  + p / y '  -  ^ 1/  -  Ayy,
then (3.121) can be reduced to a linear equation for u. It should be noted that 
(3.122) belongs to Pfj and was given in (3.71). For m = 3
if'I = 2y i f  + f y 'y "  -  f i / i f  -  ^ y i f  +  ^ i / y '  +  4i(y '" -  2yy" -  \ i f
(3.123)
where 4 i and 4 i2 are arbitrary functions of 2:. If one lets
•a = i f  -  2y i f  -  -  ^ 2/'*, (3.124)
then (3.123) can be reduced to a linear equation. (3.124) belongs to Pfj and 
was given in (3.72). (3.121) and (3.123) were also given in [15]. It should be 
noted that for m > 4, integration of the simplified equation once gives the 
simplified equation of the case given in (3.70) with an additional integration 
constant c. Thus, for m > 4 the simplified equation is not of Painleve type if 
c 7^  0.
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Case IV: 06 0: In this case there are four branches corresponding to
(—l,yoj)) i  — 1)2,3,4. If {rji,rj2,rjs) are the resonances corresponding to the 
branches, then HtLi ‘^'ji — Pj such that pj are integers and at least one of them 
is positive. Then (3.76.a) implies that
P(yoj) =  ~2(2a.3+a4)7/Qj-|-6(3ai+a2)yoj+96 = Pj, j  =  1,2,3,4. (3.125)
On the other hand (3.76.b) implies that
y1
2^3 + CI4
~~ ’ / V VojVoi —
J = l
CLq
yoiVoiVok —
2(3oi +  02)
CLq
TT 24 (3.126)
Then (3.125) yields
P, = i ’(!/o,) =  2 4 T T ( l - ^ ) ,  i  = 1,2,3,4
, 4  !/0i
Therefore pj satisfy the following Diophantine equation
(3.127)
E -  = - ·U  Pi 24
(3.128)
To find the simplified equation, one should proceed the following steps: a) Find 
all integer solutions (pi,P2,P3, i ’4) of the Diophantine equation (3.128). b) For 
each pair {pi,p2) from the solution set of the Diophantine equation, write all 
possible {rji,rj2,r j3) such that = pj, j  = 1,2. c) Determine yoi and
yo2 in terms of Oi, if Oi 7^  0, by using the equation [3.94.a) for j  =  1, 2. d) Use 
(3.127) to find yo:3 and yo4 in terms of ai. e) Eliminate the cases (iy i,rj2, ^^3) 
j  = 1,2 such that ai?/ofc, A: =  3,4 are not integers (see the equation (3.94.a)), 
f) Find ai, i =  2,..., 6 in terms of a\ by using the (3.125) and (3.126). Once 
all the coefficients of the equation (3.76.a) are known, look at the cases such 
that the roots of (3.76.a) are distinct integers for yos and yo4· There are four 
cases such that all the resonances are distinct integers for all branches. These 
cases and the corresponding simplified equations are as follows:
IV.a: {puP2,P3,P4) = (6 ,-4 ,6 ,-2 4 )  :
yoi = ■ (^ 11, Ti2, Ti3) — (1,2,3),
1/02 =  - ¿ 7  : (^ 21,^22,^23) =  (-2 ,1 ,2 ),
1/0.3 = - ^ · (^ 31,^32,^33) =  (-3 , -2 ,1 ), (3.129)
2/04 = : (r41,r42,r43) = (-4 , -3 , -2 ),
yW =  ai{yy'" + 2i/y” -  lapy^y" -  ^a^yy'^ + ^ a j i / y '  -  ^a'Jy®)
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yoi = :  (rii, r i2, fis) =  (2,3,6), 
yo2 =  ^  : (^2 1 , T2 2 , r2 s) =  (2,3,  6),  
yo3 =  Jf : (^ 31, 3^2, î'ss) =  (-2 ,6 ,7 ),
IV.b: {puP2,Pz,P4) =  (36,36 ,-84 ,-504) :
Î/04 =  “ 5  : ('^ 41, 4^2, ^43) =  (-7 , 6, 12), 
yi-i) = a2 [y'y" +  |a 2 (y^i/ + yy'  ^ -
(3.130)
IV.c: {p u P2, P 3, P a) =  (36,36,-144,-144) :
yoi = ÿ ·  ( n i ,n 2 ,r i3 ) = (2,3,6), 
y02 =  -yoi ; (?’2i;r22,r23) =  (2,3,6),
Î/03 =  S  · (’'31, T’32, ^33) =  (-3 ,6 ,8 ),
'¿/04 =  -¿/03 ; (/’41, /"42, ^43) =  (-3 , 6, 8), 
= a i^xj-y" + y i /  -  èαз¿/^)
(3.131)
IV.d: {p i ,P2,P3,Pa) = (20, -120, -60, 60) :
y o i =  J  : ( n i , r i 2 , n 3 )  == ( 1 , 2 , 1 0 ) ,
¿/02 = :  (r2i,r22,r23) =  (-10,1,12),
¿/03 =  ^  : (’’3i,?^ '32,^ 33) =  (-2 ,2 ,15),
¿/04 = : ( r 4 i ,r 4 2 ,r 4 3 )  = ( -3 ,-2 ,1 0 ) ,
y (4 ) =  a i ( i / y '"  -  ^ y ' y ”  +  ^ a p i / y ”  -  f a i y i j ' ^  +  ^ a l y h j '  -  ¿ α ^ ¿ /® )
(3.132)
The simplified equation for the case IV.d does not pass the Painlevé test. So 
this case will not be considered. The canonical forms for the other cases can be 
obtained by adding the non-dominant terms with the coefficients Ak{z), k = 
1,..., 12 to the simplified equations. All the coefficients Ak can be obtained by 
using the linear transformation (2.6) and the compatibility conditions at the 
resonances. The canonical forms are as follows;
IV.a:
y(4) =  - o y t f  -  lOiy'y" + yhj" + ^/y') -  15y'i/'  ^ -  ¿/®
-l· A i{ t f  +  4yy" + 3?y^  +  6'y^У -l· y ‘^) + A-iiy" +  3yy' +  y^) (3.133)
+ A7{y' -h ¿/^ ) + A ny  -H Ai2·
If one lets y = u'/u  then (3.133) gives the fifth order linear equation for u. 
(3.133) was also given in [15].
IV.b:
y(4) = -o y 'y ” + 5¿/^ ¿/" 4- byy'·· -  'l/ -t- {CiZ + C2)y +  C3
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(3.134)
where q are constants and (3.134) was also given in [15].
IV.c:
^ IQx/y" +  lO'i/'i/'^  -  + Ci{xj" -  2x/) +  {coz +  Cz)y + C4
where C{ are constants and (3.135) was also given in [15, 16].
(3.135)
3.3 Fifth order equations: P (5)I I
Differentiating (3.75) and adding the term y® which is also of order —6 as 
z zo gives the following simplified equation of order five
x/^ '> = aiyx/‘^'>+ d2y'y"' + +  042/^y'" +  a^yy'y"
+ aexj'  ^+ ajy^y" +  a^ y'^y''  ^+ a^x/y' +  αıo2/^
(3.136)
where ai, i == 1,..., 10 are constants. Substituting (3.4) into (3.136) into above 
equation gives the following equations for resonance r and for yo respectively,
Q{r) =  (r +  l){r'* -  (16 +  aiXjo)r  ^ -  -  ( llo i +  02)^0 -  101]r2
~ ['^ 7'i/o ~ (^ *^ 4 + <^5)2/0 +  (46ai +  7a2 +  4o3)yo + 326]r 
“  [Q9?7o ~ 2(2o7 + 03)^0 +  3(604 + 2oo + ae)yo 
— 8(12fli +  3q,2 4" ^^z)yo ~ 600] = 0, 
o^ iol/o ~ *^ 9l/o + (2ii7 + <28)1/0 “  (^ <24 + 2a,5 +  ao)yo 
■f· 2(12ti4 -|- 3o2 4" 203)^0 4" 120 = 0.
(3.137)
(3.137.b) implies that there are five branches, if Oo ^  0. If (r^i, r j2, rj2,rji), j  — 
1,...,5 are the distinct integer resonances corresponding to (—l,xjoj), and if 
n t= i '^ 'ji — Pj where pj are integers and at least one of them is positive, then 
Pj satisfy the following Diophantine equation.
(3.138)¿ -  = — ·U  Pi 120
Finding the solution of the Diophantine equation is quite diflficult and has large 
number of solutions, including infinite families. So, for the sake of complete­
ness, in this section we will present the cases when we have one, two, three 
and four branches. Since the procedure to obtain the canonical form of the 
differential equations is the same as described in the previous sections, we will 
only give the canonical form of the differential equations for each cases.
The canonical form of the equation can be obtained by adding the non- 
ninant terms yy"', y'y", x/y", xjx/\ x/xj', xf, x f ,  xjy", y'2, y^y', x/, y",
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y y \  y^ > y' 1 y'i y·, 1 with the coefficients Ak{z), A: =  1 , 1 9  which are analytic 
functions of respectively.
Case I: If 0/ =  0, / =  4 , 10, then there is only one branch, and there are 
two cases such that the resonances are distinct positive integers.
I.a:
yoi =  -2 /o i  : (ri, f2, rg, f4) =  (2, 3,4, 5)
!/(« =  -2yyW  -  Sy'y'« -  6y« + At(v* + 2yy" +  6y'y") (3.139)
+Ae(y" + 2yy" + 2t/'^) + Aa(y"  +  2yy') + Ais(y' +  j / )  + /I19,
where Ai, As, /I13, /lie, ^19 ai^ e arbitrary analytic functions of z. (3.139) can be 
linearized by letting u = y' + y' .^
I.b: ?/oi = -1 2 /0 2  : (^i, r 2, rg, T4) =  (1,4, 5, 6).
In this case the linear transformation and the compatibility conditions give 
A{ =  0, i =  1,..., 7, j4 ii =  A \2 =  A iq = 0 and
4 - i / l ^  =  0 (3.140)
Depending on the solution of (3.140) there are following two sub cases.
I.b .i: Ag = 0. The canonical form of the equation is
=  -12yV " -  12/2 ^  ^  ^  2ciiy +  ^(c ,z  + cA)\ (3.141)
where Ci, C2 are constants. If Ci 0, (3.141) can be reduced to (3.13). If Ci = 0
(3.141) can be reduced to a third order equation which belongs to the hierarchy 
of the first Painleve equation, P f  ^ [19], by integrating once and letting y — u'.
I.b .ii: Ag — Y l / . The canonical form of the equation is
y(5) =  -1 2 y Y "  -  1 2 /2  ^  ^ ( | y "  +  yy" +  2 /2 )  +  ( c i Y  +  -  § ) / '
■$yy' + (601^2 -  ^  + f |) y  +  (4ci + ^ )ty  +  ^  ^
(3.142)
where Ci,C2 are constants.
Case II: 07 =  ... = oio =  0: In this case there are two branches. The 
resonances and the canonical form of the equation is
'i/01 =  : (ni,n2,^i3,D 4) = (1,3,4, 5),
2/02 =  : (T2i,?’22,i'23.r24) = (-2 ,3 ,4 , 5)
y(5) -Zyy^A -  I2y '% f  -  9 /2  -  I S y / /  -  6/·  ^ -  3?y2y" +  (i?y)"'+
\Aig[i/" + 2>yy” + + 3y'2 -  {Ry)'\ +  / li5( /  +  3yy +  2/^  -  Ry) +  /I19
(3.143)
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where R — — Aij/3 and ^ 8» ^ 9j ^lo, ^15 and ylig are arbitrary analytic
functions of 2:. (3.143) can be linearized, if one lets
u = i f  + 3yy' + y^ -  Ry  
It should be noted that (3.144) is of Painleve type.
(3.144)
Case III: ag =  oio =  0: In this case there are three branches. The 
resonances and the canonical form of the equations are as follows:
I l l .a :
yoi - 2ai
n, _ 1-n0^2 -
: (?’ii,ri2,ri3,ri4) = (2,'3,4, 5),
· (r21,r22,r23,r24) = (4,5,6, n),
1/03 =  : (r 3 iT 3 2 ,'T 3 3 ,^ 3 4 )  = (4 ,5 ,6 ,-n ) ,
y(5) =  -2?/yW + ;p^[(56 -  3v?)tj'y"' +  (54 -  6n^)y"2 +  48y^y" 
-\-233yy'y" +  96 ('¿/'2 + y'^y") + 288y^y'^] +  A^{y"' +  2yy" +  y'"^ ) 
+  (2^8 + C\Z + C2){y" +  2yy') +  (^8 + 2ci){y' + y"^ ) +  Aig,
(3.145)
where
^19 — 48 ■[2^ 8^ ~ ~~ ~  ^8(‘^ 1'^TC2) — 2Cij4s +  2(ci2: +  C2)^ ] (3.146)
and Ci,C2 are constants , n is a positive integer /  1, 4, 5, 6. If ci =  C2 =  0, 
twice integration of (3.145) yields (3.73).
I l l .b :  The resonances are
1/01 = : (n i,ri2 ,n3 ,ri4 ) =  (l,4 ,5 ,n ).ai
y02 = : (r21,r22,r'23,r24) =  (1 ,4 ,5 ,-n ),a\
1/0:3 =  : (r3iT32T33,7'34) =  ( -3 ,-2 ,4 ,5 ) . (3.147)
where n is a positive integer 7^  1,4,5. It should be noted that, when n > 6 
the twice integration of the simplified equation gives the third order equation 
(3.69) with the additional term {c^z + C2). Therefore, the simplified equation 
is not of Painleve type if ci,C2 7^  0. Hence, we will only consider the cases for 
n = 2,3. The canonical form of the equation for n =  2 is
y(5) =  +  7y'y"' + 5'í/"^  -  |y^y'" -  9yy'i/" -  3y'^ + + \x /y
+A,{y^^) -  2yy"' -  by'y" +  ¡yhj’ + 3yy'^ -  ¡x/y')
/ ı^/' - 1
+ ("^ 13 “  “  ^8^13)y +  ^19,
/2
+A8(y'" -  2yy" -  |?/2 +  + Ai3i/" + (2Tl'i3 -  AiA n)y '
(3.148)
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where /I13, /I19 are arbitrary analytic functions of z. Twice integration
of (3.148) yields (3.71).
For n =  3
y(5) =  +  |(26yV" + 20y"^ -  -  2,2yy'^j" -  f y ' ^  + f y ^ y ”
+ fy'^y'- + Ai[x/' '^  ^ -  2yy'” -  |(10?yy" -  |y^y" -  yyy'^ +  l^/y')]
+ .4s(y" -  2yy" -  |y'2 + ^y^У -  ^ x / )  + .4i9,
Where A i ,A s,A iq are arbitrary analytic functions of z. If one lets
u =  y'" -  2xjxj" -  ^y'^ + yy^?y' -  ^ y ^
(3.149)
(3.150)
then (3.149) can be reduced to a linear equation for u. It should be noted that 
(3.150) belongs to Pfj and given by the equation (3.72).
Case IV: aio = 0: In this case there are four branches. The resonances 
and the canonical form of the equations are as follows:
IV .a:
(3.151)
1/01 =  ^  : {rn ,r i2,r i3,ru) = (1,2, 3,5), 
y02 = ^  ■ (r21,r22,r23,r24) =  (-2 , 1, 2, 5),
1/03 dj” · (^31)/’32)/*33)/'34) ( 3, 2,1,5),
l/04 ~o7~ ' (/*41)/*42)/"43)/"44) ( 2, 3, 4,5),
y(5) =  -5(yy(‘‘) +  3y'xj'" + 2y"  ^+ 2x/xj"' + lOyy'y" +  3x/^ + 2x/y"
+ Qx/y'“^ + x/xf) + -4i(y('‘^  +  bxjxj'" + lOxj'y" + lOy^y' +  ISy-y'^
+ lOy^y' +  y^) +  Ai3(y" + 2,yy') + Ai^y' +  (A'^ g — 4,i3yli.)y^
+ (^ 1^6 ~ ^13 + ^1^13 + 2Tli4.g3 — 4.i4i6 — A\A\^)y  +  ^19
where Ai,A iz,  /lie, -4i9 are arbitrary analytic functions of 2;. Integrating (3.151) 
once gives the special case of (3.133).
IV.b:
yoi =  : (/’ll, ■"1 2 ,/’13,/’h ) =  (2, 3,5, 6),
'1/02 =  ^  : ( / ’2 1 , / ’2 2 , / ’2 3 , / ’2 4 )  =  ( 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 ) ,
'1/03 =  5  : (/’31,/’32,/’33, ^34) =  (-2 , 5, 6, 7),
1/04 =  - f ?  : ( / ’4 1 , / ’4 2 , / ’4 3 , / ’44 =  ( “ 7 , 5 , 6 , 1 2 ) ,  
y ( 5 )  =  - 5 y ' y ' "  -  5 ( y " ) ^  +  5 ı / ^ У "  +  2 0 x j x j ' y "  +  5 ( y ' ) ^  -  5 x / x j '
+  { Ci Z  +  C2)xj' +  Cl?/
Integrating (3.152) once gives (3.134)
(3.152)
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IV.c:
vh =  : 1/02 = -2/oi; (ni,n2,n3,ri4) =  (2, 3,5,6); i =  1,2
vli =  S  · ^  ’’^ ■2’ J^4) =  (-3 ,5 ,6 ,8 ); i  =  3,4
y(5) =  IQi/ tj'" + AOijy'y" + 10(?7')^ -  SOy^ y^' +  Ci{y"' -  6‘(/y')
+ (c22: +  C-2)y' + C2'y
(3.153)
3.4 Sixth order equations; P (6)I I
Differentiating equation (3.136) and adding the term y'  ^ which is of order —7 
as z zq give the following simplified equation of order six
y(6) =  aiyy^ '^ '> + +  a3y"y'" + aiy^y^‘^  ^+ a^ijy'y'"
+ a ,y{y"f  + a,{y')hj" +  asyhj" +  a,x/y'y" + a , ,y {y 'f  (3.154) 
+  CLnx/xf + any^{y'Y  + aizx/xj' + a ^ x f ,
where ai, i — 1,2,..., 14 are constants. Substituting (3.4) into (3.154) gives the 
following equations for the resonances r and xjo respectively,
Q[r) =  (r +  l)[r® — (22 + Oi^o) + [197 +  (16ai +  02)^0 ~ "t [~932
-  (lOloj, -  1102 -  2o3)yo + (11^4 + ^5)2/0 ~  <282/o]^  ^+  [2556
+ (326oi + 46o2 + 20a3)'i/o ~ (46o4 + 7a,5 4- 4a6)j/g + (7as +  ag)?/Q
— Oiiyg]?’ — 4320 — (600ai 4- I2O02 4· 60a,3)yo 4· (96a4 + 24o5 4· 1605 
+  807)2/0 ~  (ISos 4- 609 4- 3aio)i/o "t (4o ii 4- 2012)2/9 ~  O132/0] ~  9
O'HUo ~ O132/0 + (012 + 2oii)2/o ~ (oio + 2o9 4- 08)2/0 +  (2o7 + 4ao 
4"6o,5 4“ 2404) — (12o3 4" 24o2 4~ 120oi) — 720 0.
(3.155)
(3.155.b) implies that we have five branches if 014 =  0 and an^o and six 
branches if Ou 0. If (d i , ry2, r^ , r j4, r-^ s), j  = 1, ...6 are the distinct integer 
resonances corresponding to ( - 1, 2/0/), and if rji — pj, where pj are inte­
gers and at least one of them is positive, then pj, j  — 1, ...5 satisfy the following 
Diophantine equation
2 4  f t  720’
when Oi4 =  0 and O13 7^  0 , and
(3.156)
y " - = —
tTP.· 720’
(3.157)
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when Oi4 /  0. Finding the solutions of the Diophantine equations (3.156) and
(3.157) is quite difficult. So, for the sake of completeness we will present the 
cases when we have one, two, three and four branches. Since the procedure to 
obtain the canonical form of the differential equations of order six is the same 
as the one described in the previous sections, we will only give the canonical 
form of the differential eciuations and their corresponding resonances.
The canonical form of the equations can be obtained by adding the non­
dominant terms y(’), t/y'", yy'y", y ^ y \  y^y', y^ y^^\
yy"', y'y", y^y", yy'~, y^y', У^ y"', yy", У'^ y^y', 2/  ^y”, yy', y', y^, y, 1 .with the 
cofficients Ak, k — 1 ,..., 30 which are analytic functions in z, respectively.
Case I: If a; =  0, / =  4, ...14, then there is only one branch. The resonances 
and the canonical form of the equation is
yoi =  -  J  : {ri,T2 ,r-~,r4 , r 5 ) =  (2,3,4, 5,6)
y(6) :::: ~ 2yi/^ '> ~ 10y'^/‘^'> ~ 20ij”y'" + Ai (y^ ^^  +  2yy^ )^ 4" 8y'y'" +  (?/)^)
+ +  2yy"' +  6y'y") +  Ai9(y"' + 2yy" +  2y'^) +  A24(y" +  yy')
+ ^27 (y^  +  У^ ) +  4I30,
(3.158)
where Ai, i4i2,/lig, A24, ^ 27, ^ 3o are arbitrary analytic functions of 2;. (3.158) 
can be linearized by letting u — y' + y"^ .
Case II: If o; =  0, / =  8, ...14, then we have two branches. The resonances 
and the canonical form of the equation are
Î/01 =  - i  ■
y02 -  ■
{rn ,r i2 ,ru ,ru ,r i5) = (1,3,4, 5 ,6)
(^21,7’22, T2Z, r24, ^25) =  (“ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
y(6) =  _ ^ y y { 0) _  I5y/y(4) _  ^Qy>yf _  y y { A )  _  2 4 y y Y >  _  iSy{y")^ -  36(y')^y"
+ + 3yy'" +  9y'y" + 3yhj" + 6y(y')^ -  ((^12 -  ^ I3)y)"]
+  ^20 [y^^^ + 3yy" + 3(y')^ + 3y^y' — {{Ai2 — A i2)y)']
+  2^6[y^  ^+  3yy' + y^ — (^12 ~ 2li3)y] -f i430,
(3.159)
where .4i2, A13, T20, ^ 26. A30 are arbitrary functions. (3.159) can be linearized 
under the transformation
u =  y" 4- 3yy' 4- гf -  {A^ -  Aiz)y (3.160)
Case III: If a; =  0, / = 11,...,14, then we have three branches. The
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resonances of the equation are
yoi =  - Q — nai
n, _  6-1-71
yo3 = :
(i'll, 1^2, ns, 7-14, ns) =  (l,4,5,6,n)  
(n i ,n 2 ,n 3 ,n 4 ,n s )  =  (1 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,-n )  
(n i,n 2 ,n 3 ,n 4 ,n s )  =  ( - 3 ,- 2 ,4 ,  5, 6)
(3.161)
where n is a positive integer such that n ^  1,4,5,6. It should be noted that 
integration three times of the simplified equation gives the third order equation 
(3.69) with the additional term (cı2:^  + C2Z +  C3). Therefore, the simplified 
equation is not of Painleve type unless ci =  C2 =  C3 = 0. Hence we will 
consider the cases for n =  2, 3. The canonical form of the equation when n =  2 
is
7/(6) =  +  I7'i/V" -  -  9y(y")^ -  18'i/"(y')^
,0 3-  Vlyy'xJ" +  \xj^y"’ +  \y^y'y" +  3y(i/')
+  Ai[x/°^ + 2yyA) -  7-i/V' -  5(y")^ +  |y^y"' +  ^yy'y” +  3(i/)^ -  \y^xf
-  |y^(yT] +  ^ 1 2 -  ^■yy''' -  5yV  + fy^y" +  Зy(y')^ -  \y^y']
+ |(2yli9 + A 2, ) x f  -  i^2o(y"' -  2yy" -  \ { y ' f  -  b / y '  ~  ¡ y ^
+ [ |( 2Hi9 + ^ 20)^  — 22 1^(2^19 + ^ 2o)]y^ ^
+ '[|(2H i9 + -42o)^  ^— ^ 1(24,19 + 42o)^  — | 4 i2(24.i9 + 4.2o)]y^
+  [2 (24 i9 + -420)^ ^^  +  j 42o(24 i9 + 42o)
-  | 4 i (24 i9 + 420)” — | 4 i2(24i9 + 42o)^]y +  430,
(3.162)
where 4 i ,4 i2 ,4 i9 ,420, 43o are arbitrary analytic functions. Integrating
(3.162) three times gives an equation of the form of the equation (3.71).
For n — 3
7y(6) =  2xjx/-y + yy'y4) +  22y"x/' -  fy'^x/'^^ -  ^xjxj'xj”'
-  f y i y 'T  -  f y ”( y T  + '4y'y'" +  f y W  + f y { y f
+  A i[ x /° '>  -  2 y y A )  -  f x j ' x f  -  f  (y")^  + f y ^ y ' "  +  f y y ' y "  + f { y ' f
-  Ify^y" -  f y ~ { y T ]  +  4i2[y^‘*^ -  2xjxj"' -  f x j ' y ”  + f  y(y')^ -  ^ y ^ y ' ]
+ 4 i9[y'" -  2yy" -  ¡(y ')2 + fy^xj' -  47^4j
(3.163)
where 4 i, 4 i2 ,4 i9 , 430 are arbitrary analytic function in z. (3.163) is lineariz- 
able under the transformation (3.150).
Case IV: If 073 = ai4 =  0, then there are four branches. The resonances 
and the canonical form of the equation are as follows:
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Уоі =
1 / — 10 i/02 -  - -
2/03 =  - ^
20'^ 04 =
(^0) =
^  : (7’і і ,Гі2,Гіз,Гі4,Гі5) =  (1,2, 3,5, 6)
: (^21,Г22,Г23,Г24,Г25) =  (“ 2, 1, 2, 5, 6)
: (?’з ь ^32,Гзз,Гз4,Гз5) =  ( -3 ,-2 ,1 ,5 ,6 )
: (Г41, Г42, Г43, Г44, Г45) =  ( - 4 ,  - 3 ,  - 2 ,  5 ,  6 )
(э) _ — 35у"у'" — — 70уу'у"' — 50у{у”)'^- т г
-  95у"{у')- -  -  90г/у'у" -  60t/(y')^ ~ -  20?/2(y')^
+ + оуу^‘^  ^+ 10(у")^ + 10y^y'" +  Ъ9уу'у” +  15(у')^ +  19'і/у"
+ ЗОу^(у')^ +  5у^у'] +  А і2[і/ ‘^'^ +  Ъуу'” +  Шу'у” +  Ш /у ” +  15у(у')^
+  Ш /у ' +  if] +  (4A;g -  2ЛіЛіэ)уу' +  Лі9[у'" +  2уу" +  2(у')^] +  ^24У" 
+  [ —3 /l j g  +  З Л і/1 (д  +  2 ѵ424 — Л і2 ^ і9  +  2 Л (2 і і 9 — 24.1^424 — 24j24i9]y^
+  [^19 “  ~ 4li2^i9]y^ + [Л24 — 2Л"д +  Л".4і9 +  2Л(4.(д
+  ЗА\А'[^ — -4і4.24 — 4.хА(2і і 9 — А\А'-^  ^ — 4іі2^24 4· 2.4(дАі2
— Аі 4.і2-4і9]у +  4.30,
(3.164)
where 4 і ,4 і2 ,4 і9 ,424,4Ізо are arbitrary analytic functions in 2:. Integrating
(3.164) twice gives
= —5yy"' — lOyV^ ~ lOy^ y^  ^— 15y(y')^ — lOy^y' — y®
+ 4i9(y' +  y^) +  (4 i 4 i9 — 24'^g +  424)y + ■B{z),
where B{z) satisfies the equation
B" =  A \B ' +  4x2^ +  4зо
(3.165)
(3.166)
(3.165) is of the form of equation (3.133) and linearizable under the transfor­
mation y =  —.7/.
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Chapter 4
The third Painleve hierarchy
In this chapter we apply the procedure to the third Painleve equation and 
obtain non polynomial Painleve type differential equations of order three.
f3)4.1 Third order equations: P}/j
The third Painleve equation P /// is
{y'Y y' y t /  + iy
y” =
y
-  +z + jy^  +  -y
(4.1)
The Painleve test gives that there are two branches with common resonances 
and
(a ,7 y o )  =  ( - 1 , 1 ) ,  Q (r) =  (r +  l ) ( r  -  2 ) (4.2)
If one applies the transformation z — zq et to equation (4.1) and then 
take the limit as 6 —>· 0 one gets
•,2
y =
r
y
(4.3)
where = ^- The only values of y in (4.1) for which the general existence 
theorem of Cauchy does not apply are 0,oo. The dominant terms of P /// are 
y”, 1 ^  and 7'i/^  which are of weight —3 as z —)■ zq. Taking the derivative of 
the simplified equation gives
(4,4)
y y"
The leading order is -1 and the leading terms are of weight -4. Adding the 
dominant terms of weight -4 with constant coefficients such that the only values
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of y for which the Cauchy general existence theorem does not apply are 0, oo 
and these dominant terms vanish as e —)■ 0 when we make the transformation 
z  =  z q - \ -  e t  give
y'" — — h — 1- diyy" + a,2 {y'Y + cisy^y' +  0,‘iy ‘^y (4-5)
y  y^
where cf+cl /  0. If Ci =  C2 = 0, then (4.5) reduces to equation (3.3). Applying 
the transformation z = zo+ et to equation (4.5) and taking the limit as e ^  0 
give
(4.6)yy , yy =  cr-----l· C2 —
y r
Equation (4.6) is of Painleve type if its solution can be written as
OO
= (4.7)
i-O
where a  G Z and y is single-valued. Substituting (4.7) in (4.6) gives
(ci "f" C2 — 1)q!^  4” — Ci)q! — 2 =  0 (4-8)
Substituting y =  u“ , which preserves the Painleve property, in (4.6) and using 
(4.8) give the equation
uu =  (citt — 2)Ot + 3)uu (4.9)
Integrating (4.9) once yields
— l..,cioc-3a+3Ü = kiVL (4.10)
where Aq is an integration constant. Equation (4.10) can be solved in terms of 
the Weiestrass elliptic function, if
CiQ! — 3q! 4- 3 = /5, /9 =  0,1,2,3
From equations (4.8) and (4.11), one can have
Ci = f  + 3 ( l - 4
C2 =  - 2 - i { 3 - / 3 ) - J j ( l + / 3 )  
/3 = 0,1,2,3
(4.11)
(4.12)
One should note that when a  ±oo, (ci,C2) = (3 ,-2 ), and (4.6) has the 
solution
. {k\t -l- k·^ )
y = k'iexp[-
where A,’i, ¿ = 1,2,3 are integration constants.
■], (4.13)
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(4.5) was considered by Exton [10] without giving the general expression 
(4.12) of Cl and C2- Moreover, he had mistakes in applying the method of 
finding the necessary conditions for the equations in the canonical forms to be 
of Pairileve type. Martynov [12] considered (1.13), which reduces to (4.5) when 
u = 1. But he only investigated the case 04 ^  0, and he did not consider the 
situations when (4.5) attains recessive terms.
Substituting
V =  1/0(2: -  2o)“  ^+  b{z -  zoY~  ^ (4.14)
into (4.5) give the following equations for the resonances r and yo, respectively
Q{r) =  (r 4- l)[i" — (7 +  aiyo)r +  3(6 — 2ci — C2) +  2(2ui +  02)1/0 “  O3I/0] ~
(^ ‘iVo ~ 0.3'i/o +  (2oi + O2)j/o + 6 — 2ci — C2 = 0
(4.15)
Equation (4.15.b) implies that, in general, there are three branches if 04 7^  0. 
According to the number of branches, the following cases have to be considered
Case I: 04 = 03 = 0. In this case there is one branch. Then if ri and f2 
are the resonances, (4.15.b) implies
-(2 o i + 02)1/0 =  r i r2 =  6 -  2ci -  C2, ri + r2 =  o?/o +  7 -  Cl. (4.16)
Therefore one has (6 — 2ci — C2) €  Z —{0} i.e 2ci + C2 G Z —{6}. For each value 
of ^  one may have the following such cases
I.a: ^  =  0; then (ci, C2) =  (3 -  f , - 2  +  f  -  ¿ ) .
Since 2ci +  C2 = 4 — I  — ^  is an integer, then a  =  ±1 
La.i: q; =  1, then (ci,C2) =  (0, 0).
I.a.ii: a  =  — 1, then 6 — 2ci — C2 = 0.
I.b: /3 =  1; then (ci, C2) =  (3 -  f , -2  + ¿).
Since 2ci +  C2 = 4 — I  is an integer, then a  =  ± 1, ±2 
I.b.i: a — —1, then 6 — 2ci — C2 = 0.
I.b.ii: a = 1, then (ci,C2) = (1,0) and (4.16) gives riT2 =  4. Then the 
resonances and the simplified equation c\re
(n ,r2 ) = (1,4)
V"· = +  ai yy"  +  2ai(v')^
(4.17)
Replacing y by Xy such that oiA = — 1 and applying the transformation y 
which preserves the Painleve property, to (4.17.b) give
_  i
U ’
v!^u'" =  5W u" -  4(u')' -  uu" + 4 ( u f  
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(4.18)
Painleve analysis of (4.18) gives that the leading order is -1 and the resonances 
are (fo, fi, 7^2) =  (—1,0,2) with dominant terms uu'", uu'u", {u')^. Substituting 
the series 00
^ U i{ z - z o y - '^  (4.19)
1 = 0
into (4.18) yields that the compatibility condition at the resonance r2 = 2 is not 
satisfied identically and hence (4.18), consequently (4.17), is not of Painleve 
type.
I.b.iii: a  =  2, then (ci,C2) =  (2,1) and riT2 = 3. Then the resonances and 
the simplified equation are
2/0 =  - ^ ·  (i’iT2) = (1,3)
y = 2 ^ - ( $ -  +  a:[7/y" +  (7/)2]
(4.20)
(4.20.b) has the first integral
(v'y/  =  — + αıyy' +  ·^, 
V
(4.21)
where k is an integration constant. (4.21) is of Painleve type [6], [3] .
I.b.iv: a = —2, then (ci, C2) =  (4, -3 ) and r ir-2 = 1 i.e ri = r2 =  ±1. That is 
one has a double resonance at ± 1.
I.c: ¡3 = 2- then (ci, C2) =  (3 -  -2  +  ^ +  ¿ )
Since 2ci + C2 = 4 — 4 + ^  is an integer, then a = ±.1 
I.c.i; a = —1, then 6 — 2ci — C2 = 0.
I.c.ii; q; =  1, then (ci, C2) =  (2,0) and r i r2 =  2. Then the resonances and the 
simplified equation are
· (n ,r2 ) =  (1,2)
y" + a,[yy" -  {y')/\2l
(4.22)
Equation (4.22.b) does not pass the Painleve test since the compatibility con­
dition at the resonance r2 =  2 is not satisfied identically.
I.d: ¡3 = 3; then (ci, C2) =  (3, -2  + ^ ) .
Since 2ci -1- C2 = 4 -f Jr is an integer, then a — ± 1'. But then for both values 
of a, one has 6 -  2ci — C2 = 0.
Case II: 04 = 0,03 7^  0. In this case there are two branches. If yoj are the 
roots of (4.15.b) such that yoi /  2/02, by setting
f^iyoj) — 3(6 — 2ci — C2) -I- 2(2oi + 02)2/0; ~ ti32/o;, J =  1, 2 (4-23)
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and if are the resonances corresponding to yoj, then one has
■jirj2 =  P{yoj) = Pj, 1,2 (4.24)
where Pj G Z and such that at least one of them is positive. Equation (4.15.b) 
gives
(4.25)
6 -  2ci -  C2
03 — :  ^ , 2ai + 02 = 03(1/01 +  yo2)·
2/012/02
Then (4.23) can be written as
P{vm) =  (6 -  2ci -  c;)(l -  ^ ) ,  P (y^)  = (6 -  2c, -  c^))! -  ^ ) .  (4,26)
2/02 2/02
For P1P2 /  0 and 6 — 2ci — C2 ^  0, pj satisfy the Diophantine equation
1^  1 
Pi P2 6 -  2ci -  C2
(4.27)
For each (pi,P2), one should find {rj]_,rj2) such that Vji are distinct integers 
and rjiTj2 =Pj-  Then yoj and Oj can be obtained from (4.25), (4.26) and
Tji +  Vj2 — aiyoj +  7 — Cl
For each value of )3, one may have the following cases
II.a : /3 — 0, then the Diopahantine equation takes the form
(4.28)
a
(4.29)
Pi p2 2q;2 + 3a + 1 '
Since it is not possible to find the integer solutions of (4.29) for all a, we will 
look for the integer solutions of (4.29) when a = ±2, ±3. One should note that 
when a  =  — 1 one has 6 — 2ci — C2 =  0 and when a  =  1 one has Ci =  C2 = 0. 
Il.a . i: a  =  2; then the Diophantine equation is
L  L -
Pi P2 15
Equation (4.30) has the following integer solutions
(Pi ,P2) =  (3,-15),(4 ,60),(5 ,15),(6 ,10),
(4.30)
(4.31)
There is only one case (pi,P2) =  (3 ,-15), such that all the resonances are 
distinct integers for both branches. The resonances and the simplified equation 
of this case are
2/01 =  - ¿ 7 : (D i ,D2) =  (1,3)
yo2 = - j i ; ·  (^21,^ 22 = (-5 ,3 )
y'" = 1 ^ - 1 ^  + + (yT] -  ¡o-iy"y'
(4.32)
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If one replaces 'ij by \ ‘ij such that aiA = — then (4.32) has the first integral
y" = 7
3 , 1 4
4 — - J ! /  +*:. (4.33)
•where k is an integration constant. (4.33) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
Il.a. ii: a = -2 ; then (4.29) has the only integer solution {pi,P2) = (1,3) but 
then there will a double resonance at ± 1.
Il.a  .iii: a — —3; then (4.29) has the only integer solution (pi,P2) =  (1, —10) 
but then there will be a double resonance at ± 1.
Il.a  .iv: a — 3; then (4.29) has the only integer solution (pi,P2) =  (4,14). 
Using (4.28) one can obtain that ( ru ,r i2) =  (1,4) and that the resonances r2i 
satisfy the equation — 5r2i +  14 =  0 which has non-integer roots.
II.b : P = 1] then the Diophantine equation takes the form
1 1 _  a
Pi P2 2(q; +1)
(4.34)
Equation (4.34) always has the particular solution (pi,P2) = (2, —2a — 2). In 
this case the resonances and the simplified equations are
1/01 =  - ^ :  (n i, 7-12) = (1,2),
_  (a+2)(g+l)
aia
2  ^(l/r
yo2 = " · (r2i , r 22) = (-1  -  a, 2),
/ '  =  ( 3 - f ) " f  +  ( -2  + f ) ^  + aiyy'' 
a ^  0, —1, —3
_2a_fl2 2 /
(Q+2)^ ®iy y
(4.35)
Substituting y = ^  gives
"'^ ^^  =  ( 3 - - ) ^  + ( -2  + f )
2 , u"u‘ in")ll\3
(4.36)
a' w ' a {u'Y 
Substituting u' =  u“ in (4.36) gives the following differential equation in v
(4.37)vv'" = v'v"
Integrating (4.37) once gives v" = kv, where k is an integration constant, which 
has the solution v = kiz + k2 if k = 0, or v = k\e'^^ + k2e~ ^^  if k 7^  0. The 
simple zeros of v might be singularities of u. Then one can easily show that for 
u' not to contain the term i.e u and consequently y is of Painleve type, 
it is necessary and sufficient that a ^  —2m — 1 where m G Z+.
Since it is not possible to solve equation (4.34) for all a  we will cover the 
cases cv = 1, ±2. One should note that when a  =  — 1 one has 6 — 2ci — C2 = 0.
I l .b  .i: a  =  1, then the Diophantine equation has the form
J_ L - l
Pi P2 4
(4.38)
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(pij>2) =  (2, -4 ), (3, -12), (5,20), (8,8), (6,12)
(4.38) has the solutions
(4.39)
There are three cases (pi,P2) = (2 ,—4), (8,8), (6,12) such that all the reso­
nances are distinct integers for both branches. The resonances and the simpli­
fied equations for these cases are
Il.b .i.l; (pi.ps) =  (2 ,-4 )
'1/01 =  - ^ · ·  (7'i iT i2) =  (1,2),
Z/02 = : (?’21,'^ ’22) =  (-2 ,2 ), (4.40)
Equation (4.40.c) is nothing but equation (4.35) when o; =  1. If one replaces 
y by Xy such that OiA = —3, then (4.40.c) has the first integral
y” =  -3 ri/' -  y^ +  ky, (4.41)
where k is an integration constant. {4.41) is of Painleve type [6] [.3].
H.b.i.2: (p ,.;,2) =  (8,8)
y'L = ^  ·■ 1/02 =  -you {rjurjo) =  (2, 4), i  =  1, 20-3
y‘" =  ■ 'f  +  W y '
(4.42)
If one replaces y by Xy such that a^X = 4, then (4.42.b) has the first integral
y" = 2y·^  + ky (4.43)
where k is an integration constant. (4.43) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
II.b.i.3: (p„p,) =  (6,12)
;!/oi = :  (? 'u ,ri2 ) =  (2,.3),
2/02 =  ^  : (?'2i-?'22) = (2,6), (4.44)
2 / '" - 2 ^  + ai(y2/" + 2api/V)·
If one replaces y by Xy such that OiA = -2 , then (4.44.c) has the first integral
y” = -2/2/' + y^ +  ky, (4.45)
where k is an integration constant. (4.45) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
Il.b . ii: Q. = 2\ then the Diophantine equation is of the form
1  1  _ i
Vi Vi 3
(4.46)
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(4.46) has the solutions
(Pi ,P2) =  (2 ,-6 ),{4 ,-12 ),(6 ,6 ), (4.47)
among which only the cases (2 ,-6 ), (6,6) are such that the resonances are 
distinct integers for both branches. The resonances and the simplified equations 
are as follows
Il.b .ii.l: (pi.pa) =  (2 ,-6 )
2/01 - : (
0^2 =
y'" = 2t f -J y
: ('
(?/)=y2
(niT i2) = (1,2), 
(^21,r22) =  (-3 ,2 ), (4.48)
,// m
(4.48.c) is nothing but equation (4.35) when a = 2. If one replaces y by Xy, 
then (4.48.c) has the first integral
y” = ~ "^ yy' ~ +  ^y (4.49)
where k is an integration constant. (4.49) is of Painleve type [6] [3]. 
II.b.ii.2: (pi,P2) =  (6,6)
Voi ^  —2/oi, (^ji, ^'2) (2,3), j  1,20-3
y'" =  2 ^  -
y  y -
(4.50.b) has the first integral
+ azv'^y'
(4.50)
y =
y
(4.51)
where k is an integration constant. (4.51) is of Painleve type [6] [3]. 
I l .b  .iii; a — —2; then the Diophantine equation has the form
1  + 1  = 1
Pi P2
(4.52)
which has the only solution (pi,P2) = (2,2). The resonances and the simplified 
equations in this case are
Voi = iT ■ №2 =  - y n i  (r,i,r,2) = (1,2), i  =  1,2
,M3 (4.53)
Note that (4.35) reduces to (4.53) if a  = -2 . (4.53) has the first integral
{ y fy” =
y
+ + k if (4.54)
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where k is an integration constant. (4.54) is of Painleve type [6] [3]. 
II.c: /3 =  2; then the Diophantine equation is
a~
(4.55)
Pi p2 2a^ +  q; +  1
When a  =  —1, one has 6 — 2ci — C2 =  0. When a = ±2, ±3, the integer 
solutions of (4.55) lead to equations with non-integer resonances. When a  =  1 
equation (4.55) has the solutions
(Pi ,P2) =  (1 ,-2 ),(3 ,6 ),(4 ,4 ) (4.56)
There are two cases such that the resonances for both branches are distinct 
integers. The resonances and the simplified equations for these cases are
II.c .l: (pi,P2) =  (3,6)
yoi — ~ ai (r iu ru ) = (1,3)
2/02 = ^  : ^ ■ (r21,r22) =  (1,6)
yiif ^  2^ ^  +  ai[yy'' -  {ij'f +  aiy\j'\
(4.57)
(4.57) does not pass the Painleve test since the compatibility conditions at the 
resonance rqs = 3 is not satisfied identically.
II.C.2: (p i ,B 2 )  =  (4.4)
»Si =  ¿  : »02 =  - » « ;  (r,i,rj2) =  (1 , 4 ). i  =  l ,2
/ '  = 2 * ^  + a,y‘y·.
(4.5S.b) has the first integral
y" -  c tf -t- ky~,
where k is an integration constant. (4.59) is of Painleve type [6] [3]. 
I l.d : P = 3] then the Diophantine equation is
(4.58)
(4.59)
1 ^ 1 _
Pi P2 2(q;2 -  1)
(4.60)
Since it is not possible to solve (4.60) for all a  will cover the case a =  ±2. One 
should note that when a  = ±1 one has 6 — 2ci — C2 = 0 and when a  =  ±3 
the integer solutions of (4.60) gives non-integer resonances, when a; =  2 the 
Diophantine equation has the solutions
(Pi .P2) =  (1 .-3 ),(2 .6 ),(3 .3 )  
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(4.61)
There are two cases such that all the resonances for both branches are distinct 
integers. The resonances and the simplified equations for these cases are
I l .d .l:  (pi,p2) =  (2,6)
1/01 =  - ^ :  (n i,ri2) =  (1,2),
2/02 = ^  : (^ -21,^22) =  (1,6),
yin ^  +  a^lyy” -  {xj'f +  \a iy \j']
(4.62)
(4.62.c) does not pass the Painleve test since the compatibility condition at 
the resonance = 2 is not satisfied identically.
II.d.2: (pi,P2) =  (3,3)
^^01 = i  : yo2 =  -yoi; {rju rj2) =  (1, 3), J =  1, 22a3
>/' = -  i ! #  +  H v y
(4.63)
y 2 2/ 
(4.63.b) has the first integral
y” =  + 3^2/^  +2 y
(4.64)
where k is an integration constant. (4.64) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
Case III: 04 /  0. In this case there are three branches corresponding to 
(—1, 2/02) , j  — 1,2,3, where yoj are the roots of (4.15.b). (4.15.b) implies that
3 3
n  = ~ ^— ~ — ^  yoiyoj =  —  (2oi +  0 2 ), ^  yoj = — · (4.65) ^  ^ (24 -^-  n.Aj=i CI4 O4
If the resonances (except ro = — 1 which is common for all branches) are rji, 
i = 1,2 corresponding to yoj, and if one sets
P(yoj) =  3(6 -  2 ci -  C2 ) +  2 (2 oi +  a2 )yoj ~ o.32/oi>  ^ =  1 , 2 , 3 (4.66)
then (4.15.a) implies that
= Pivoj) =Pj, (4.67)
2=1
where pj are integers and in order to have a principal branch, at least one of 
them is positive. Equations (4.65) and (4.66) give
p,· =  (6 -  2ci -  C2) Y l  ( 1 - ^ ) ,  i  =  1,2,3 (4.68)
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and hence pj satisfy the following Diophantine equation
j=l 6 — 2ci — C2
(4.69)
where 7^  0, 6 — 2ci — C2 7^  0 and from (4.68) one has the system
Pi (2/02 -  2/03) =  A:yoi, P2 (2/0.3 -  2/01) =  ’^'2/02, p3 (2/01 -  2/02) =  Aii/os, (4.70) 
where
k  =  -— — — ^(yoi -  yo2)(yo2 -  Po3)(2/oi -  2/03) (4.71)
2/012/02 2/03
Moreover it can be deduced from (4.12) if 6 — 2ci — C2 ^  0, then for all a; G Z 
and ^  =  0,1,2,3, one has 6 — 2ci — C2 > 0. Then· (4.68) gives that
I ] w  =
Thus from (4.72) if ai 7^  0, then *^· That is pi > 0, and either p2 or
Pz is a negative integer. So one should consider the case ui =  0 separately.
I I I . l :  Oi 0. Then (4.15.a) gives
rji + Tj2 = 7 -  Cl (4.73)
Thus Cl is an integer and since
[rji -  Tj2f  =  (r-ji +  Tj2f  -  4rjirj2, (4.74)
one has that (7 — Ci)'" — Apj is a perfect square. Then one can determine pj 
and then by using the system (4.70) and (4.65), one can obtain y^j and am, 
rn — 2,3,4. For ecicli value of /? one can have the following cases
I l l . l .a :  P = 0. Since Ci = 3(1 — 4) is an integer, then a  =  ±1,±3. 
There is only one case, a =  —3, such that 6 — 2ci — C2 /  0, Cj +  C2 7^  0 and 
the resonances of all branches are distinct integers. The resonances and the 
simplified equation for this case are
2/01 = (^iiT’i2) =  (1,2),
2/02 =  3^ 7  : ('/'2 1 ,^ 2 2 ) =  ( 1 , 2 ),
2/03 = 3^ 7 · (’’31,’’32) =  (-2 , 5),
y'” =  4 / ^  -  f  ^  +  02[(2/')^ +  6α22/^2/' +  3aiy'‘]
(4.75)
(4.75 cl) does not pass the Painleve test since the compatibility conditions are 
not satisfied identicallv.
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111.1. b: P - 1 .  Since ci =  3 -  |  is an integer, then a — ±1, ±2. No cases 
such that the resonancses of all branches are distinct integer.
111.1. c: =  2. Since ci =  3 -  ^ is an integer then a  =  ±1. When a  =  -1 , 
one has 6 -  2ci -  C3 = 0. The case a  =  1 leads to the following resonances and 
simplified equation
7/3 = 2Voj a4 [rjurj2) = 2 =  1.2,3
y>" = 2 ' ^ + a,y^
(4.76)
Replacing y by Xy such that 04A3 — 2 (4.76.b) becomes
y'" =  2—  + 2i /
y
(4.77)
(4.77) was considered by Martynov [12].
I l l . l .d :  P = 3. Then Ci =  3. Since (7 -  ci)^ -  4pi =  16 -  4p\ is a perfect 
square and pi > 0, then pi =  3. (4.69) gives that P2 and pa satisfy
q;3 + 2
1  +  1  =
P2 Pz 6(o;2 -  1)
> 0 (4.78)
From (4.78), one can deduce that one of p2 and ps, say po is
16 — 4p2 is a perfect square , one has P2 — 3. Then (4.78) gives pa — 4_q,2
_6 +  Since P3 is an integer, one has o; =  ±1. But then one has 6 -  2ci -
^ 4—a-
C2 =  0.
I I I . 2: oi 0. Then after solving (4.69) for pj =  rjiTj2 , yoj and a ,^ i — 
1,2,3,4 can be determined from equations (4.70), (4.65) and
+ Tj2 =  7 — c'l +  uil/oj. j  — 1. 2, 3 
For each value of p, one can have the following cases
III.2 .a : ^ = 0. Then Diophantine equation takes the form
(4.79)
a
j=o 2q;2 + 3a +  1
(4.80)
(PiiPziP.) = (2.“*“  + 2 ,- a  -  1) is a particular solution of (4.80), but not all 
the’ solutions are of this form. For this particular solution the system (4.70) 
gives k = ±2«. There is only one case . A: =  2a, such that the resonances for 
all branches are distinct integers. The resonances and the siinplifled equation
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for this case are
^^01 =  - ^ 7 ? :  (n i,n 2 ) =  (1,2),
2/02
yo3 =
ai c
_  (a + 3 ) (2 a + l)  .
aia : (^21,^22) =  (-2o; -  1 ,-2 ),
: (,-3,.r32) = ( - a - l , l ) ,
!/"' =  3(1 -  + ( -2  +  I  -  3 , ) ! ^  + a ,\„ "  + -  ^ a , ! / V
(a+3)^  J ^  7^  ”■!? ~2, —3.
(4.81)
Note that when a  =  —3 ,(4.81) reduces to (4.75) which is not of Painleve type. 
Substituting '(/ = ^  in (4.81) gives
1, u”v: //^ 3
„w  = 3(1 -  +  ( -2  +  ^  -
a u' a - or [u'y
Substituting u' = u“ in (4.83) gives
v'" = 0
(4.82)
(4.83)
(4.83) has the solution v(z) — kiz^ + /c2Z + k3. The zeros zq of v are singularities 
of u' when a  < 0. For u' not to contain the term i-e for u and consequently 
y to be of Painleve type, it is necessary and sufficient that o; > 0.
In particular, if a  = 2, then the only solution of (4.80) such that the 
resonances are distinct integers is (pi,P2,P3) =  (2,15, —3). The simplified 
equation and the resonances for this case are as follows
yoi =  - 2ai
y02 = 25. ■2ai
(n i,r2 i) =  (1,2),
(^21, 7-22) =  (-5 , -3 ),
2/05 — - ^ :  (P3i,?'32) — (-3 ,1 ),
(4.84)
y ‘ = + “ lira" + + ^ A v ' \4 y
III.2 .b : /0 = 1. Then (4.69) has the form
a
j = l 2 (^0' +  1 )
(4.85)
Since it is not possible to solve (4.85), for all cr, we will consider a say 1, ±2.
III.2 .b . i; a  =  1. Then equation (4.85) has the solutions
(pi,P2,P3) =  (3,24, -8 ), (3,132, -11), (4, - n ,  n), (5,16, -80), (5,19, -380), 
(6,10, —60), (7,8, —56); n G Z+
(4.86)
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Only for the following cases out of 7 cases given in (4.86) one has distinct 
integer resoiuines
III.2 .b .i.l; {pi,P2,P3) = (3, 24, -8 )
yoi = - -  : 
2 / 0 2 :
2/03 =  :
y f / r  —  y ' l /J 7/
(rii,ri2) = (1,3), 
(0 1 ,^22) = (4,6),
(’■'31, ’’32) =  (—2,4),
+ 01(2/2/" + jO iyV  -  |o?2/^)·
(4.87)
Replacing y by Ay such that Qi A =  —2, then (4.87.d) has one of the following 
first integrals
y" = ^2/^ y” = -'2/2/' + 2/  ^ y" =  -3'yy' -  y^ (4.88)
which are of Painleve type [6] [3].
III.2.b.i.2; {puP2^Pz) =  (4, -n ,n ) .
Since Pi = 4, one has ( ru ,r i2) =  (1,4) and hence Oiyoi =  —1. On using the 
system (4.70), one finds that aiyo2 = and Uiyos =  — So that the 
resonances V2i and T'h satisfy the following equations
7-2 -
44 + 77
' 2i
8
44 — 77
-^3i 8
’’2i +  = 0
rsi -  n =  0
(4.89)
(4.90)
respectively. The simplified equation has the form
v ? -U A  , „0 512y"' = ^
y
+ Opyy" - 22:-----Ц ^α ı(y ')^ -16 — 16 —
a ^ y y  +
256
a f,/  (4.91)
16 — n'^
(4.91) does not pass the Painleve test unless n — 12 since the compatibility 
condition at r'i2 =  4 is not satisfied identically unless n 12. Then (4.89) and 
(4.90) give that (721, 722) = (3,4) and (r3i , f 32) =  (-2 ,6 ) respectively. Thus 
one has the equation
(4.92)
Replacing y by Ay such that oiA = —1, then (4.92) has one of the following 
first integrals
yoi = ■ (ril,7-i2) =  (1,4),
yo2 = : (’•21,’’22) =  (3,4),
2/03 - · ('Ol, T'32) =  ( — 2, 6),
2/'" =  + 01(2/2/" +  4a ii/y ' -  2opy^)
y" = 2y^ y" =  yy' +  y^ 2/  = -3yy ' -  2/
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(4.93)
which are of Painleve type [6] [3].
111.2. b.ii: a  =  -2 . Then (4.85) takes the form = 1 which has the
only solution {pi,p2iP3) — such that pz < 0. But then one has
=  '^ 12 =  ±1 that is one has double resonanse at ±1.
111.2. b.iii: a - 2 .  Then (4.85) has the form
E f t  =  5
The only solution of (4.94) that might yield an equation with distinct reso­
nances is {pi,P2iPz) — (3,n, —n), where n G Z .^. The resonances of the first 
branch are (rnjfio) =  (1)3) and the equation is of the form
m o y = 2 y'y” iy')- ^  + aiyy -  o ^29 — 77)^
1 )2 -1 1 7 ,, , ,  216 2 2 /a-iy y -
108
ai2/  ^ (4.95)
9 —
(4.95) does not pass the Painleve test since the compatibility condition at 
Ti2 =  3 is not satisfied identically for any value n.
III.2.C: /? = 2. Then (4.69) takes the form
E f t  =
a
1=1
2a^ 4- a  — 1
(4.96)
{Pi,p2,Pz) = (2 ,12a -  6, - 3 a  -  3) is a particular solution of (4.96). For this 
triple, one has k = ± 6a both of which yield the same simplified equation such 
that the resonances of all branches are distinct integer. The resonances and 
the simplified equation are
11 — Q+i ·JOl aia
_  (a+1)- .yo2 -  ·
(a+l)(2a-l) .
a\a
{rn ,r i2) = (1,2)
(7’21,'1’22) =  (3 , - a  -  1)
: (r3i,r32) = (6, 2 a - 1)yo2 -
!/"' =  (3 -  + ( -2  +  ^ +  ¿ ) ^  + “i n "  -  I s k r M v ' f  +
“  a # 0 , - 1 , - 4 .
(4.97)
Substituting y = ^  in (4.97) gives
u  ^ Oi u a [u'Y
Substituting u' = v°‘, gives the following equation for v
vv'" =  2v'v"
(4.98)
(4.99)
Integrating (4.99) gives v" — kitY. Thus v — koz -I- k‘2 if k\ 0, or v 
^^o'i^Gi(z -  zqY'~'Y where zq is a double pole of u. Since
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u' = v°‘, u' does not contain the term 7: ^ .  That is u, and consequently y, is 
of Painleve type if and only if a  0, —1, —4.
Since it not possible to solve (4.96) for all a, we will cover the case a = 1. 
When a  =  1 (4.96) htrs the solutions (pi,P2,P3) — (3,5, —30), (2,n, —n) where 
n G Z+. When {pi,P2,P'3) =  (3,5, —30), one has k — ±15. There is one case , 
k — —15, such that the resonances for all branches are distinct integers. The 
resonances and the simplified equation for this case are
(Pi,.P2,Pz) =  (3 , 5 , - 3 0 )
1/0 1 _ ai ; {rn ,r i2) = (1 . 3 ).
1/02 _  J_ai ■ (t’2 1 ,^2 2 ) = (1 . 5 ),
1/03
_  _ _ i
ai : (^ ’31,^32) = ( - 5 , 6 ),
y'” — 0 y'y" y +  ai[yy" -  W t 1" +
(4.100)
Replacing y by \ y  such that a^X = —1, then(4.100.d) has the first integral
(4.101)2  y  2 '
which can be integrated in terms of elliptic functions [6].
I I I .2 .c.2: {p\,P2iPz) — (2,n,n) The case k = n gives that ?/oi =  0. The
case k — —n gives the following equation
/// c^y'y" It 7^  ^±  12y'" =  2 ^  ±  a,yy + a i i y f -
y 4 — n?
71 — 2
16
A — n? a W  +
a ly \  (4.102)
4 — n^
where api/01 = - 2, aii/02 = (?‘i i ,7’i2) =  (1, 2) and the
resonances of the second and the third branches satisfy the following equations 
respectively
2 n ±  8
^2i -
r l  +
2
8 — n
r2i ±  n = 0 
r-3i - n  = 0
(4.103)
(4.104)
The compatibility condition at r i2 =  2 is not satisfied identically unless n =  6. 
Then the roots of (4.103) and (4.104) are (r2i , r 22) =  (1,6) and (r3i , r 32) = 
(—2,3) respectively. Thus the resonances and the simplified equation become
yoi — ai
:
yo3 = :
{rn ,r i2) =  (1,2), 
(^21,r22) = (1,6), 
(^■31,^32) = (-2 ,3 ),
(4.105)
y'" = 2 ^  + c i^lyy" -  W f  -  W f-y '  -  h A
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I I I .2 .d: ¡3 — 3. The Diophaiitiiie equation (4.69) becomes
2(a2 -  1)
(4.106)
(Pi)P2,P.3) =  (2,4q; — 4, —4a — 4) is a particular solution of equation (4.106). 
For this particular one has k =  ±4a. There is only one case, k = —4a, such 
that the resonances of all branches are distinct integers. The resonances and 
the simplified equation for this case are
yoi - (n iT i2) =  (1,2),
1/02 =  ^  · (i'2 1 , T22) = (4, a -  1),
2/0.3 =  : (F3 i , ^32 = =  (4,-- a  -  1),
y'" =  3 ^
(4.107)
^^^2^ +  a m /  -  ^ a i ( y /  +  ^ a \y h j ' -  ¿ a \ t /
Substituting y = ^  in (4.107) gives that
u
u"u" 2(a2 -  1) {u"f
u' o? {u'Y
Substituting u' =  u“ in (4.108) gives the following equation for v
vv'" = Zv'v"
(4.108)
(4.109)
Integrating (4.109) gives v" = k\v^. Then either v = koz + k^ if ki =  0, or 
V =  where Zq is a simple pole of v. Since u ' =  v°‘, then
in order that u,and consequently y, be of Painleve type, it is necessary and 
sufficient that u ' does not contain the term That is a  7^  0,±(1 +  4m)
where m € Z+.
Particularly if a  =  ± 2, then equation (4.106) becomes Y^'j-yPj = | ,  which 
has the only solution {pi,P2,P‘i) — (2,4, —12). This solution yields the partic­
ular case of (4.106) when a = ± 2. That is
yoi -  - -  : 
1/02 = :
a\
{rn ,r i2) = (1,2), 
(i^21,r22) =  (-3 ,4 ), 
(^31,^32) =  (1,4),2/03 —
y"' = 3 ^  -  +  ai[y?/ -  l ( y /  -t- |a i i / y ' -  \a \i/]
(4.110)
To find the canonical forms of the equations one should add non-dominant 
terms with coefficients that are locally analytic functions of z. When C2 = 0 
multiply both sides of (4.5) by y and add the non dominant terms of weight
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greater than —5. That is , one should consider the following equation when
C2 =  0
yy"' = ciy'y” +  αı'í/^y" + a2y{yT + +  Ai{z)i/y" + A2İz)(гУУ
+ M {z)t/y ' +  Ayz)y"^ +  A y z )y ” +  A yz)y y ' + Aj{z)xf +  A yz)y '
+ + -d-lo('Z)y + Aii[z).
(4.111)
When c'2 /  0 multiply both sides (4.5) by ?/^  and add the non-dominant 
terms of weight —6. That is one should consider this equation
= ciyy'y" +  C2(y')'  ^ + aiy'hj" + -t- + a^rf -h Ai(z)y^y"
-b A2{z)y{y'Y -f- A y zy /x j ' -b A ^z)y^ + A-yz)xjxf -b A yz){y 'Y  
+  "^^7{z)y-y' + As{z)x/ -b A9(z)xj" -b Aio{z)yy' -b bliiy^ + A i2{z)xj'
+ A i3{z)y'  ^ -b A u{z)y  -b ^ 15(2:).
(4.112)
The coefficients Ai can be determined by using the compatibility condi­
tions at the resonances Tij and the compatibility conditions corresponding to 
parametric zeros; that is the compatibility conditions at the resonances of the 
equations obtained by the transformation y =
I.b .iii: The transformation
y = l^{z)y{x), X = p(z) (4.113)
allows one to take
ai =  l, A y + A 2 = 0 (4.114)
The compatibility conditions at the resonances ri =  1 and T2 = 3 give that
2/ 11 -b A 2 — A:i -b A4 — 0,
2.4i -b -42 — .43 — |-44 = 0,
/I5 -b ^6 ~ -dg =  0,
2-4g -b 4^g — Aj + -4g -b 2Ag — /lio + ^4u — 4ii(2T5 + A q — Ay + As) = 0.
(4.115)
(4.114) and (4.115.a-b) give that A4 = 0, -43 =  —^42 = A^. To find the 
conditions corresponding to movable zeros one has to substitute y
(4.112) to get
_  1-  m
2-,/"' =  4uu'u" — 3{u')^ — uu" + 3(w')^ -b Ai{u^u" — u{u')‘^ -b uu') -b Asu^u' 
+ Ayu~u' -  (2-4,5 +  As)u^{u'y — Asu^ -b A yu^u” — 2u^(w')^)
-b 4 [q'u'^ 'U^ — 4ii'u^ -b A \2XJ‘ x^J‘ — '^1-33'u^  — ..4i4U^  — A\sxi^·
u u‘ 3,,//
(4.116)
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Substituting
u =  ¿ « . ( 2 - ^ 1 , ) '+ '.  p € Z _ (4.117)
i-Q
in (4.116), give that the term A<j{u^u'' — 2гí^(гr')^) is dominant for all p < 0. 
Then Ag = 0. There are two possibilities for the leading order p 
(a) p — -1 . Then .dig 7^  0, dg = dg = d i5 -  0 and
A i2{zo)u‘^ = 1, (r ju fj2) = (1, 2), j  = I,: (4.118)
Then the compatibility conditions at the resonances fjj, i = 1, 2, j  = 1, 2, give 
that
d-io — 0, d .12 — 2^id i2 , di4 — —A 1A 12, Ai3 — dig,
(4.119)
447 = d i, A [ ,^ A '( - A ,A [
The canonical form of the equation in this case is 
y^y'" = 2yy'y” -  {¡/'f -  y^y” -  y^(p')^ +  M {y ‘^y" -  y { y 'f  +  y'^y') +  A[x/xj'
+ (^1 — A\A'i)y^ + dig(p' + y^) — Aidig,
(4.120)
where d '^ 2 =  2di.dig and d i, is an arbitrary analytic function of 2. (4.120) has 
the first integral
v" = h d  -  w ' + A \y  -  + B, (4.121)
y y
where B' — A iB  =  dig. (4.121) is of Painleve type if and only if d i =  0. 
That is, dig = ki and B — k\Z + k2- Replacing y by py, z by uz such that 
IJ.U = 1 and kiu'^ — 1, (4.121) becomes of the form of an equation considered 
by Bureau [6]. That is
{y 'fy" =  — ---- yy' -  -  + z
y y
(4.122)
(b) p = -2 . Then dg = dg = dio = dig =  dig = 0. uq is arbitrary and 
the resonances are (?~i, fg) =  (0,2). Then the compatibility condition at fg =  2 
gives that
dy =  .4i, .4s = 0, dll = di — .4idi, d i3 = 0 (4.123)
The canonical form in this case is
?/y'" =  2yy'y" -  (y')'  ^ -  y^y" -  y'^iy'f + dı(y^y" -  y{;y'f +  y^y') +  diy^y'
+  {A'l -  A [A ,)y \
(4.124)
where d i is an arbitrary function of 2. (4.124 has the first integral
{y 'f
y” - — yy' + dj'y + B, (4.125)
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where B' +  A \B  =  0. (4.125) is of Painlev’e type if and only if A'^  = 0. That 
is Ai = ki and B  =  k2e’^ '·-. Then applying the transformation y =   ^ gives an 
equation of the form
n [u'Y u' , k z 2u =
u
(4.126)
(4.126) was considered in [6].
II.a .i: The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
di — — — , 2i4j T  A2 — 5 / I 3 T  25j44 — 0.
L·
(4.127)
The compatibility conditions at rn  =  1, t\2 — 3 and T22 — 3 and (4.127) give 
that
A 2 — —f^ i ,  ^3 =  1^1) A4 = 1^1, As — A5 + As,
(2 A5 +  Tg — Aj +  As)' — j4 i (2^5 +  Ag — A 7 +  Ag) +  2Ag — Aio +  An — 0
(4.128)
To find the conditions produced by the movable zeros, one should substitute 
y =  i  in (4.112) to get
v?v!" =  r,uu'u" — —('"'A _  3-  -  3(гí')^) -  I« ' +  Aiiu^u" -  fu(u')^ + |W
— ^u) + Asu^u" — (2 As +  Ag)'u^(гi')^ +  Ajv?u' — Asu^ +  A9(ti'^u"
— 2iA[u')‘^) + Aio'u^u' — Aiiu^ + Ai2w‘ii' — Aisu“^ — Anu^ — A ^u^
(4.129)
Substituting (4.117) in (4.129) implies that there is only one possibility for the 
leading order p = —2 such that
As =  Ag = Ag — Aio --- Ai2 — Ai4 — Ai5 = 0, (fii,r~2) = (0,1), (4.130)
where Uq is arbitrary. The compatibility condition at f2 =  1 together with , 
equations (4.128) and (4.130) give that
Ai — Ag — Ai3 — 0, All — A'-j
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
(4.131)
V-y'" =  \vv'y" -  \ ( v ' f  -  +  < / ( ! / ? )  -  +  A , / y '  + A ',y \ (4.132)
where Ay is an arbitrary analytic function of z . (4.132) has the first integral
(4.133)n 3(y')^ 3 , 1 , ,y = ------2^y -  ^y +  Aj^j +  kn
y
where ky is an integration constant. (4.133) possesses the Painleve property 
[6] [3].
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Oi —3, 2Ai -|- A2 — 2T.3 4- 4.4.4 ~  0· (4.134)
The compatibility conditions at ru  =  1, r i2 =  2 and T22 =  2 give
2A{ +  4.2 ~ 43 + 44 =  0, 4.1 — 4,3 +  244 = 0, 24s — 4.6 +  A j - 0
4s — 4e +  4y =  0
(4.135)
To find the conditions corresponding to movable zeros, one should substitute 
2/ =  i  in (4.111) to get
I l . b . i . l :  The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume
 ^ /// u u = 5uu'u" — A{u'Y — 3{uu" — 2{u')‘^) — 2u' + A^u^u" — (24i +  42)·u(гi')^ 
+  A^uu' — A^u + A^l'u^u" — 2г¿ (^гí') )^ +  A^v?u' — Aju^ + A^u^u'
— 49'it^  — 4iori^ — 4ii'U^.
(4.136)
Substituting (4.117) in (4.136) gives that p = — 1 is a possible leading order 
with
4s =  0, (fi,f2) =  (0,2) (4.137)
where uq is arbitrary. The compatibility condition at f2 = 2 gives
(4 i + 42)43 — 4io — 43 = 0, 42 (4 i + 42) — 42 — 4e = 0, An =  0. (4.138)
(4.134), (4.135), (4.137) and (4.138) imply that
42 =  0, 43 = 34i, 44 — 4 i, 4s = 4e = 47 =  0, 4io =  4 i4 s  — 4^, 4 n  =  0.
(4.139)
The canonical form of the equation for this case is
yy”' = y'y" -  32/^  (y')^ -  +  4 i  {yy"+3y^y'+y‘^ )+As^j'+Aoy~ +  ( 4 i 4 s  -  4g)y,
(4.140)
where 4 i, 4s and 4g are arbitrary functions of z. (4.140) has the first integral 
y" = -3 yx j'-  -  As + By; where B ' -  A]_B -  Ac> (4.141)
(4.141) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
II.b .i.2 : The transformation (4.113) allows one to take
ÜI = 4, 24i + 42 + 44 =  0. (4.142)
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-^ 2^ ) +  2 A 5 +  Aj  =  0, Ae — 0
~A'^  +  3/ly +  (5vli +  AA'^ Az =  0 , A!^  +  A'·^ +  (j4i +  A2){Ai +  2A 2) —  0 , 
\AzAl — |(2 .4 i +  A2)'A\ — \AzA'^  +  ^9  +  \AzA'.^ {Ai +  2A2)
The compatibility conditions at rj\ =  2 and r.j-2. =  2, j  =  1, 2 give
+ -4.2)(2Ti +  4.2) — ^4 .347(41 + 242) +  4g(4i + 242) — 0,
+ f{3A 'l + 2A'i) + §(2A ^ +  A2) +  a ;
+ 2^7 “  ^8 “  + 2I 10 + ^ A jA j  — ^ ( A i  + 2^12)
+ -^ (4 i +  242)(64j +  442) + (24g + 47 — 48)(4i +  242) — 0·
(4.143)
To find the compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros one should 
substitute y =   ^ to in (4.111) get equation with the same simplified equation 
of (4.136) with the same possible leading order p =  — 1, resonances and com­
patibility conditions (4.138). Equations (4.138), (4.142) and (4.143) give that
A'2 T 424^ — 0,
A'·^  + Af — 0, if 42 = 0,
At =  if /I2 ^  0.
The following cases can be considered 
(a) 4 i =  42 =  0: One has
A 4 =  4s =  4g = 47 =  All = 0 , 4g = A;i, 4$ = —^kik2Z -1- kz, 
^9 =  k2, 4io =  ^kik2
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
yy”' = y'y" + + kitj^y' -t- 4- kz)y' +  k2y~ +6
(4.146) has the first integral
y” — 2y'^  -|- A:ıy  ^ -f- [k2 Z -f k^)y 4- A/'1^ 2 4- kz
(4.144)
(4.145)
(4.146)
(4.147)
Replacing y by y — ^  (4.147) can be reduced to an equation of the form
y" — 2y  ^+ {kiz 4- ¿2)1/ + k3 ? (4.148)
which is of Painleve type [6] [3]. 
(b) 42 =  0, Ai — A. One has
As — -44 — ~ ii  Az — 4g — All — 0) Ay —_  2ki782 ) A —  4_ 2^^9 -  -2^3 +
^8 -  3^  + k\ k>
k^
108^ 3 + kz, 4io —Mi 4. fclfc'23z·^  ^  3z'^ 27z‘*
(4.149)
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The canonical form of the equation in this case is
yy'” = y'y" +  +  ^{yy" -  2 r/)  +  -  ^ y ^  +  ( - ^  +  ^)y^
+ (&  + ^  “  +  k3)y' +  (|f^ + ^  -  sfe  +  ^ )y -
(4.150)
(4.150) has the first integral
II ^ -i 2 / \ 1^ kik '2 k'j , /.
» -"7» + -  3?■  “67 +108?■
which can be transformed to an equation of the form (4.148) if one replaces y
b y i / - & ·
(c) A 2 = -: One has
i4i — — j4.3 — k i z ,  A i  — 4, A q —  A ^  —  A \ x  — 0, A j  —  ^ k \ ,
4 _  ^ 17 1  k.'2 A- — '^*2 7 A- 4 ,„ — r2 1 k\k-i^9 -  2  ^+  z > ^8 -  144^  12 ^ z > ^10 — 35^ + ~ ·
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
y y ' "  =  y ' y "  + 4y^ i/'+4(_3yy" + + k iz ^ y '^ x j '  +  Ay'^ + ^ k i z i / )
+ + ( - ^ A  -  ^ z + ^ - ^ ) y '  + (1^2 + t ^ ) y
(4.152)
(4.153)
II.b .i.3 : Using the transformation (4.113) one can c\ssume that 
oi =  —1, 2y4i + A2 — A3 + A4 =  0. (4.154)
If one applies the transformation y = ^ to (4.11) then u satisfies an equation 
with the same simplified equation as in (4.136) with the same possible leading 
order, resonances and compatibility conditions (4.138). Then the compatibility 
conditions at the resonances ru  =  2 and ri2 =  3 give
■'^ 6 — '4j, tIs — ^ 9, 2zli — 2/I2 — ^3 + 4T4 — 0 (4.155)
Using the conditions (4.138), (4.154) and (4.155), the compatibility conditions 
at the resoiicuices T2i =  2 and 732 = 6 give that 4^^  = 0, i =  1,2,..., 11. That is 
the canonical form of the equation is
yy'" = y'y" -  y h "  + 2y^y' (4.156)
(4.156) has the first integral
y" =  - y y ' + y^ + kxy, (4.157)
where /.q is an integration constant. (4.157) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
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ai = -2 , 2.4i + ^2 -  3.43 + 9/I4 =  0 (4.158)
The compatibility condition at the resonances ru  =  1, 1^2 =  2 and r22 =  2 
give that
I l . b  . i i . l :  The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
4yli + ,42 ~ 3,43 + 5/I4 — 0, 2A5 +  Aq — A-j +  /Is — 0,
2,4[ +  ,42 — 24.3 + A,i ~  0, 2A^ +  ,4g — Aj +  As =  0.
(4.159)
To find the compatibility conditions corresponding to parametric zeros, one 
should substitute y — ^ in (4.112) to get the equation
u^u"' =  4uu'u" -  3 ( u f  -  2(uu" -  2(гi')^) -  u' + Aiu^u" -  (2A , +  A2)u(u')^ 
+ A ’iuu' — A4U + A^u^u" — (2A5 + A q)u^{u')'^  +  Aju^u' — A^v?
+ A^{u^u" — 2v?{u'Y) +  A iqu^u' — Allti^ +  Ai2M^'u' — A\zu^
— A\^V^ —
(4.160)
Painleve analysis of (4.160) gives that p =  — 1 is a possible leading order such 
that
^5 =  -^ 6 ^9  ^ A i5 =  0, ,4i2 7^  0.
A i2{zo)ul = l, (fji,fj2) =  (1, 2), i = l ,2
The compatibility conditions at the resonances fii =  1, fj2, ? =  1,2 on using 
the conditions (4.158), (4.159) and (4.161) give that
(4.161)
A ‘2 — A 3 — 2A i, , A 4 — | A i , A 7 — A s — ,4io — A 1 3  — 0,
A i2 = ki{·^ 0), Ai4 = \k \A i
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
(4.162)
=  2'ijy'y'' -  [ y 'f  -  2t/tj" -  y \j ' +  A i{ y h / -  |?/(ı/')^ +  ‘^У^ У' +  5!/^ )
+  Aiiy^ + kiy' +  yA i,
(4.163)
where Ai and ,4n are arbitrary functions of z. If Ai =  A\, then (4.163) has 
the first integral
y = IM !2 y 2'i/y' -  y  +  2Ai?y^  -  ^  +  By,
ki (4.164)
where B' -  A \B  = ,4n. (4.164) possesses the Painleve property if and only if 
Ai = 0 [6] [3]
II.b .ii.2 : The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
CI3 =  3, 2Ai + A2 T ,44 = 0 (4.165)
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The compatibility conditions at the resonances = 2 and rj-2 =  Z, j  — 1,2
and (4.165) give that
Ao — A a — —A 1, Aj — 0, 2A^ +  ^6 +  Ag — A3 +  IA 3A1 — 0,
“ 1^3 + + 2Ag +  Ag — Aio — 0,
IA 3A3 — IA3A1 — IA3A5 — A3A8 + 2Ag + AlO. 
Substituting y =   ^ in (4.112) gives the equation
(4.166)
u^u'" — 4uu'u" — 3(u')^ +  3ti' + Aı(u^u" — u(u')^ + u) + A 3UU' + A^u^u"
— (2 As + A6)u^(гi')^ — A3V? + A9(u'‘'u" — 2гt^(гí')^) +  Aiow^u'
— Aiiu^ + Ai2U^ u' — Ai3w"‘ — Ai^u^ — A15W®.
(4.167)
Painleve analysis of (4.167) gives that p =  — 1 is a possible leading order with
(4.168)
A5 — Aq — Ag — Ais — 0, Ax2 7^  0,
Ai2{ z o )u l^ l ,  {fa, fi2) ^  (1, 2), ¿ =  1,2
The compatibility conditions corresponding to parametric zeros by using
(4.166) and (4.168) give
Ai = ki, Aio = 0, A'j2 =  2A1A12, Ai3 =  0, Ai4 =  —AiAi2· (4.169)
Thre following cases have to be considered
(a) ki = 0] then one has
¿■2 I
A3 — k^z + A,4, As =  ks, An = -^ z  + -^k^k^, A12 = ^2(7^  0) (4.1/'0)
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
k,y y^'" = 2 yy'y" -  {y'f  +  +  ki)y^y' +  h y *  +  ~^(k3 Z +  k,)t/  +  k^jJ
(4.171)
If kz =  0, then (4.171) has the first integral
// (v ) 1 ki r\ A)2 ," _^y2 _  _  ^
y 2 y
(4.172)
(4.173)
which is of Painleve type [6] [3].
(b) ki 0; then one has
7i3 =  - | i + V · · ' ,  = f  +
An = ^e^ ‘~(—A)3 + Ai^qe^^·^), An = k26~^ '·^ , Ai4 = —k\k26~^ ^^ ·
The canonical form of the equation in this case becomes
y2y"' =  2yy'y" -  [%j'f + Zy\j' +  k i { y \ f  -  y{ ij'f -  y^) +  (^46^^  ^ -  ff)y^y'
+  ( ^  +  ^ e 2 * ‘^)y4 + + kik2e>^ ^^ )y^  + k2e '^^^^y' -  kyk2e '^‘^\
(4.174)
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If =  0, then (4.174) has the first integral
wy" = (4.175)
which, within the transformation y = e^^u(pe·^^), becomes
1
V = ------------ V +  — - r ^ V ^ -------- +  ,
V t  k i t  V k i t
2k3..2 2k, (4.176)
where t =  (4.176) has a special form of the third Painleve equation
P m .
Il.b.iii: The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
aa =  l, ^ 1 = 0  (4.177)
The compatibility conditions at the resonances rji =  1 and Vj2 = 2, j  = 1,2 
and (4.177) give that,
Ai = A 2 — A^ — A¿ı =  Aj = 0, 2A , +  A q +  A$ =  0. (4.178)
Substituting y = ^ in (4.112) give the equation
u^u'" = 2uu'u" — {u'y + u' + A,u^u” — {2A, + ^4¿)гí^(u')^ — A^u^
+ Ag{u'^u'' — 2u^[u'y) + AlOu^u' — Anu^ + A i2u"^ u' — Aizu‘^
— A liu^  — idisu®
(4.179)
Painleve analysis of (4.179) gives that there are three possibilities according to
the number of Painleve branches
(a) The leading order is p =  —1 with
(4.180)
^9 — ^12 — A i, — 0, -4f, — —3.4,5, .4,5 ^  0,
A5{zo)uo = - 1 :  (fi,r'i) = (1,3).
The compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros at the resonances 
fi and r~2, (4.178) and (4.180) give that
-dg = .4.5, Aio =  3 ^ 5 , 1^3 = —^ 5^  ^ 1 1  = -^ 14 = 0 (4.181)
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
!/V" =  4 y y Y - S ( , y f  + y V  + A ,iy y ' '- 3 { y f+ v ^ )  + 3 A iy ,y -A 'ly ^  (4.182)
where As is an arbitrary function of z.
(b) The leading order is p == -1  with two branches
As — As — A<^ — Ais — 0, A i2 0
Ai.2{zo)ul = S: (ra,ri2) =  (2,3), -2 =  1,2
(4.183)
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The compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros at the resonances
¿^1 , '^2 , i =  1,2, (4.178) and (4.183) give that
ids — 0, A ioA '12 — ( ^ 12) )^ A u  — ~3^12) "^ 13 — —A \q +  £ ^ A
A "  _  1:^12 J '  4 . 1 (  A x i \ ‘^  A .^  —  f) /1 , ,  — 3 A iqA \ q 3 ' 1^2 /12
^ 1 0  2ai2''^10 +  2 V.412I ^ 1 0  “  ^ 1 1 “  4 Ai2 ^ 8 i 4 i 2 ^ 1 0 ·
One should consider the following cases: 
(i) i4i2 =  ki{y^ 0). (4.184) gives that
id14 0, vdis — —K'i, idio — kzZ +  / ’^ 4, idii — 4A:i
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
y2ym _  y^yiyii _  2>{y'Y 4.  y^ y! 4.  (/J32; 4- k4)yy' +  k^ xj'
-  ^ { k z z  + ki)y^ -  kzy' .^
If k’i = 0, then (4.186) has the first integral
II {y'Y 1 , ; 2 3“  ~ 7:^ 4 ~ 7,— b k^y +  y .y =
y 3y
(4.187) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
(ii) idi2 =  kykz 0. (4.185) gives that
idi4 = idu =
•blio = k'ze^ '^  ^+ k^e 2 id^ s =  —^{Sk^e^' +  k,{6 2 ^). 
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
xjY '  = Axjy'y" -  3 {y 'f + {kze>^ ^^  + k,e'^^)yy' + k^e’^ ^^y' -  
-  2|^(A:3e*'*  ^+  k^e^^)y'^ -  + k^e'^^)y'^
If kz =  0, then (4.189) has the first integral
{y 'f  k^ hx
k\k‘2 ^ 1k\z
y" =
, kz -  —e 2-" -
3 y
+ 2/ +  kzy ,
which, under the transformation t =  becomes
V o kz AkzV^ — 2k^ 
V — ----- 7 + ^  “ 9“ '*-------- T7V t  o v  k]_t
(4.191) is of the form of the third Painleve equation P m ·
(c) The leading order is p =  -1  with
Aj =  .di5 = 0 , ids =  —2ids, idi2 = —^Az, Az ^  0,
A5(2:o)uoi = - 2  : (ni,ri2) =  (1,2),
-do(A)'ii02 = -6  : (t~21,^ 22) = (“ 3, 2).
(4.184)
(kzz + ki). (4.185)
(4.186)
(4.187)
(4.188)
y (4.189)
(4.190)
(4.191)
(4.192)
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The compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros at fn  =  1, f i2 —
2, T22 =  2 give by using (4.178) and (4.192) that
1 1
As — 0, Aio — 2^5’ '^13 — ~
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
(4.193)
■i/y'" = Ayy'y" -  3 {y 'f + ySy  +  Asiyy" -  2y{y' f )  +  +  Any^ -  ^ A \y '
-  \A lx f  +  \AsA!^y,
(4.194)
where As,A]_i are arbitrary functions of 2. If A n  =  B B', where B' =  ~ | ^ 5, 
then (4.194) has the first integral
y" =  + y3 +  B x/ -  B"
y y
Replacing y by —y{—z), (4.195) becomes
y "  = k i !  _  + y3 _  B y ^  +  B "
y y
(4.196) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
II .c .2: The transformation (4.113) allows one to take
tt's — 2f, =  0.
(4.195)
(4.196)
(4.197)
The compatibility conditions at Tji =  1, ry2 =  4, j  =  1, 2 by using (4.197) give 
that
(4.198)
(4.199)
A‘2 — As — /I4 — Ay — 0, Ag — -Ag, Ag 4- Aio — Ag 
Substituting  ^ in (4.111) gives
u'^u'" = Aau'u" -  2{u 'f + 2u' +  Asiu^u" -  2u^{u'y) -  Asu^u'
4· As'iAu' — AqxA — AiqW^ — A \\xA
Painleve analysis of (4.199) gives that p = — 1 is a possible leading order with
A5 = 0, uq arbitrary, (fi,T2) = (0,3) (4.200)
Then the compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros at f 2 =  3 
by using (4.198) and (4.200) give
Ag — Ag — Aio — All — 0, Ag — A:i 
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
yy'" = 2y''ij" 4- 2xftJ + k m / ·
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(4.201)
(4.202)
(4.202) has the first integral
y" = 2 ,/ + w  -  h . (4.203)
where k2 is an integration constant. (4.203) can be solved in terms of elliptic 
functions [6] [3].
I I .d .2: The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume
3
<^3 — 2 ’ — 0· (4.204)
The compatibility conditions at the resonances rji = 1, Vj2 =  3, j  — 1,2 on 
using (4.204) give
■^2 = ^3 — -d4 =  0; ^8 — As + ^10 = ^5 + -^ 6 d" ~  ^^9 +  ^11-
(4.205)
Substituting y =  d in (4.112) gives
u^u'" =  Zuu'u" — |('ix')·^  + \u ' +  A^u^u" — (2yl5 +  A^)v?{u'Y
+ A-ju^u' — AqU^  + A q{u‘^u" — 2w^(гi')^) +  A iqu^u' — Auu^ (4.206) 
T A i2‘u^u' — Ai^u^ — A hvA — A\^vA .
Painleve analysis of (4.206) implies the following possible cases:
(a) p = — 1 is a leading order with
■^5 =  -^ 6 — Aq = A i5 = 0, j4i2 7^  0
-di2(^ o)'Uo = I : {fii,fi2) = (1,3), 3 = 1,2
(4.207)
The compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros at fn  =  1, fj2 = 
2, 3 =  1,2 by using (4.205) and (4.207) give
j4s — j4io — ^11 — dli3 — A i4 — 0, Aj — k2, A 12 — k\ {^  0).
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
y'^y'" = ^yy'y" -  ^ { y T  + +  ^ly' +
(4.209) has the first integral
n 3 o , 2 7 ’^1
(4.210) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
(b) p = — 1 is a leiiding order with
j4g = 0 , A^ = ^12 = 1^ 5, ^15 =  ” 5^5)
.45(20)^01 = -1  : (n i, ri2) =  (1, 2),
-4.5 (-^ 0 ) ^ 0 2  — 1 · (^ 2 1 ,^2 2 ) (1 , 4 ),
-45(^ o)'iio3 =  ~3 : (r3i,r32) = (—3,4)
(4.208)
(4.209)
(4.210)
(4.211)
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=  0, m =  1,2,...15 (4.212)
That is the equation attains only dominant terms.
111.1. c: The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
0,4 = 2, 2A\ +  A '2 +  .A3 + A4 = 0. (4.213)
The compatibility conditions at the resonances rji — 2, 7^ 2 = 3, j  =  1,2,3 
and (4.213) give
A,„ =  0, rrr =  1,2,...,9. (4.214)
Substituting 2/ =  M n (4.111) give the equation
u^u'" =  Auu'u" -  2{u 'f + 2 u -  Aiou‘^ -  Anu^· (4.215)
Painleve analysis (4.215) implies that p == —1 is a possible leading order with
Uo arbitrary, (fi, f2) =  (0,3). (4.216)
Then the compatibility condition at fi = 3 gives
Aio = An = 0. (4.217)
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
yy'" -  2y'y" + 2 if (4.218)
(4.218) was considered by Martynov [12].
111.2. a: The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
Then the compatibility conditions corresponding to movable zeros by using
(4.205) and (4.211) give that
ai =  - - ,  A i = 0 .  (4.219)
The compatibility conditions at the resonances 7’n =  l , r i 2 =  2,rsi =  1 give 
that
A2 =  A3 = A4 = 0, 2A5 + Ae -  Ar +  As = 0. (4.220)
Substituting y = ^ in (4.112) gives the equation
u -.u^u"'^ u'” = \uu'u" -  Y(ri')^ -  \uu" + y (u')^ -  f« ' +  I + A57
-  (2 A5 + A6)гí^ ('u')^  +  Aju^u' -  As'u^  + A9(u‘^ 'u" -  2v?{u'Y) (4.221)
+ A iqiAu' — AiiU^ +  A\2U^ u' ~ Aıз7¿‘* — Ai4'U® — A\^v!^.
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Painleve anal}^sis of (4.221) implies that p =  —2 is the only possible leading 
order such that the resonances are distinct integers with
-ds — Aq — Ag — Aid — A i2 = A i4 — A i5 — 0,
uq arbitrary, ( f i ,f2) =  (0,1).
(4.222)
The compatibility condition corresponding to movable zeros at the resonance 
on using r~2 =  1 (4.220) and (4.222) gives that
Aj — Ad, Aid — 0· 
The canonical form of the equation' in this case is
(4.223)
y^y'" = T^yy'y” -  -^{y'f -  i^ ‘>/y" -  -^y^iyT -  ^2/V -  -^y  ^+ A j{ i/y ' + y'^)+Auy^
(4.224)
where Aj, A n  are arbitrary functions of z. If A'n =  A", then (4.224) has the 
first integral
3 W  3
y” =  74 y '^yy' -  ^y^ + Ajy  +  B,
(4.225)
where B — A n — A' .^ (4.225) is of Painleve type [6] [3].
I II .2 .b .i.l:  The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
—2, 2j4i 4" Ad T 2Ad T 4/14 ~  0. (4.226)
For the sake of simplicity, one first finds the compatibility conditions corre­
sponding to movable zeros. Substituting y = ^ in (4.111) gives an equation 
with the same simplified equation as of (4.136) with the same possible leading 
order p = — 1, resonances (4.137) and compatibility conditions (4.138). Then 
the compatibility conditions at the resonances rn  =  1, = 3, rdi — 4, V22 =
6 by using (4.137), (4.138) and (4.226) give that
Am = 0, m = l,2 ...,6 , Ad = ki (constant), AiQ = —A'd,
Ad — A'j -f- k\, Aj" -|- AjAj  + (j4y — ki)i^ A'-j -I- ‘2jk{) = 0
(4.227)
One should note that the equation which Aj satisfies, is a special form of (2.52) 
a member of P/. One may consider the following cases;
.12 z- ■
24
equation in this case is
yy'" = y'y" -  2 y V  +  y^y' +  y^  
(4.228) has the first integral
10 = ^ .  The canonical form, of the
12 o 24 , 72
(4.228)
12 24 (4.229)
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which is of Painleve type [6] [3].
(b) Aj =  0, A'-j =  k\. Then A^ , — 2ki, ^lo =  0. The canonical form of the 
equation in this case
yy”' =  y'y" -  2y^2/" + y'^y' +  y^ + {kiz +  k2)y^ +  2kixj' +  k^x/. (4.230)
(4.230) has the first integral
y” = -3 yy  - y ^  -  {kiz + k2)y -  2ki, (4.231)
which is of Painleve type [6] [3].
(c) A" — 0, Aj = —2ki. Then As = —ki, Aio = 0. The canonical form of the 
equation in this case is
yy" ' = y 'y "  -  2y‘^ xf +  x/y' + y® + {-2kiZ  +  A)2jy^ -  kiy' +  A;ıy^ . (4.232) 
(4.232) has the first integral
1 .
(4.233)y"  — ^y^ + { —k y z  +  - ^ ) y  + k i ,
which can be solved in terms of elliptic functions if k\ = 0, or can be trans­
formed to the second Painleve equation P// if A:i /  0 [6] [3].
III.2.b.i.2; The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume
Οχ = —1, 2^ 4χ -f- A‘2 T A s -b A^ i = 0. (4.234)
For the sake of simplicity one first obtains the compatibility conditions corre­
sponding to movable zeros. Substituting y = ^ in (4.111) gives an equation 
with the same simplified equation as of (4.136), the same possible leading or­
der p =  —1, the same resonances (4.137) and same compatibility conditions 
(4.138). Then the compatibility conditions at the resonances Γχχ =  1, Γχ2 = 
4, Γ21 — 3, Γ22 = 4 on using (4.137), (4.138) and (4.234) give that
^10 = bln ■ == 0) ffi = 1, 2,..., 6, big =  big = k\, A-j — 2kiZ-\-k2·, (4.235)
where k i,k 2 are constants of integration. The canonical form of the equation 
in this case is
yy '"  = y 'v "  -  y V  +  4</»' + 2»= + ( 2 k , z  +  h , ) y ’ +  *:,(!/' +  y )^. (4.236)
(4.236) has the first integral
y" — 2y^  + { 2 k i z  -b ^2)2/ ~  k i ,  (4.237)
which can be solved in terms of elliptic functions if Aq = 0 or it can be trans­
formed to the second Painleve equation P// if Α.·χ /  0.
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I I I .2 .C.1: The transformation (4.113) allows one to take
CL\ =  ~1, A2 =  0. (4.238)
(As +  Ag -  2A5 -  Ag -  A j ) { - ^  ~ W  + 1 )^ ~ 4^(2^5 + As +  A7)
The compatibility conditions at the resonances ru  =  1 rig =  3, rgi =  1, rgg =  5 
give
A2 =  A 3 =  A4 =  0, A s  — A s +  2 A 7  =  0, ^  =  0,
103A^ -  89A1 -  103As -  55Ag = 0,
- -
+ g(2Ag — As)(2As + Ag + A7) — ^  — ^  +  ^  +  ^10 + ^10 = 0-
(4.239)
To find the compatibility conditions corresponding produced by the movable 
zeros one should substitute y — ^ in (4.111) to get the equation
v?u"' = Auu'u” — 2{u'Y — uu" — \{u 'y  +  2u' — I  +  A^{u^u” — 2u{u'Y)
+  A q u ~ u '  —  A j u ^  +  A s u ^ u '  —  A g u ^  —  A i o t i “^  —  A i i i i ^
(4.240)
Painleve analysis of (4.240) implies that p — —1 is a possible leading order 
with
As = 0, Uo arbitrary, (ri, 7~g) =  (0,3). (4.241)
The compatibility condition at fg = 3 by using (4.239) and (4.241) gives
Ag = A7 = As = Ag = All =  0, Aio = ki (constant). 
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
y , / '  =  2 ,/y "  -  , / y "  + ^ - y { y f  + 2 y y  + + k,y .
(4.243) has the first integral
„ 3 {y'Y 1 3 ky
2/ =  0 — + 0'^  + - ’2 y 2 y
which can be solved in terms of elliptic functions [6].
I I I .2 .c.2: The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume
Oi =  —2, Ag = 0.
(4.242)
(4.243)
(4.244)
(4.245)
The compatibility conditions at rn  =  1, rqg =  2, rgi =  1 give
Ai = A3 — A4 =  0, 2As — Ag + A7 =  0 (4.246)
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For the sake of simplicity one can find the compatibility conditions correspond­
ing to movable zeros before obtaining the compatibility condition corresponding 
to movable poles at 7-22 =  6. Substituting y — ^ in (4.111) gives the equation
2 „ , wu u 4uu'u" — 2{u'Y — uu" + {u')'  ^ -f 2ti' — 1 -b A^{u^u” —
+ Aqu^u' — Ayu^ + Agu^u' — A^u^ — A \qu  ^ — A n u ^ .
(4.247).
Painleve analysis of (4.247) implies that p = — 1 is a possible leading order 
with
.45 =  0, Wo arbitrary, (rq,f2) -  (0,3). (4.248)
The compatibility condition produced by movable zeros at the resonance on 
using (4.246) and (4.248) give
Ag - - Ay  ^ /Ig “  -^ 11 — 0, A<j = —y4g, A \q = ky (constant). (4.249)
Then the compatibility condition at the resonance rq? =  6 on using (4.249) 
gives
Ae = Ay = A^ = 0 (4.250)
The canonical form of the equation in this case is
yy'" = ‘^ y'y” -  ■^y'^ y" + Sy{y 'f -f 2y^y' + x/ + kyy.
(4.251) has the first integral
y = n
3 (I/O/\2 1 ky
+ T tr +
(4.251)
(4.252)
2 y 2" 2y ’
which can be solved in terms of elliptic functions [6].
III .2 .d  The transformation (4.113) allows one to assume that
ay =  -1 , bli =  0 (4.253)
The compatibility conditions at ru  = 1, r i2 = 2, r2i =  1, 7-22 =  4 give that
A 2 = A·^  — A^ — 0, 2A^ + Aq — Ay + A^ = 0,
(4A5 -f 3j4e + •'4? ~ s^)  ^ ~  6^9 ~  2Aio = 0,
¿(2,4,5 +  -46 + Ay + ,4s) '^ — {2Ag + T.10 — bill)' — ^(2^5  -\- A^ Ay + big)^
+ |(2A s -|- big -b Ay -b ylg)(2j45 — 2Aq + Ay + 4blg) — 0 
Substituting 7y = 4 in (4.112) gives the equation
(4.254)
=  Suu'u" — |(w0^ — uu" -b |(w0^ + I« ' — I +  A^u^u"
— (2,4s + AQ)u^{u'y' -b Ayu^u' — A^u^ -b A^{u‘^u" — 2u^{u'Y) (4.255)
*b AyyyU^ u' — Ayyu^ -b /li2W^u .4i3W^  — Ay^ yW^  —
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Painleve analysis of equation (4.255) shows that p =  — 1 is a possible leading 
order with one of the following choices
(a )
■^ 5 ~  -^ 6 ~ ~  0) 1^2 ^  0) •^12('2^o)'^ 0 ~ 2 ' ”^¿2) ~  (ij 3), i =  1, 2
(4.256)
where Uq is the leading coefficient of the series (4.117). The compatibility 
conditions corresponding to movable zeros at the resonances rn = 1, fj2 = 
2, z =  1,2 by using (4.254) and (4.256) give
Aj — A% — +  k2Z + k'i, A iq — A i4 — 0,
^11 =  +  2^), Ai2 =  ki, A i3  = (4.257)
where ki ^  0, k2, kz are constant of integration. The canonical form of the 
equation in this case is
y'^ y'" =  ^y'y" -  \ { y ' f  -  y^y” +  |y^(y')^ + +  jy®
+ + k2Z +  k z W y ' + y^) -  i ^ z  + k2)y'  ^+ k^y' +  ’f y .
(4.258)
(4.258) has the first integral
,/^ 2
// 1 (yO
y = 1;2 y
-  2yy' -  + k2Z +  kz)y - (4.259)
(4.260)
which possesses the Painleve property [6] [3].
(b)
A q =  —1^5) T1i2 = y4g, 1^5 = —1^5) A  ^ ^  0,
^5(-^o)^oi = — 1 : (fiuT~i2) = (f-i2),
^ o(’2o)Wo2 = 1 : (f^2lT22) =  (1) 4),
A5(2o)uo3 = - 3  : (r3i,r32) =  (-3 ,4 ),
where uq is the leading coefficient in the series (4.117). The compatibility 
conditions at the resonances fu  =  T 1^2 =  2, f2i =  1 on using (4.254) and 
(4.260) give
3
j4.5 k[ (constant), A^q — A 14 0, ^ '^1 — ^iA j T Ay^ — 0. (4.261)
But then the compatibility condition at the resonance V22 =  4 gives ki =  0. 
That is the equation attains the dominant terms only.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In the procedure followed to obtain higher order Painleve-type ordinary dif­
ferential equations, we have imposed the existence of at least one principal 
branch for the sake of applicability of the singular point analysis. However, 
the compatibility conditions at the positive resonances of the second branches 
are identically satisfied in all cases. Besides, following this procedure one can 
also obtain equations with negative resonances only like Chazy equation (3.23), 
which has three negative distinct integer resonances.
Since the simplified versions of P/ and P// are constant coefficient 
polynomial-type equations, starting from these two equations higher-order 
polynomial-type simplified equations with constant coefficients were consid­
ered. However, non polynomial-type simplified equations with constant coeffi­
cient were obtained starting from the constant coefficient non polynomial-type 
simplified equation of P///. One can also obtain non polynomial-type higher 
order equations having the Painleve property if one follows the procedure start­
ing from Py and Pyi-
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